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ABSTRACT 
SEQUELAE OF POLITICAL' TORTURE: NARRATIVES OF TRAUMA AND 
RESILIENCE BY IRANIAN TORTURE SURVIVORS 
More than 1 0  countries around the world use systematic turture against c i v i I i  
and members of political. opposition groups. Iran has ken identXrsd as one of seven 
countries with the most "appalling human rights records" (Amnesty IdernationaS 2001). 
In addition to mdmd use of public floggings and stoning of civilians for punishment of 
crimes, Mween 1981 to 1988, the government of Tm executed thousarads o f  political 
prisoners, almost all youngsters, and killed many others under torture to obtain 
confessions (Abrahamian, 1999). This qualitative investigation pments a narrative 
approach to the study of trauma and resilience. K ddr-s the question of how a group 
of former political prisoners frum Iran, have made sense of thek torture expieme and 
.' 
their survival, and how thy define k i r  proactive work for the protection of human 
rights. Semi-struchued interviews were conducted with activist torture survivors h m  
Iran, who currently live in Germany. They were interviewed about their experiences and 
explanations of their overcoming adversity given the Iranian historical, wciopoMfd and 
cultural context. Interviews were audiotaped and transcrikd, and narrative analysis was 
used to descrik the emerging themes of trauma and resilience. This study's social and 
clinical implications lie in its utility to give voice to an invisible group, who has hands-on 
knowledge of surviving political viohmx. Findings contribute on the level of b r y ,  
calling for an integrative approach, addressing both individual and collective aspects of 
trauma and resilience. Findings dm call attention to the inclusion of concepts of political 
psychology and social trauma when working with victims of plitical o p p m i m  
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
Although munths intematbual declarations have barred the violation of human 
rights, more than 100 countries around the world use torture systematically tgasoglu, 
1992; Dross, 1999) against civilians .nd members of political opposition groups lran 
presents an example of one such country. The Islamic Republic of Iran has signed the 
1984 United Nations (IN) Convention Against Torture; nonetheless, it has made 
widespread use of systematic brutalities b t h  in the hrm of public floggings and in the 
secret physical and psychologicd torrnrerrt of political prisoners (Amnesty Inkmaiional, 
1W9; Millett, 1994). 
, 
Abrahamian (1999) illustrates reports h m  Amnesty International (A), tbe UN, 
and the Human Rights Watch WW), which suggest that between 1987 to 1994, "in a 
world in which prison bmWy was mnpant, Iran outdid most other murztries in its use of 
systematic physical torture." Between June 1981 to July 1988, 7,943 political prisoners, 
alrrrost d youngsters, were executed while many others were tortured to death in Im's 
prisons (Abmhmh, 1999, p. 129). Those who have survived political imprisonment in 
Itan have ofkn been m l d  aRer a long a d  mortifying selfdenunciation on public 
television. "Tothrred or o h w i s e  intimidatedn (Mil lett, 1994), h y  have been coerced to 
repudiate their principles, convictions, ~IKI associates, after having signed statements of 
loyalty to the Islamic Republic. 
This qualitative investigation is an attempt Ed exploring, through in-depth semi- 
structured interviews, the meaning of expriences of torture, SCWival, and proactive f ~ b t  
for human rights as constructed by fomr political prisoners h m  Iran presently living as 
refirgees in Germany. The focus of the dissertation was on the stories of the participants' 
lives as related to the torture experience a d  its quelae. The study explored what 
expressions of h g m g e  and symbolism they use to talk about their tra- how they 
make sense of their survival afier suffering atrocities at the bands of authorities that have 
claimed the lives of many others, and what their o u h k  is fbr the f h ~ .  
The literature of the hllowing disciplines were examined h r  their contribution to 
undersiandiig fixtors influencing the experiences of the Iranian survivors of political 
torture now active in the human right's scene: (a) history of modern Iran, (b) research on 
trauma, (c) research on resilience, (d) political sociology, and (e) multicultural 
P S Y ~ ~ ~ Y -  I 
Dehitlon of Torture 
The focus of the present study is politicdy motivated torture. The following 
definitions are pvided to give the reader a basic undershding of the context within 
which the traumatic experiences of survivors of political torture h m  Iran may arise. It is 
however the intention of this research to extnd and porbay the meafljng of torture and 
its sequelae as e x p i e n d ,  interpreted, and emerged in the stories told by the 
participants in this study. 
A number of researchers have suggestd that d e w  torture is a complex task 
(Klayman, 1978; Suedfeld, 1990). Basoglu (1992) states that since there are many 
contexts in which humans inflict physical and psychological suffering on o k  humans, it 
is dElcuEt to creak a clear-cut definition of torture. For example, Dross (1999) indicates 
that in United States, torture murs  in cyclical patterns of family violence and ritual 
satanic cult practices; similarly, torture under these conditions may occur in other 
countries as an inhmnt part of the world of illegal drug trfickhg. 
The World Medical Association h its 1975 Tokyo declaration def'ed torture as 
"Deliberate, systematic or wanfoa infliction of physical or m e d  suffering by one or 
more persons acting alone or on the orders of any authority, to force another person to 
yield information, to make a confession, or for any other reason" TIE United Nations 
General Assembly (1984) has based the core of its definition of brture on the point that it 
is an intentional infliction, by agents of the state, of severe physical or mental pain or 
suffering. 
While agreeing to these definitions of torture, Chester (1990) asserts that these 
legal definitions do not nearly communicate the mgn@ude and the intensity of the 
suffering a d  the dmM&ion of victims of torture. She states, The transformation of the 
victim's world occurs at all levels and involves all relationships." Stover and Nightingate 
(1985, as cited in S d l d ,  1990) hold that while the infliction of pain is the central point 
of torture, its purpose is to ultimately destroy the h d t y  of its victim. 
Significance of the Study 
Joint Resolution Against Torture 
The joint resolutbn against torture as reached by the American Psychological 
Association and American Psychiatric Association was approved by thc Council of 
Representatives of th American Psychological Asmiation on February 1, 1986, a d  the 
Board of Trustees of the American Psychiatric Association on December 6-7, 1985. This 
decree is a recognition of the crucial role of mental health clinicians, and a reminder of 
their ethical and professional obligation a d  duty to mntriite to the fight for protection 
of human rights worldwide, through mearch, development of treatment interventions and 
programs, and advocacy (American Psycbfogical Asmiation, 1984). It is presented 
here as the first proclamation attesting to the sign%cance of the present study. 
The resolution denotes that uAmmican Psychologists are bund  by their Ethical 
Principles to 'respect dignity and worth of the iridividual and strive for the prevention of 
fundamental human rights." It further acknowledges that state-sponsored torture and 
other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment have ken hcurnented in many nations 
a r o d  the world, and that c'psychdogical knowledge and techniques may be wed to 
design and carry out torture." In addition, it states that %torture victims may suffer fiom 
long-term, multiple psychological and physical problems." Having made this recognition, 
the resolution "madem torture wherever it occurs" and ,supports the 'UN DDemtbn 
and Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inbuman, or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment and the UN Principles of Medical Ethics" (American Psychological 
Amchtim, 1 984). 
Prevalence of Torture 
"Torture is not a problem coafmed to a m t e  dictatorship or a totalitarian 
regime, but one that concerns the very m m l  Mxic of the democratic societies in which 
we live" W g l u ,  1992). Torture of civilians has been documented in a number of 
publicat ions. According to Basoglu (1992), the Interior Minister of Austria had reported 
that ktween 1984 to l989,2,622 allegations of ill treatment (e-g., pushing sharp objects 
u&r the fingemail and burnirrg with a cigarette) by tlae police were received. Of these 
rrllegatbns, 1,142 had resulted in criminal complaints arad 33 had ended in conviction. In 
the United States, the infamous cases of civil rights violation against Abner L u h  and 
Rodney King, who had h t h  been brutally beaten while In the custody of the police me 
still fresh in the memory of  the public. 
No country is in the position to proclaim exemption from human rights violations; 
however, use of systematic torture has k e n  documented to be more common in 
developing countries faced with polit icaI, ethnic, and religious discord (Basoglu, 1992). 
Political unrest a d  ethnic struggles that lead to atrocities committed by numerous 
governments against their citizens have r e s M  in an international migration that is 
signified by refugee movement. This subgroup of immigrants is forced to flee their 
countria for fear of permution for their beliefs, politics, or eh ic i ty .  Refugees are o&n 
catastrophi.calIy affected by political repression, physical arad psycho logical torture, 
terror, war, loss and disappearance oc and separation from famiIy and fiierads. Despite all 
this, if given the chuice, most refugees prefer to stay in their homelands and not seek 
shelter in unfamiliar foreign U s ,  where they are often secluded, ostracized, and 
impoverished (American PsychoIogical Association, 1996). 
Statistics reported by Ckster in 1987 indicate that an estimated 30 to 600h of 
world's refugees are survivors of torture. Dross (1999) has also indicated that 3Ph of 
refugees are torture survivors. Other reports have estimated that between 5 to 35% of the 
world's 14 million refugees have had at last  one experience of tome (Bmglu, 1982). 
Dross (199) states of the thousands of people mund the world, who are devastated by 
torture every year, approximately 400,000 h e  in the United States today. 
Information from other countries also testihs to the p w t h  of this population 
worldwide. An Amnesty International report (Amnesty International, January, 2001) 
suggests that th majority of i r d p n t s  to the United Kingdom are asylum seekers from 
countries with e u s  human rights violations. The same report firdm implicates Iran. 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Sri hh, So& Afghanistan, and Iraq as having 
"appalling human rights records," and together, being responsible for half of the total 
asyIutn applications in the United Kingdom. 
Iranian Suwiwrs of PoliticaI Torture 
Survivors of political torture are a large, increasing, and "invisible" population 
(Dross, 1999, and Xranian survivors of palitid t o m  are not exempt h m  these 
cholracteristics. Since 1979 to the present tine, thousands of individuals have been 
imprisoned for political reasons armd bave fllfferd various typts of physical and 
psychobgical torture in Iran Use of systematic torture in lhat country has moved from a 
dictatorial policy toward the force of the boly and the divine @MI&, 1994), giving its 
application legitimacy and credibility. While Iran's Islamic Constitution actuafly 
prescribes certain forms of judicial torture such as public flogging, stoning, and 
mutilation fbr crimes like adultery and r o b k y ,  the savage treatment of politid 
prisoners by that regime has surpassed that of &st other oppressive systems in the 
world. 
More than my other factor* #he Iranian revolution of 1979 and its aftermath have 
contributed to the growth of the Iranian population worldwide (Bozorgmehr, 1998). 
Immigrants and exiles construed the majority of the members of the Iranian community 
in the United States (Ghahary & Palmer, 2000; JMi, 1996); however, European 
countries such as Sweden, France, United Kingdom, and Germany have resettled h e  
numbers of political xefbgees from Iran. 
Extensive studies have examined the sequelae of traumatic events m n g  various 
victimized ppulatlotls such as survivors of childhood sexual abuse, victims of sexual 
assault, and victims of n a t d  disasters; however, research regarding the consequences of 
torture has not been given adequate attention. This approach is adopted despite the hct 
that physical and mental health implications of torture k v e  ken documented. In 
addition, the scarce, existing studies of this form of trauma morinly cover the experience of 
particular groups such as the political prisoners from Turkey, Chile, and Argentina, 
survivors of concentration camps, and prisoners of war. 
To date, no Miact, systematic psychdogical studies have investigated the 
sequelae of torture, or examined the components of coping and resilience as experienced 
by Iranian survivors of political torture using the mioplitical, cultural, and relational 
context within which the errperittlces of this group of survivors are shaped. Furthermore, 
no Westem researchers have discussed, exclusively, what to& bearing witness to mass 
executions, suicides of inmates, denial of self, d living under a constant state of terror, 
have taken on the psychological wellbeing of this group of survivors of torture. 
Limited amount of research regarding the 1-ranian torture survivors, as well as a 
cultural tendency among Iranians to express problems through somatization (Good, 1976) 
may create a hlse understaading among mental health proksbnals and researchers in 
assuming that there are less mental health issues shared by this group. Moreover, Pope 
and Garcia-PeItoniemi (1991) have suggested that c u h d  cortditions influeme how 
victims perceive and express their torture experience and its aftermath. The need for 
understanding the cultural factors influencing this particular group's appraisal of their 
t r a m  and survival as well as imprisonment within the context of a religious state makes 
the study of this population compelling. 
Implications 
As suggested by Goldfled, MolIica, Pe~vento, d F m n e  (1988), health care 
providers in countries of exile such as the United States, continue to encounter an 
increasing number of patients who have survived torture. Furhermore, serious health 
implications are evident by the very nature of systematic torture being a dehkmte attack 
on the physical and psychological well-being of the individual with often extremely 
severe and prolonged sequehe. In addition to the often severe and pervasive effects of 
~~, which oblige the need -fbr rigomus attention to the treatnaent of its survivors, 
Kleber, FigIey, and Gersons (1 995) suggest that tmuMatization of refugees often does not 
end while they mettle in countries of exile. While the process of becoming accustomed 
to a new way of life is compkx and trying for all immigrants and refugees, it is rnore 
taxing on survivors of torture, due to the psychological and physical aftereffects of their 
torment. The conhued physical a d  m t a I  risks for this vulnerable group has negative 
implications fbr health, productivity, economics, ,d political stability that adversely 
affect the whole world. 
Familiarity with injuries caused by torture and its psychological and social 
sequelae, as well as, assessment of the potential difEc&y practitioners, who work with 
this population, may encounter is essential if optimal care is to be provided for this 
traumatized group. Nevertheha, despite the confund severe health implications, health 
care provides have in the pt b n  itmdifkrent to the medical and psychiatric problems 
that may r e d  h m  involving crimes q p h t  humanity. Goldfled and colleagues (1988) 
q o r t  that such tendency has been dwumeated regarding practitioners caring for 
concentration camp survivors, Cambdian survivors of the Khmer Rouge regime, 
Vietnam veterans, and Chilean survivors of t o m .  
Purpose of the Study 
This research was designed to examine the q u c h  of politically basal trauma, 
specifidly, physical and psychological torture as expriemed and explicated by hmr 
political prisoners &om Iraa The aim of this study was to expbre how these traumatized 
individuals make sense of their t r i  and m i v a l  and their continual work fbr the 
welfare of others. Hence, this was mf mlely an attempt at investigating sequehe of 
torture, advocacy for human rights, or concept of resilience, but it was a deliberate focus 
on the kind of meankg former h n b  political prisoners wnstruct about these 
experiences given t h ~  context of Iranian situation. It was the intention of this study to 
explore how these individuals talkabut their lives as related to the torture experience, 
how articulate tk persod, psychological, and psychosocid effects of their trauma, 
what do they perceive as having helped them in coping with torture and death, how do 
they explain the meaning of their proactive work for the welfare of others, and what is 
their outlook fox the future. 
The stories of these survivors of  torlure can provide valuable idormation for 
clinicians treating this traumatized population as well as survivors of other t r a m .  The 
fmdings can be wfuI in devebpirrg interventions and educational pmgrams hat may 
help foster resilience and effective coping strategies that m y  assist in dealing with 
stressfid situations. A majur goal of this quaIZtative investigation is to generate 
hypotheses related to t r a m  as e x p i e d  by this p u p .  It is hoped that the results of 
this investigation will erq>and the M y  of literature, which already exist on trauma and 
resilience, h u g h  the development of theory. 
This investigation will serve as a starting ground to initiate further studies 
distinctly related to the development of cuh-specific stolradoud' i  scales fur the 
assessment as well as culturally appropriate h e n t i o n s  used in the treatment of 1mnia.n 
survivors of torture. AdditionaIly, the resuIts of this study m y  provide future research 
opportunities, which may have important implications fbr m h  and practice, with a 
wmparative approach to examin'i the experiences of this group of survivors of torture 
and torture survivors from other countries as well as survivors of other m m  
Finally, social implications of this study are e m W  in its contribution to the 
I 
deknse of human rights in Iran a d  dso worldwide, a d  its potential ability to redirect 
social dekk and legislative initiatives. Most importantly, this study provides a forum 
through which the voices of the "invisible" and "forgotten" survivors of torture h m  Iran 
will be amplified. 
Methodological M i o d e  
Qualitative research is a powerhl way of accessing the diverse and complex 
emotions, cognitions, and behaviors, which are difficult to elicit or learn about by way of 
more conventional methods (Straws & Corm 1998). 'This method of inquiry allows for 
the emergence of the unexpected" (Amkt, 1 !EM). Based on the principles of grounded 
theory, ttse main theorem which makes the foundation of qualitative research, qualitative 
investigation does not kgin with a preconceived assumption a b u t  the phenomenon 
under obsemtion, but the investigator favors the emergence of data upon which the 
theory will be based. 
Qualitative study makes significaat contributions to empiricai research and 
advancement of theory by giving voice to those who have not been heard kfore, 
correcting b i i s  in e-arlier research, asking questions that have never been asked, 
introducing new epistemologies, and emphasizing the values that make up the essence of 
the research questions (Ambert, Adler, Adler, & Detzner, 1995). 
A qualitative approach to research on trauma and resilience introduces questions 
that the traditional research has not paid attention to (Hernandez, 2000). Narrative 
approach is the qualitative method ut&d in this study of the experiences of trauma, 
M v a l  and proactive human rights work of Iranian survivors of political tomre. 
I 
Narrative approach focuses on how the self is constnrcted, how it is talked abut and how 
it is theorized in discourse. Narrative approach holds that language plays a central and 
constructive role in the formation of self and identity. It is based on the premise that 
human experience and behavior are meaningful and that in order to understand ourselves 
and others, we need to explore the meaning systems a d  the structures of meaning that 
make up our mind in the world (Polkinghome, 1988). Furthemre, P o w m  (1 983) 
suggests that it is difXicurt to investigate the do& of human phenomena by looking at 
parts in isolation h m  the w b b  becsruse this realm has a systematic organization. 
The main objective of this research is to delineate how survivors of torture fiom a 
particular cultural background and political ideology, traumatized within the context of a 
theocracy make sense of tbeh trrzuma, survival, and their conthud fight for the rights of 
others. Therehe, by using d v e  approach, the meaning of tmuma and resilience will 
be uncovered through the personal accounts of these survivors as constructed within the 
language and symbolism available in the Lranian context. Their p m n a l  stories wiIl shed 
light on the specific limitatbns and gossibiMes that this p u p  faces when attempting to 
make sense of their el~perieflce, which are embedded within the context of cuItural and 
wchpoMd situation in Iran. This approach will give way to a k h ,  in-depth look at 
the experiences of w i v u r s  of trauma, a look that is beyond the constricted hitations of 
convent i o d  research 
Limitations 
Since qualitative study does not fit within the research standards b a d  on 
observation, objectivity and gemdization, the hitations of this study are addressed 
from a qualitative point of view. The exploratory nature of this study presents limitations 
in sampling and design 
Sample selection poses limitations in that the prospective participants wiIl be 
selected h m  a group of former ~ M i d  prisoners nominated by another activist, based 
on the opinion of this person, h i r  c m m t  participation in advocacy for the h w  rights, 
a d  tlae investigator's litemtumbased explanations of ways of coping. Therefore, no 
fJxed criteria for resilience, except fbr participation in human rights activities, are set to 
determine who is resilient and who is not. In tmm of the design, two limitations are 
encountered: (a) the M e w s  are conducted in G e m y  due to restrictions in 
availability of partkipants h m  in the United States, and (b) translation issues, which 
include translating fmm Persian to English and vice-versa. 
The Iranian immigrants are a complex ared varied group. Not only are there w i t h  
group ethnic differences in this population, but the difference in plitical Miefs and 
religious convictions, as well as "social class differences and exposure to Western life 
style" (Jalali, 1996) can be determining factors in how these individuals respond to 
trauma. On that account, there are limitations in this study in tern of exclusions of 
certain political and religious groups; specifically, the study only includes f o r m s  
political prisoners who at least at the time of their imprisomnt adhered to a non- 
religious, leftist ideology. 
Inclusion of survivors of tortures hrn political opposition groups with adherence 
to the Islamic doctrine, or the clergy in Eavor of reforms who have become a new group 
of political prisoners in ban is outside of the scope of this study. Similarly, the study does 
not include other groups of Irrlnian refugees, who have fled the country for fear of 
religious persecution or ties to or sympathy for the Shah of Iraq wh heU power before 
the 1979 Islamic Revolution. The above restriction in sampling is purpseIy infiicted due 
to the religious nature of some hrms of torture used in the prisons of the Islamic 
kpubtic of Iran, which m y  have evoked orversive or non-aversive response h r n  the 
prisoners based on their politid and religious ideobgy. A detailed explanation of these 
methods of torture and their purpose will k presented in Chapter 11, 
In qualitative rmawh, there is an hrp lay  between r e m h  and the researcher, 
which is d e w  as the mearcher's use of himheself as an imimnmt of analysis. In 
order for this to k possible, o m  of the main objectives in qualitative research that is 
Maintaining a balance between objectivity and subjectivity (Stmuss & arb in ,  1998) 
must be held. 
Since experiences of h m r  politid activity and persecution in Iran, ford 
migration, living in exile, Euad loss of family a d  fiends con;uect the researctaex to tbe 
study, several measures will k taken to ensure objectivity of the researcher and 
trustworthiness of the results. The mearcher will seek objectivity via keeping field notes 
hr assessing and addressing biases, and mfblding reactions to the participant's pain. 
Data h m  this reflexive journal wilI comprise the bl chapter of the dissertation 
Furthermore, two b4ifingud m a r c h  assistants, one, an expert in the field of 
MiddIe Eastern studies, d the other an expert in cross-cultd relations and 
immigration issues, will review all transcripts, and re-wde data when indicated, to allow 
other perspectives in the analysis. A peer &briefer with no personal connection to the 
phemmemn under study will also be consulted on a regular h i s  to ensure objectivity. It 
Is mtewprthy to report that the dissertation committee also includes a bilingual member, 
an expert in the field of socd psychology and bicultural experiences of ]I& 
I 
immigrants. 
Summary and Structure 
This chapter W u d d  the reader to th h a d  context in which human rights are 
violated worldwide and in Iran. It afso presented definitions of torture, significance and 
lhhtions of the study, and an overview of the methodology. Chapter 11 will provide a 
review of the literature on tram and resilience. Chapter 111 will illustrate in detail the 
qudhive methodology used in the process of this investigation. The qualitative 
approach the grounded theory, and narrative approach will be defmed; in addition, the 
m & d  empIoyed fbr analysis and development of themes will be explained. Chapter IV 
will provide an overview of a history of wciopolitical situation in modern Iran, providing 
a wntextwl framework h r  this narrative study of trauma and resilience. Chapter V will 
embdy the analysis of the mults and the researcher's reflexive journal, and Chapter VI 
will p m n t  a discussion of the results and the conclusions, in addition to the utility, 
implications, and limitations of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
Literature Review 
This chapter offkrs a review of the Iitmture on torture, re1ate.d trauma, and 
resilience. This chapter also encompasses literature regardiag ethnocultural variables as 
factors influencing the overall e&ms of trauma survivors. The intention is to 
familiarize the reader with various views regarding the trauma of torture, and to make the 
reader aware that torture is only m e  of many traumas experienced by the survivors. In 
this regard, the experiences of uprooting and circumstances surrounding life in exile for 
suryiwrs of torture will be reviewed. 
It has been suggested that m y  scientik treatment of the subject o f  torture must k 
based on s clearly stated definition of this tern. Arriving at a cfear-cut definition of 
torim however has been deemed problematic because torture is d in a wide range of 
s ~ i o n s  in which human beings itdux physical and psychologid suffering on others. 
Dross (1999), for example, cites situations such as drug W c k h g ,  organized crimes, and 
satanic cult practices where torture is wed to control the involved populations. This 
study, however, pints at and is concerned with the use of systematic political torture by 
g o v m n t s  and government o ~ c k d s  against members of political opposition groups 
and individuals related to them 
The 1984 United Nations 0 Convention Against Torture described torture as 
any act by which the perpetrator intentbdly inflicts severe physical or menid piin for 
the purpose of obtaiaing information, confessions, puaishing, irrtimidating, or coercing 
(Amnesty International, 1984). Skylv (1992) asserts that by torturing the body, it is the 
torturer's aim to destroy his victim's mind, and the physical injuries, pain, scars, and 
dehrmities, some t k s  present for life, have the effect of continuing the torture long 
a h  the detention. 
Political torture, the single most e-ive weapon against demacrrlcy, is therefore 
used to destroy the individual by instifling fear throughout communities; it is intended to 
transform the culture by creating societies based on f ix ,  societies in which self- 
preservation is maintained by remaining silence. Political torture often targets hbor and 
community leaders, students, writers, journalists, and other educated pmfessbnrsIs, and 
the common threat that links these individuals is that they are torlured because they think, 
say, and do or represent (Dross, 1999). 
Amnesty international refers to alnzost 100 current governments that practice, 
I 
support, or turn a blind eye to state induced torture despite public cormdemation of 
torture by heir own religious and governmental officials {Amnesty International, 1984, 
1999). This appalling yet neglected man-made human rights problem continues to inflict 
pain and anguish b u s e  not only oppressive governments profit from keeping the 
masses silenced through intimidation a d  torment, but a h  companies in the developed 
world profit h m  torture. For example, Amnesty International report (2000) suggests that 
while tb United S W '  State Department promotes human rights, the U.S. Department 
of Commerce has approved export licenses to countries with documented we of 
systematic tortme. This means that while use oftorture and ownership of torture weapons 
are Ilegd in the US., domu of U.S. campanies are auhzed to sell weapons and other 
equipment among which are high-tech electroshock devices, leg iron, and serrated thumb 
cuff& designed to tear flesh if a d&ke  tries to get he, to countries where torture is 
regularly practiced. 
While the above amounts set the stage fbr the readers' urrdefstandhg of bw the 
trauma of political torture is inflicted and who hef i t s  from it, the following will provide 
them with different views regarding the conseque~~ces of this trmm Sapoh and van der 
b l k  (1992) have asserted that the principles by which torture produces its damaging 
consequences are those that underlie the effects of other catstrophic trauma such as 
kidnapping and concentration camp experiences. These authors claim that traumatic 
events share common fatum, eliciting a common psychobiologid response, which is 
also effected by the subjective meaning o f  the event arad the social and interpemnal 
environment in which the event occurs. Hence, the long-term misequences of trauma are 
shaped by the complex relationship Mween biological, psychological, and social factors. 
Core of the T m  of Torture 
Saporta and van der Kok ,(f 992) maintain that iacomprehensibility, disrupted 
attachment, traumatic boding, and inescapability are four primary features of tramtic  
events, which accortnt fbr the overpowering nature of trauma, and specifically, the 
overwhelming impact of the torture experience. They suggest that the core of trauma is 
that it ov&lms the victim's psychologid and biological coping mechanisms, which 
occurs when i n t d  and external coping remurces are inadequate to cope with the 
Incomprehensibility is dehed by these authors as the inability to &make sense of 
one's traumatic eracounters, which are omurrences outside of tfx lnormal range of human 
knowledge and cannot be integrated into one's el~periences partly due to one's 
assumpiions abut oneself and ones place in the world These encounters overwhelm 
one's ability to cape. After the codiontation with violence ztrmd abuse, the victims' views 
of self as invincible and the world as a safe aad just place can never be the same again 
They suggest that in reco-th om's view about self and the world, the individual's 
reaction often involves negative contemplations of oneself as worthless, helpless, and 
inadequate. 
Saporta and van der Kolk (1 992) further maintain that the experience of torture is 
not only inherently incomprehensible, but it is a h  compunded by the fact that the 
torturer organizes the environment to maximize confusion. Udamilierrlty of the 
environment, blindfdding, seclusion, d unpredictability, all weaken the victirn's ability 
to make sense of the experience. As the torturers shatter the victim's prior beliefs abut 
the self and the world, they can force on them new organizing schema of self as helpless 
and submissive. The authors claim that the victim m y  be receptive to the torturer's 
constmtion of reality because of a grave need to reduce the devastating term and 
arousal and to reestablish a sense of order d security. 
Regarding the role of attachmea in coping with the aftermath of trauma, Saporta 
a d  van der Kolk (1 992) suggest that human beings have a biologically based need to 
form attachments with others increases in times of stress and danger. Referring to the 
works of Becker (1973, as cited in Saporta & van der Kok, 1992) and Fox (1974, as cited 
in Saprta & van der Kolk, 1992), Saporta and van der Kok assert that pain, fatigue, fear, 
and loss motivate efforts to draw greater care h m  others, and those with less adequate 
internal coping mutrces  during these times m y  cling to others to reconstitute er sense of 
stability d safety. The authors further state that stable at&achments m y  help to limit 
overwhelming physiologic arousal, and prior experiences can help make sense of what 
has happened. They suggest that the inability to turn to others in the aftermath of trauma 
is a loss of the major external coping fesoufces that people have available. 
S e v d  other authors have a3so demonstrated the relationship between the degree 
& Eth, 1935). Traumatized people often show lasting difficulties in developing 
subsequent rdatwnships (Lindy, 1987, as cited in Sqmrta & van der b l k ,  1992) and 
t&d to alternate between withdrawing socially or attaching impulsively and 
maladaptively; this undermining of interpersonal resources in tum maintain the traumatic 
siturttion 
Saporta and van der Kolk (1992) hold that traumatic break of interpersonal 
attachments is a h  vital in the torture el~perience in which victims are kept in isolation 
and their captors threaten them with the capture and death of family arad friends. In 
government-sanctioned torture, the h y a l  of the victim by the government can be 
viewed as the loss o f  an important attachment bnd both real and symbolic. The authors 
claim that in spite of one's conscious attitudes about one's government, them tends to be 
a hope or aspiration that will embody parental qualities such as the provision of the 
protection and security. The betrayal of these expectations and thus loss of this form of 
attachment compounds the impact of torture. They a h  suggest that considering the mk 
of attachmat in overcoming trauma the strong inner ties to groups, which share polit i d  
or religious idah that may give meaning to their suffering, and may to some degree 
buffer the controlling dueace of torture. 
"Torture often poses a conflict between one's self-image and the behavior that is 
d e e d  aecessary for sLWivdn (Kordon, Bdelmm, Lagos, Nlcoletti, K;ersner, & 
Groshaus, 1892). Saporta and van der Kok (1 992) state that one of the most destructive 
effects of torture is that in the attempt to maintain attachmeat bonds. In doing this, they 
state, victims turn to the nearest source of hope to regain a state of psychobgical and 
physiologic calmness, and under situations of sensory a d  emotional deprivation, victims 
may develop strong emotional ties to their tormentors (Saprta and van der Kok, 1 992). 
Saporta d van der Kolk (1992) maintam that the need to stay attached ooxltrihtes to the 
dmid and dissociation of the traumatic experience; in order to preserve an image of 
safety and to avoid losing the hope of the existence of a protector, victims may then begin 
to organize their lives around keeping a bond with ad appeasing their captors. 
Other views regarding the responk to trautna of torture have been offered. 
Mllgram (1986, as cited in Melamed, M e h d ,  & ~houstsoq 1990) argued that the 
threat of losing ow's control over events and self is what leads to s e m i  crises, and that 
the threat to one's belief system has the adverse effect of h r d i  the individual. 
1992). When there is nothing that the victim can do to k m h t e  the massive threat to 
safety, his ability to cope is overwhelmed. T O M  is systematically practiced in an 
unprBdictabIe ad inescapable m m x  (Bosuglu & Mineka, 1992). Little the victim can 
do can control the infliction of tbe torture; even cooperation and wnfesshns rarefy Ewing 
an end to the torment. 
Metamed et al. (1990) a h  suggest that tortwe involves removing victim's sense 
of control. WhiIe focusing on the umontrollability of the onset and termination of 
victimization Peterson and Se l i gm (1983, cts cited in Melamed et al., 1990) conclude 
that unpredictable onset and inescapability of the traumatic event results in coping 
attempts that are futile and also r e s u b  in decreased self-esteem and a sense of seK- 
blame. 
Sapor& a d  uan der b l k  (1992) further claim that the inability to escape or 
control the stress contributes to the flow of t m r  and physiologic arousal. They propose 
that severe or prolongd stress may then lead to a chronic inability to modulate basic 
biological d t y  and a h  mechanisms. The traumafked person m y  experkme an 
dtmation of numbing of emotional responses with byper-reactive emotional and 
physhbgic responses, or may show hyper-reactive responses superimposed on a baseline 
of numbing d dissociation The seeming inability to mdulate biological alarm and 
arousal mechanism may play a role in the tendency of trauma victims to react to stimuli. 
Moreover, M e W  et al. (1990) state that the physical and psychological 
duration of torture experiences can determine the victim's posttraumatic d i s t u r b s .  
Similarly, Saporta and van der Kolk (1992) pmpse that the severity of the response 
depends on the duration, repetitiveness, and severity of the trauma. Relying on the data 
from traumatized animals, these authors predict that a history of maternal deprivation, 
nqeahd separations, or early traumas increase some people's vuherab'iity to the 
damaging effects of torture, and may increase the risk of developing PTSD in response to 
later life stress. 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder or Not 
Mollica (1992) stottes that hs the health care of torture suntivors has emerged as a 
new medical specialty, the recent discoveries regarding the torture survivor as patient has 
led to a fbdmental conflict between two opposing woddviews. One view sees torture as 
an extraordinary life experience, which is capable of causing in any individual a wide 
range of physical and psycbbgical suffering and related disability. Hence, this view 
holds that there is a universal need for medical care for all torture survivors. The 
opponents of this worldview on tEae other hand, while acknowledging the injuries 
inflicted by torture, argue that since these injuries and psychobgical reactions are n o m l  
responses to abnormal life threatening experiences, the brttlre survivor should not be 
stigmatized by m e d i d  and psychiatric diagnosis and treatment. 
In addition, there are others who hold that torture is a poIiticaI phenomenon and 
therefore CI~I I IH)~ be classikd in psychiatric tams. In this pgard, Basoglu (1992) asserts 
that all traumatic events, wkether political or mn-political have a psychological impact 
which may evolve into chnic, disabling sympbms. Others have a h  demonstrated that 
torture has psychological seguehe similar to those e x p i e n d  by victims of other 
traumatic events (GddfeId et aI, 1988; Pope k Garcia-Peltoniemi, 1 99 1 ; Randall & Lutz, 
1991). Baker (1992) suggests that the trap fbr anyone involvd is to take the extreme 
position of either (a) assuming that all tortured refugees required ~peciali i  psychiatric 
a d  clinical help, or (b) tht only initial advice, guidance or prach i  resources are 
needed to errsure satisfactory coping and resettlement. There are not either or options, 
both should be available and offered based on ongoing stssess~fient and need. 
In the recent years, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been identified and 
recognized as a distinct clinical dysfunction (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 
DSM-111, 1980; DSM-111-R, 1987; DSM-IV, 1994). A C C O ~  to the DSM-IV (MA,  
1994), FTSD refers to a disorder that may occur when a person has been exposed to a 
traumatic event in which: 
the person experiend, witnessed, or was conhnted wiih an event or events that 
involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical 
integrity of self or others, [and] the person's response involved intense fear, 
helplessness, or homr. (p. 209) 
Furthermore, the DSM-IV holds that the traumatic event is persistently re- 
experiencsd in a number of ways. This representation of PTSD has resulted in debate and 
controversy, since some mearchers and practitioners h d  its dehition or o p d o m l  
clarity problematic. release including further persecutipn or exile (Basoglu, 1992; 
Somnier, Vesti, m p ,  and Kemp-Genefke (1992) suggest that the most important 
diagnostic wntroversy in the trauma field is abut the fact that the PTSD syndrome does 
not include those symptoms most often observed in survivors of prolonged inteqxzmnsil 
violence such as childhood incest, repeated domestic violence, prolonged captivity, or 
protracted torture. They further state that the DSM-IV provides a generic theory, unifying 
the single stress approaches, which indicates diikent t p s  of trauma may induce similar 
symptornatology. Yehuda and McFarlane (1995) hold, "acute responses to stress are not 
homogeneous and depend on variables other than those associated with the focal trauma" 
(p. 5). These authors suggest that the nature of biological changes that serve to describe 
the state of protracted or unrelenting symptoms in response to traumatic event are Cu 
mre mmpIex than what was originally thought. 
Likewise, Herman (1 993) has argued that the litmature on survivors of prolonged 
politid, domestic, or sexual victimization suggests that the sequek of prolonged 
victimization does not fit readily into the existing criteria for PTSD, and that current 
diagnostic formulation of this diagnosis derives mainly h m  observations of survivors of 
relatively restricted traumatic events such as natural d i  and rape a d  fails to 
capture the symptomatic des ta t iom of prolonged, ~peated, trauma, or the dierations 
of personality that occurs during extended imprisonment. 
Asserting that the symptom picture in SUfYivors of pmbnged trauma often 
appears to be more complex, difise, and persistent, Herman (1993) suggests these 
sunlivors o h  dewiop characteristic personality changes, deformations of relatedness 
and identity, and vulnerability to repeat ham, both self inflicted and at the hands of 
o h .  She proposes an alternative diinostic fo&ion, called the Disorder of 
Extreme Stress, which emphasizes excessive somtimtmn, dissociatbn, changes in 
affect, pathdogical changes in rWionships, pa&dogical changes in identity, seE- 
injurious or suicidal behavior, and revict W i o n .  
Somnier d colleagues (1992) point to aqother wesrkaess in the PTSD W r y ,  
proposing that the essential symptoms may be overlooked in a process of establishing the 
criteria Gr the diagnosis of PTSD, b the survivors' answers may be biased by the 
semi-structured questions posed. In addition, these authors declare that torture is a unique 
form of trauma, a deli-e attack aimed at destroying the individual's identity, and 
PTSD reduas complex political and historical problems experienced by survivors into 
symptoms at fhe individual psycbIogical level (P& 1989, as cited in Somnier et 
d., 1992). Similarly, Basoglu (1992) has mautamd . that torture as a tmuutic event is 
often only one in a series of stressfd life events experkmcsd by the surYivors and that the 
tenn psttraumatic stress disorder (ITSD) seems to fail to captm the real nature of 
traumatization in torture suwiwrs. 
Marselk Friedman, Gerrity, d Scurfield (1 896) maintain that fbcusing on stress 
or trauma, and on a wiqw and e-k response to it, may seem appealing because it 
perfom three simpEifications: (a) mrdly,  it simplifies the issue of respnsibiIity, guilt, 
and blame that afflicts survivors ad authorizes their guiltless anger or forgiveness, (b) 
scientificufly, it suggests a linear c a d  d l  agreeable to animal d e I s  and simple 
experiments, and (c) therapeutica@, it endorses ciinicW assigning a wide range of 
problems to a single injury and thetefore to o r g h  treatment along clear ljnes that may 
include both moral and scientsc models. These authors w e  that when circumstances 
of the people who rrre the exemplars of PTSD such as tortured refugees are considered, 
however, it can be seen that not only are these situations Immensely mmplex ad simply 
caricatured as stressful or traumatic, but also the responses of individuals to them are 
equally complex and varied. 
In this regard, Kirmayer (19%) uses the example of individuals who escaped the 
killing fields of Cambdia, stating that if the complexity of human predicament is to b 
r e m  in clinical practice a d  resemh, clinicians and researchers must understand the 
impact of t r a m  in terms of tbe d i t i o n  of the ongoing construction of a coherent and 
valued self through relations with one's community. He asserts that t kse  individuals did 
not only suffer from t r a m  a d  torture, hjury d deprivation, nor did they even just 
suffer h m  individual loss, but b m  a collective bss of meaning and social structure, 
which puts them in a situation of continuing catastmphe. 
In addition, Jenkins (1996) points out another dimension belonging to the 
complex experience of people who are victims of politically based trauma. Referring to 
coZZmtive trauma, Jenkins states that individualized accounts of trauma in tfte context of 
long-term political violewe can never be fully adequate in understanding ~t~ 
suffering manifest as various forms of psychopathology, it may a h  be valid to consider 
psychosocial trauma as  "he traumatic crystallization in persons and groups of inhuman 
social relations" (Mart in-Baro, 1988, as cited in Jenkins, 19%). 
Ethmcultural Influences 
It has ken stated that to study consequences of torture, aside from the need for a 
clear defdion of this phenomenon, one needs to +e into account t l ~  various 
dimensions of the trauma such as pre-arrest conditions, difficulties during imprisonment, 
and additional factors after re& including £&her pmwution or exile (Basoglu, 1992; 
Somnier, Vesti, Kastrup, & KempGewfke, 1992). Moreover, there is an agreement that 
ethnocdtural 6ict01-s a h  need to be taken into aount  due to their determining role in 
the appraisal as well as their influence on ways of coping in the aftemlath of trauma 
(Basogh, 1992; Pope & Garcia-Pehoniemi, 1991 ; Somnier et al, 1992). 
Ethnocentricity has been defined by Marsella and colleagues (19%) as the 
tendency to view one's own way of thinking or behaving as the right, correct, or normal 
way, and to reject dl others as incorrect or of limited accuracy or value. These authors 
suggest that as a result of ethnocentric bias, concepts and methods of measurements of 
PTSD may have only limited cross-cultural relevancy and usefulness. They elaborate on 
this issue by stating that -y biased concepts do nof encompass or include 
the expiences of non-Western people, particularly with regard to their "notions of 
Wh, Wss, pemnhood, and normality as well as their expressions of symptomtology 
and phenomenological experiences of dkrders such as PTSD" (p. 116), since virtually 
all of the theory, research, and measurement on PTSD has been generated by E m -  
American, European, Israeli, and Australian research and proksslods. 
MamlIa and cofieagues (19%) further state that anyone intemkd in the study of 
PTSD must eventually conhnt the role of ethnocultural factors in the etiology, 
distribution, expression, course, outmme, and treatment, since ethnocultural factors such 
as cultural conceptions of health and disease, perception and &hitions of traunq 
conceptions of the person, and standards commhg n o d i t y  and abnormality influence 
d aspects of swvi~ors response to the traumatic event. Moreover, they mahain that 
basic epistemlogical assumptions, hguage, activity contexts, reward systems, a d  other 
fundamental variables that are involved in the social construction of reality, and caution 
must be exercised by clinicians and researchers when applying the PTSD construct where 
great ethnocultural differences exist. 
Marsella and colleagues (1996) f h k r  suggest that although a universal 
neurobiologid response to traumatic events most likely exists, there is considerable 
ethnocultural dbns in the expressive and phenommmlogid dimensions of the PTSD 
experiences, especially the intnrsivq avoidant/numbing, a d  arousal pattern aspects. 
While it is essentid to be aware of ethnocultural differences among t r a m  
victims, it is crucial to ackaowledge that among ehocultural minorities the differences 
in bhavior within a given ethnocuhural group are dramatic and profourad, and any efirt 
to p u p  p p k  together h r  research on the basis of the largest possible ethnocukural 
dimension (i.e., Arab, Asian, B h k ,  Hispanic) contributes excessive error w r h x  to the 
design. Even within these larger catego* the shared culture, which is the I d  
behavior, artiiiicts, roles, values, beliefs, attitudes, cognitive styles, epistemologies, 
consciousness pattern, atad institutions transmitted &om cine generation to mtber to 
promote individual and group adjustment and adoption (Marsella, 1990, as cited in 
Marsella et dl., 1996), may be minimal because of geographical, genetic, and 
psychcultural variation Therefore, variations and patterns within an ethnocultwa! 
traditbn and heritage mist be emphasized 
Marsella and colleagues (1996) have proposed that the measurement of PTSD 
remaios a serious problem because the existing bmments often do not include 
indigenous idioms of d i  and causal conceptions of PTSD and related disorders. For 
example, it is known that m y  non-Westem ethnic p u p s  present symptoms somatically 
rather than psychbgically or existentially, and p p k  from other cultures do not 
subscrik to the same version of mind-body dualism that informs both Western d i c i n e  
and the everyday concept of the person (Lmayer, 1996). Hence, self-reportal or 
interview-based rates of somtic symptoms may k higher in some groups not simply 
because of greater levels of somatic distms but also because somatic symptoms are used 
to talk abut a d  negotiate matters other than bodily illness. While this idiomatic use of 
symptoms allows people to draw attention to and metaphoricalIy comment on the nature 
of their dilemmas, when reduced to symptoms of a disorder, this mmhgful and social 
dimension of distress m y  be lost (Krmayer, 1996). 
For example, while ref=* to the experiences of refbgees w b  have survived 
torture Baker (1992) suggesEs that the refugees' background seems to influence 
the way they cope with the aftermath of torture and it a h  determines the chances for 
swcessful integration iato the new wciety. He also suggests that although no systematic 
investigation have been carried out, 9 has been observed that rehgees may be better off 
psycbbgicalIy living in a host culture similar to their own than in a new sociely of a 
very different cultural orientation 
Life in Exile 
While there are controversies over the definitional matter of PTSD, many 
mearchers and practitioners believe that exposure to tratrmatic events, in the absence of 
psychological and social resources that mediate their severity and effects, may result in 
both immediate a d  Iongtam harmfUr and destructive outcome for the individuals, 
.- 
e l i e s ,  communities, and nations. Often, torture survivors who flee to exile aRer their 
r e b  (Fischman gt Ross, 1990; Godves, 1990) are outcrrsts h m  their society atad do 
not receive the validation and apprt fmm their countrymen needed to overcome 
traumatization. For these survivors who manage to escape to other countries or who are 
sent into exile, symptoms ated signs may assume a new social meaning and the problems 
related to h d  exile o h  aggravate the psychohgical symptoms (Baker, 1992). 
Baker (1992) cites a number of writers such as Davidson (1985) and Danieli 
(1982) to indicate that the re-ee elrperiem and f b d  migration is comparable to a 
form of bereavement, which has lifetime armd intergenerational e a c t s  on the individual, 
the hmily, a d  victim mmunities. For the refugee arad the forced migrant, Baker (1 992) 
further states, the choice to escrlpe aad Wo leave everything that has emotional, social, 
practical, CUM and perhaps spiritual significance is rarely a real choice at dl," making; 
this experience with t r a m  
Refbgees are dominatd by one kl ing  d h t  is a pahful, traufljatic and deep 
sense of loss. Loss of what is obvious d tangible and external such as 
possessions, a home, work, role, strrtus, life style, a language, loved members of 
the family or other close relationships, and a loss that is less obvious, 'internal' 
and 'subjective' such as b s s  of trust in the self and others, loss of self-esteem, 
self-respect arad personal identity. (Baker, 1985, as cited in Baker, 1992) 
Building on Eisenbruch's (1991) notion of CUM bereavement, Kirmayer (1996) 
asserts, 'trauma is at once a sociopolitical event, a psychophysiohgical process, a bodily 
and emt ional experience, an explanation, and a narrative theme." He suggests that while 
trauma is talked abut as if it can be restricted and isolated in time and place, the 
C 
pmmxes of coping a d  adaptation draw it out over time so that one is f h c d  not with 
simple connection ktweea cause d eBct, but with feedback loops in which traumatic 
memories and attributions are used to make sense of experience and uphold social 
positions. 
In addition, threat or experience of violence either khre  flight or during it 
compounds the t r a m  Baker suggests that if normal mourniug processes cannot occur, 
the likelihood of a delayed mourning reaction may take p b .  When this happens, the 
person can remain in a state of anger rllad repressed grief for many years and the 
psychosuciaI effects may d e s t  themdves in the pawn's incapcity to function 
ahquately as a parent, spouse, employee, employer and citizen, d helshe is likely to 
experience a series o f  strained relationships. 
Baker (1992) talks abut ttae Wripk trauma paradigm of the tortured refugee" 
while he cautions the reader against stereotyping this p u p  m general. He states that the 
term refugee portrays an image, often promted by the media, of a depressed, powerless, 
unskilled d poverty stricken persoa, atad asserts that such a picture is both naive and 
usually m e .  Baker maintains that the label  refuge^" in actuality says now abut 
how an individual has reacted to f o d  migration. Sow refugees, Baker states, have 
highly devefo@ occupational skills, higher Ievels of trainin$ and education, and given 
the smallest of chances will quickly demonstrate their ability to resettle positively and 
make a useful canttibution as a new citizen in the host country. He furha  asserts, not 
every person who is ford to uproot is necessarily traumatd by the elq~riem,  
"though there is a strongly held view that the tortured refbgee remains tortured." 
I 
While it has been said that refugees often suffer from physical and mental trauma 
(Olness, 1998), experieflce ofworking with rehgees suggests that not dl people exposed 
to the sartme tmmatic events develop PTSD; some individuals grow ~~ Wi 
traumas and as a coquence become more humane and mature humsln beings (Baker, 
1W2). It is as if the experience has actuaIIy enabled the psychobgid 4 social self to 
gain in strengths and the insights derived proride a base for a successful occupational and 
parsonal life (Movscbemn, I988 as cited in Baker, 1992). However, it is not known 
what peroerrtage of survivors becomes mcessfbl. The danger of any stereotype is that it 
can take hold in negative ways hfluetbcing policy d relationships ia a way 
(Baker, 1992). 
The experience of torture is the second major trauma, which is superimposed on 
to the refugee experience itself. Massive loss has to be coped with along with whai has 
been described as 'paradoxical' or 'survivor's guilt' (Lifton, 1968, as cited in Baker, 
1992). Baker suggests that the tortured refugee o h n  asks an unanswerable question, 
'why have I survived when so m y  others have perished?' In the long term, clinical 
research suggests that the majority of survivors have a range of physical and 
psycblogid symptoms which may be linked to the severe trauma they have 
experienced or k complicated by tk psychological state of the person prior to becoming 
a survivor, 
Helpers of victims of torture in exile have obse~ed that these individuals can 
remain relatively symptom h e  for months or years during which time painful feelings 
can be denied or repressed. Asylum and r e h e  status is sought in this "symptom-free 
interval" a d  much energy is expended in achieving satishctory initial resettlement if it is 
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granted. It is ali too easy to rtsslune that because there are no obvious symptoms there are 
no psychdogid probkms. These are likely to e m g e  in the medium and long term 
when the rekiooship web has been partially re-spun, and resettlement seems to have 
been achievd. 
Despite their devastating torment, victims of torture may survive armd recover 
using any number of diverse resources a d  coping strategies. Past experiemx has shown 
that traditional health care services do not adequately meet the needs of tortwe survivors 
(Somnier et al., 1992). Consequently, some researchers have suggested that it may be 
more useful to attempt to find what madel of treatment Works test under what 
circumstances for what p m n  with what cognitive atad related coping styies who bas 
suffered what forms of torture ad who bas what resources available" (Strupp & Bergin, 
1 %9, as cited in Pope & Garcia-Febniemi, 1991 ). 
Coping d Resilience 
The construct tbat c h a m k r k s  individuals who d v e  stressful and maladaptive 
situations is called resilience. Resilience is a word deeply rooted in the world of adversity 
and distressing life events and circumstaflces. Accordii to Jew, Green, d Kroger 
(1992), in the absence of environmental s t m r s ,  resiliency is  not evident. Literature on 
resiliency indicates that We-threatening events often confer surprising advantages. For 
example, resilient children are seen as those who overcorn identity issues, depression, 
self-esteem deficits, a d  the long-term effects of child abuse (Egeland, Sroufe, & 
Erickson, 1983, as cited h Jew & Gren, 1998). 
The American Psychologid Association (19%) published a q o r t  indicating that 
I 
studies to date suggest that there is no single murce of resiIience or vulnerability; rather, 
many interacting &tors i n c l d i  individual genetic predispositions, which express 
themselves in temperament, personality, and intelligence, as well as qualities such as 
social skills and self-esteem come into play where resilience is conccmed. In addition, 
environmental influences are said to affect armd shape these individual variables. For 
example, through early experience a d  boding with parents or other caregivers, children 
form expectations that shape later social expriences. These processes of social learning 
often influen= self-esteem d behavior. 
The report further suggests that personality research on sexually abused girls has 
indicated that certain personality traits help dgcrease the negative effects of abuse. 
Studies of attachment, as reported by the America Psychological Association (1996) 
have shown close personal relationships to moderate vuluerability and resilience. 
Researchers have found that differences in infant attachment security, as measured on a 
brief khahral test, can have bng-tern mental ared emotional consequences. For 
example, children classified as securely attached to a caregiver during i n h c y  are likely 
to be mre empathic, compliant, ~ n f l i c t e d ,  and generally competent in their 
relationships with adults and peers, and will later approach problem-solving tasks more 
positively and with greater persistence than will those children who are insecurely 
attached. 
Children with insecure attachments on the other had tend to have trouble relating 
to other people because their behavior is often either hostae and distant or overly 
dependent. These tendencies may extend into adolescence and adulthood, influencing 
significant social relationships as well as bmic attitudes toward life. Eagle (1987) 
attributed the resilience of concentration camp survivors to their capacity to preserve 
attachment bonds with others, "Even when b o d  with others are internalid abstractly 
in the forms of values and other c u l t d  ties." 
Low self-esteem has a h  been identified as a factor playing an important role in 
mental illnesses. Interpersod kton such as assessments of one's physical appearance, 
the khavior of parents a d  other caregivers, d the school environment that lead people 
to devalue themselves, may contribute to individuals becorning depressed, and even to 
consider suicide. Kordon, Edelman, Lagos, Nicoktti, Kersner, and Groshaus (1992) state 
that torture suryivors who refuse to comply with the torturer's d e d  (not having cried 
in Eont of the torturer, not having revealed information) have managed to maintain their 
self-esteem, and h s e  whose self-esteem is affected, m y  experience depression, loss of 
seIf-confidence, anxiety, and even suicide attempts. 
PTSD responses may be mediated by violation of previously held assumptions of 
invuherability and personal safety (Foa, Zinbarg, & Rothbaum, 1992, a d  Janoff- 
Bulman, 1992, as ciid in Basoglu, Parker, Tasdemir, &men, Sahin, Ceyhanli, lncesy & 
Sarimurat, 1W6), inabiiity to h d  an acceptable explanation for the trauma (Laon & 
Olson, 1976, as cited in Basoglu, et al. 19%), and violation of beliefs that the world is a 
just and orderly place (Lerraer & MilIer, 1978, as cited in Bmglu, et al. 1996). Foa and 
collea$ues (1992, as cited in Basoglu et al, 19%) state that responses to stress are 
influenced by the person's capacity to process an experience and attach medng to it. A 
study conducted by Basoglu and colleagues (19%) fourad relatively low levels of 
traumatization among a group of torture survivors despite severe torture, pointing b the 
possible protective role of klief systems a d  political ideology in PTSD. 
Basoglu aad coIIeagrzes (1996) anif andothers have explained that unpredictable 
stresson often have sigrificantly more aversive impact than do predictable stressors 
(Basogb 8t W k a ,  1992), and most t r a m  events that negate beliefs abut the world 
are also unpredictable. Unpredictabihy of the stressor may Ix the critid factor in the 
traumatization process, vbIation of kliefs being a secondary phenomenon Asserting 
that if violation of beliefs regarding safety, trust, and justice play a role in PTSD, as the 
cognitive theory of trauma as proposed by JmR-Bulman (1992, as cited in k g l u  et 
al., 1996) and Foa and colleagues (1 99.2, as cited in Basoglu et aL, 1996) hold, the 
mmurhbk redienee of the torture survivors against extreme torture may be explained, 
at least in part, by lack of beliefs concerning saf;ety, trust, and just&, and a h  by the fact 
that mst and torture wem not unerqrected for mst of the torture wviwrs. 
In rehion to coping styles, derived from his clinical exprime with victims of 
organized violence, Mer (1W) has proposed three co- tools of negative, 
adaptive, and constructive survival. He has suggested that negative survival refers to the 
p~sonal d social behavior, which restricts the individual and inhibits social 
functioning. Baker states that such a behavior traps the torture victim into the negative 
components of the trauma, and it typically leads to behavior tM is reflected in extreme 
egotism with the trauma coloring v h d l y  every aspect of the person's life, hcluding 
excessive tafking about the exprance, or making it a taboo subject never to be tdked 
about. Wer  further propses that such iadividuak engage in excessively submissive 
behavior or th alternative of extreme aggression in persod  relationships a home W o r  
work l b s e  behaviors result in virtually all of their relatinships becoming severely 
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stressed d the person is Iefi increasingly aalue. 
The adaptive slwimr, Baker asserts, a p p m  to have made a soutad adjustment 
both personally and occupatiody. However, when enlRmined closely, it becomes 
apparent that the adaptation is still essentially egooerrtric and self-serving. The adaptive 
survivor makes real effort to recreate the relationship web, but basicalIy to re-cWe 
everything as closely as possible to what was lost. This khaviur is usually rationalized 
on the grounds of protection of the cutture. Bafrer suggests that such adaptation involves 
little thinking, acting, or feeling beyorad the trauma the individual, family, or comrrnunity 
has experienced, and that what is seen is massive eaetgy being e~~ on anything to 
do with their own group via fund-raising, or massive concern when sometlung happens in 
the COW of origin. However, disinterest, silence, ad rnihal involvement are the 
typid responses when other minority groups are being oppressed. Seemingly well 
a d .  and successful in personal and occuptional roles, t h e  individuals have not 
been able to use kir traumatic exprietlces to develop general principles of s o d  
human relationships or a commitment to universal human rights. 
Baker calls the third survivaI pattern conskudive, which refers to a kind of 
survival response that draws lessons and insight from the trauma, which positively serves 
the person in dl relationships. Constructive survivors seem to work though their tmmm 
and as a resuIt develop deep levels of sensitivity, compassion, as well as outstanding 
understanding and empathy for the human condition Wvi, 1987, 1989, as cited in Baker, 
1992). This, Baker asserts, does not mean that the constructive survivors forget or repress 
tkir trauma, but it mans that they u s  it to learn and to t a c h  the inhumanity that human 
kings can all partake in certain circumsfances. These individuaIs tend to become s o c ~ y  
involved in numy ways, depending on temperament, through creative writing, art, or 
direct political involvement. They fit the description of mental health as someone "who is 
fumtioning at a higb level of belqioral and emotional adjustment and adaptiveness" 
(Reber, 1985, as cited inBaker, 1992). 
summary 
This chapter provided an overview of the nature of the trauma of torture, 
contrctversies a r o d  classification and tiehition of this trauma, ethnocultural factors, 
e@ence of exile, a d  coping aud resilience in the h of trauma. 
Torture is a complex, multidimensionai bumtic experience, which is idicted 
with the rrim of destroying the Gdim's mind. There are various views regarding this 
trauma. Some believe that torture is a political pkno113~mn and therefore ttae torture 
victim slmuld not be marked with psychiatric labels. Others suggest that regdess of 
torture being a political construct, it still adversely affects the victim's physiological, 
psychological and social systems, d as such, tmtmnt needs to be provided for all 
torhue survivors. 
Another contmversy surrounds the DSM diagnosis of PTSD. It is propod by 
many that this diagnosis does not adequately encompass the complex experiences of 
victim of torture. Additionally,  to^^ is said to be only one of may traumatic 
encounters of the survivors, uprooting, predetention experiences as well as other 
traumatic events add to the h e  of this trauma The diagnosis of PTSD is said to not only 
reduce the t r a m  of torture to the level of one single eve& but it is also said to ignore 
the coIIective sociopolitical and cukurd amtext of the trauma 
While experience of torture devastates the victim, and affects d u s  aspects of 
the surYivorsT life, many individuals cornthe to show signs of healthy functioning even 
after this experiencz. Research has suggested that individual personality factors such as 
teqmment ,  self-esteem as well as attachment style can contribute to om's resilience 
in the face of trauma. However, as it has been suggested that etbnocultuml differences 
determine and contriite to om's apprad of trauma, views regarding illness, health, a d  
one's mpnsibility in the face of collective trauma. It remains to be seen what factors are 
salieni in the experiences of Iranian survivors of to-, how they view their traumatic 
experience, stnd what contributes to their resilience. 
CHAPTER 111 
Methodology 
This qualitative investigation was heuristic in nature and theory originated 
b u g h  data d y s i s  and emergence of themes. This was an indepth look at the meaning 
of trauma and resilience as contrived by Iranian sumivors of political torture currently in 
exile and involved in various levels of advocacy for ahlishing the violation of human 
rights. Due to lack of empirical research on this newly arrived group of refugees in the 
Western world, in addition to the '"forbidden" nature of 'c~kn~wMgbg''  or holding 
dialogue about the government's use of systematic torture, inside that country, a 
phenon]~:mtogical study of this particular group was warmpied. 
T k  ~ C U S  of this chapter is on ~ l ~ i n g  tbe reader with the details of this 
study's methodological approach; in doing so, this chapter afTords a description of the 
epistemologid basis for choosing in-depth intewiewing as the instrumnt for the 
investigation of the meaning of experiems of others. In addition, this chapter provides 
explanations regarding participant selection, the interview process, choice of narrative 
approach for the &pis and interpretation of the data, as well as a history concerning 
the development of the research$$ interest and v d e s  as related to the subject matter of 
thisresearch 
Qualitative Research 
Q d i v e  nmethodobgy provides rewmbew with the opportunity to study the 
pkmmnon as tky occur naturally; h r e h ,  rather than manipulating the studied 
phenomenon, qualitative rnethod seeks to "descrik" it. Schid (1981, as cited in 
Krefting, 1991) explained qualitative investigation to t~ the study of the empirical world 
h m  the viewpoint of the p n  under study. TWO assumptions of qualitative inquiry as 
proposed by Schmid are tbat individuals are influeraced by the physical, sociocultural, and 
psycbologicaI environment, and that behavior goes k y o d  what is o h e d  by the 
investigator. Subjective meanings and perceptions of the participants are of significant 
importance in qualitative research, d it is the researcher's responsibility to access them 
Kirk and Miller (1 986) have also asserted that the essence of qualitative research 
is to watch people in their own environment d ta hkmt with them in their own 
language, and on their own terms; in addition, Hill, Thaq,son, d Williams (1 997) have 
stated that qualitative inquiry is concerned with examining the process of expmience arad 
its meaning from the point of view of ttse participant. Similar to these authors, 
PonEin@me (1983) has also suaested that qualitative inquiry provides rich, in-depth, 
and lucid descriptions in the natural language ofthe phenomenon under study. 
Grounded theory (Straw & Corbh, 1998) is the most influential qualitative 
h r y  (Hill et aL, 1997), which is h a d  on the premise that related constnrcts are 
discovered d hypotheses abut the phenomenon & study are formed in the process 
af data collection and analysis. In this regard, the qualitative researchers do not kgin the 
msemch with precomived hypotheses and are not limited to fit tiae data into 
predetermirmed categories; rather, there is an abwarmce for the categories to emerge h m  
the da@ and to gmw and change as r e m h  increase their understanding of the data. 
Qualitative mearch is pldbtic,  mrtsisting of variety of approaches, some of 
which include phemmnology, ethnography, life history, and historical research While 
within the qualitative method various forms of inquiry are used, aarrative approach to 
qudhtive study of phenomenon was used as the primary investigative method in the 
premt study. 
In the words of lieblich, Tuval-hhiach, ad ZiIber (1 998), " narrative research 
differs significantly from its positivistic counterparts in its underlying assumptions that 
there is neither a single, absolute truth in human d i t y  nor one correct mdhg or 
lrrterpretation of a text. The narrative approwh advocates pluralism, relativism, and 
subjectivity" (p. 2). The narrative appmaches are a part of mcial constructivist paradigm, 
which considers self as inextricably reliant on the laqpqe, which people use every day 
to make s e E  ofthemselves and other& 
The social ~ ~ i v i s t  model places focus on ~ e t h b  of constructing the self. 
This paradigm differs b m  traditio'nal views, which see self as existlug either externally 
in terms of behavior or internally as an inner self, in the way of asserting that individuals 
interpret the events around them in terms of connections to or relatbnships with others 
a d  the world around them. On that account, this paradigm & the question of how is 
& s e l f t a k d  about d theorized in discourse as opposed t~ wbat is the true nature of 
the self (Potter & Wetherell, 1987, p. 102). Similarly, amative approaches recognize that 
language plays a constructive role in the fbrmatiron of self and identity (Crossly, 2000), 
d put emphasis upon the interconaection between self and social structure, and 
principally m n  self and language. 
Ttke succeedii segment offers a more in-depth explanation regardim the basic 
premise of narrative research d its pertineace for the study of Inmian survivors of 
political torture currently involved in 6ght for the rights of o k s .  
Nm& Iquiry 
Personal aarrative explicitly refers to talk that is organized around one's vital life 
events, "many of times when there has been a gap between ideal and real, self and 
society" @ssrnan, 1993), and in the words of G o f b m  (1959, as cited in Kessman, 
1 993), ~ n a l  narrative is ult irnately a self-representation. 
While narratives are universal (Roth, 1993) and natural ways of ta&mg abut 
one's life events, some experieoces are so dflicuh for people to talk about that they m y  
not even have wcw to words that can descrik these experiences. Herman (1993) for 
example asserts that political conditions collstrain particular events from being narrated, 
since p p l e  d y  protect ~ ~ l v w  by "putting away" the memory of atrocities fiom 
thew awareness. Riessman (1993) also states that surYivots of political torture, war, and 
sexual crimes silence tbmsehes and are silenced because their stories are too difficult to 
tell d listen to. She further proposes that om reason for these individuals not to talk 
abut their LLtem'iZlag violatiom" is that OM may not consider their experiences as 
assaults. 
Iranian survivors of political torture have been in a unique position of invisibility 
h m  the eyes of not only the p p l e  of Iran, but also those of the world's. Several 
conditions have contributed to this invisibif ity and self-imposed as well as oh-imposed 
silence. The government of Iran has warned the survivors against ever reporting or 
taking about their torture experience. Until recent years when the reformist newspapers 
in Iran, which are now closed down and their pubI ish '  jailed, began to report incidents 
of torture, the general Iranian public was in total dark abut what took place in the 
political prisons. 
In adaiion, in the political prisons of the Islamic Republic of Em raping a girl is 
used to literally prepare her for death by execution. As religious law prohibits the 
execution of virgins, thousands of rrrock marriages were performed in the prisons to 
legitimiz the raping of female activists kfbre sending them to be executed. Due to 
stmng cultural values prohibitiig premarital sex, m y  fernale survivors of political 
torture who were sexually assaulted but whose Iives were spared, have never talked abut 
or acknowledged this violation 
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It is also of grave importance to pint  out that while psychological services 
tailored to the needs of survivors of political torture are nonexistent in Iran, the inability 
to articulate the extent and depth ofones experiences in a foreign language as well as h k  
of culturally appropriate services bas prevented many of the exiled suryivors to seek 
psychologid help in the countries of exiie. 
These reasons in addition to other contributing factors such as political and 
economic policies and interests of the %orld's pow-" which have historicaIiy placed 
the well-being and the Interests of the third world nations, atmd similarly tlmt of lranian 
populace's last, has contributed further to the existence of a regime whose aim has been 
to silence a nation. Use of mmtive inquiry in studying the experiences of this p u p  
provided the purticipants with the opptunity to W their silence and to kgin to 
nsrrrate what the torturers f o r d  them to keep a secret, and t~ give name to the 
e x p i e m s  that were d~~ unspakable. 
The value of personal narrative is embedded in that it is subjective, perspective- 
ridden, and grounded in time, place, and personal experience. Therefore, people use 
pemd narratives to make sense of themselves by describing the mad to the prtsnt and 
pointing the way to the future (Josselson, 1995). Lincoln and Guba (1 985) suggest that in 
qdtat ive  inquiry the use of human hstmmnt is the primary method through which 
information is gathered. Nmtive appruaches give eminence to human instrument and 
imaginativeness, by holding that the construction of narratives is not only about 
recounting the information tbat's stored in memory, but it is a subjective experiermce 
through which m w r y  is organized to deIihtely reconstruct the meaning of events and 
actions itl one's life. I 
b u g h  the use of personal nevratiws, Iranian SUrYiwrs of political torture 
contrived the meaning of their experiences subjectively, and the researcher relied on their 
interpretations, expWbns, and pmptives as opposed to trying to fit their 
information into predetermined categories that are set up based on the experiences of 
others, categories that may not even have mom or appreciation for the partkuiarities that 
rise from the context which circumfks the expriences of this -up. 
Accurding to Jossehon (1995), nsvrative m r r t s  a pmxss, "a %if in 
comersation with itself and with its world over time." Cladinin and Comelly (2000) 
a h  speak o f  temporality of narrative, suggesting that not only om e x p i e m  is temporal 
but a h  experiences taken collectively are temporal This is why, they propose, the object 
of narrative d y s i s  is "go day-to-day experiences that are contextmhd within 
longer-term historical narrative" (p. 19). Narratives tell mt only about piast actions but 
a h  abut how individuals understand those actions. A major contribution of narrative 
analysis is the study of general social phenomena through a focus on b i r  embdhent in 
specific life stories. 
Riessman (1993) suggests that studying narratives is wfuI for what they reveal 
abut social life. "Culture speaks itself' through the narrators' stories, Riessman 
suggests, while adding tlmt by studying narrortives we can examine oppression and other 
practices of power that may be taken for wed by individual speakers. Rosenwald and 
Ochberg (1992, as cited in Riessman, 1993) have a h  suggested that while narrators 
speak in t a m  tbat m m  natural, we can analyze how culturally and historically related 
the terms they use are. 
Similarly, fbr the Iranian survivors of poliical torture, their stories not only shed 
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light on what happened to them at a given time in the past, but their acaunts also 
~vealed the process through which they became the p p l e  they are today. Their 
narratives told us why t h y  saw the future the way they did, and they enlightened us 
about the Iranian historical, sochpoliticd, and cultural context within which their 
eqeriences were bm. 
Som narrative approaches trust language to be p r o h d y  prolific of r d i y  and 
not solely a trivial instrurtlent for denronstrathg meanin$. Language is believed to be 
used by the infi>rmant in building narration fbr reconstruction of a coherent self t hat may 
have been i n t e e  disembodied, or disrupted by life's events. h u g h  the use of 
personal narrafives, the political totture survivors h m  Iran, whose lives have k e n  
interrupted by imprisonment and violated by tom aad other fbm of repression and 
trauma, had an opportunity to we their own language for mnstruaion of a coherent 
self. 
This study was influenced by and d the narrative d y s i s  approach as 
described by Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, and Z i l k  (1998), who in their approach to 
methodology of life-story research assert that -ria are usually constructed around a 
core of f k t s  or life events, yet allow a wide periphery fbr the freedom of individuality 
and creativity in selection, addition to, emphasis on, d interptetatmn of tkse 
remembered k t s .  
Moreover, this study built on these authors' assertion that the life story that is 
provided in an interview is but one instam of the life story. Hence, It was W e d  that 
while the researcher obtained and documents the life story in one sing4 hzen  text, the 
inner existing identity of the aarrator did not remain still and unchanged. Furthermore, in 
Iine with tk suggestion made by Lieblich and colleagues (1998), this marcher believed 
that each created story was influ&& by the context (Le., h aim o f  tEae interview, the 
nature of the audience, mood of the narrator) within which it was co- Lastly, this 
researcher's stand was aligned with that of these authors, who asserted that by studying 
and interpreting self-narratives, the researcher could access not only the individual 
identity and its systems of mmhg but also & teller's culture and social world. 
For the analysis of the narratives in this study, Lieblich et aL's (1998) proposed 
methods of holistic-form 4 categorical-content mdes of analysis were fbllowd. These 
modes of analysis will be explained in this chapter in the section titied "Narrative 
Analysis." 
S o m  of Data 
Selection of Participan!~ 
The aaturalistic method of inquiry and narrative approach to qualitative researeb 
influenced this study; therehe, selection of participants was based on purposeh1 
sampling. This meant that participants were carefully selected based on their 
uDderstanding as well as their depth of experience with the phenomenon of interest, aad 
as L i n d n  and Guba (1985) indicates that all sampling was conducted with tbe purpose 
of gaining as much intbrmation as possible. Based on Patton's (1990) guidelines for 
purposeful sampling, the following criteria were taken into stccount when selecting the 
participants: 
1.  Nominution sampling: Cases introduced by individual(s) who knew cases 
who were information rich 
2 Irtterzsi@ samplifig: The selection of "information-rich cases that mifest 
I 
the pkrwmermn intensity." 
3. Chin sampling: The identiftathn of cases by participants who knew 
what other cases were infarmat ion-rich 
4. ~frutif ied~seeful'sam~ling: Csses at different points of variation along 
the continuum (i.e., range of activism varied h m  signing a petition to giving speeches 
on human rights). 
Ln addition to the above sampling procedures and b a d  on the recommendations 
made by Hill and colleagues (1997) regaxding criterion-based sampling, the fbllowing 
explanations and criteria br selection of participants were p&. 
hniam are a diverse group of people kbnging to one of seven different ethnic 
enclaves; in addition, there are religious and political diffhmes among the members of 
this population. Given these distinctions, individuals from varhus religious a d  political 
woridviews have comprised the imprisoned and tortured population in Iran Based on 
ideological dflmnces, the survivors' perception of the type of tortures (ie., enduring 
flogging as punishment for refusal to pray) and therefore their subjective experience of 
such treatment is assumed to be different. Hence, the selection of participants for this 
study was based on specific criteria. 
The participants In this study were comprised of Iranian sucvivors of political 
torture, who met the Gllowing criteria: (a) were fbm or had sympathy for the "LAR 
Movement" in Iran, (b) sympathy for or organizational affiliation with the leftist group 
existed at least before, but could have lasted during and after the imprisanrnent, (c) 
served prison term(s) at some pint h e e n  1980 10 1995, (d) currently lived in exile, 
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and (e) were individually or organhionally involved in some level of human rights 
activities. 
Criteria A describes the "Left Movement" in Iran, which is comprised of 
individuals, groups, and organi&ions that believe in the Ma&-Leninist and the 
socialist ideology, and are nonreligious. Criteria 0 was set because while the current 
ideology of the participant in itself was not the point of concern for this investigation, the 
study was interested in exploring what had been involved in tb process of change if in 
fact my change in one's ideology had taken place. 
Criteria C was established k a m e  during the designated period the greatest crack 
down on political opposition groups took place and the largest number of political 
activists, their families and quaharms  were imprisoned The cut off of the year 1995 
was set to include particim .in the study that had some time lapse between the 
immediacy of tEbe'v prison experience and participation in the study Criteria D was set 
because living in exile introd- a difkent set of challenges (i.e., loss of supprt 
systems, learning a new life style, language, etc, , .), which may or may not strain one's 
ability to cope with the aftermath of trauma. In regard to criteria E, participants were 
deemed appropriate for this study if they were engaged in sorne level of activity relating 
to protection of h u m  rights in lran W a r  worldwide. 
Simon, Loewy, Sturmer, Weber, Fretag, Wi, Kampmeier, and Spahlinger 
(1998) state that members of disadvantaged groups who do not want to 8ccept their 
circumstances find ways to improve their situation by adopting strategies that range from 
individual strategies of social mobility to collective strategies of social chaage. T h y  
firrther state that while individual strategies m y  involve leaving a disadvantaged group 
physically or at least psychobgkdIy, collective strategies may range h m  inter-pup or 
collective action such as uprising and strikes, but arlso more moderate fom such as 
signing a petition or attend'mg a group meeting. 
The inclusion criteria was therefore set considering what Simon armd colleagues 
(1998) offer in relation to various levels of participation in social movement. 
Accordingly, pmsptive participants who showed some level of invoIvement in the fight 
fbr the rights of others, ranging from signing a petition, attending a meeting, studying or 
worlring in a field related to the fight for hurnrrn rights orgrrnizing community movement 
through presentations, etc. were considered for inclusion in the study. Lady, while the 
criteria pertaining to &micity, age, and socio-economic status were considered and 
reflected in the analysis of the data, it did not influence the sample selection 
Partici'nt Recmibnent 
A human rights activist who knew b t b  tk reseoucher and a group of survivors of 
torture h m  Iran nominated the initial potentid participants, who mt the criteria for 
inclusim, The nomination was on the grounds of the criteria set by the research, and 
the researcher's literature based explaaathns of t r a m  and resilience. Participants who 
were nominated were mntacted h; the selected participants recommend others to be a 
part of this study. The number of participants was determined upon recognition by the 
research that dEcient data was collected disptaying similar, shared, and repeated 
tlaems as mmted by the participants tegdhg their experiences a d  the construction of 
meaning in regard to their trauma, survival, and proactive f ~ h t  for the rights of others. 
Therefore, b e d  on the notion that in qualitative inquiry the number of participants 
providing information is unimportant relative to the richness of the data collected, 
sampling was concluded when the parkipants provided no new infbrmatian, and a pint 
of saturation was reached (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Hill and coUeagues (1997) have 
suggested the use of between 8 to I 5 participants, d e p d h g  an the research questions. 
They have f d ~ r  asserted that wing a larger sample is ' ~ l i s t i c  because of the time 
involved ia examining a h  case ad because additional cases typically add minimal new 
data" (p. 532). For the purpose of this study, inclusion of 6 to 9 participants was 
p p s e d .  Ten potential participants were initially nominated for inclusion in the study. 
However, only 9 interviews were analyzed due to the fact that one of the nombahd 
potentid participants did not m a t  criteria A, which was sympathy for or belonging to the 
Lefi Movement. 
Contacting the Pmticipunts 
An initial telephone contact was d e  to nominated participants at which time the 
purpose of the contact as well as that of the study, limits of mnfidentiality, a d  
researcher's background were briefly explained and the nominated participants' interest 
in participating in the study was asmtahed. These phone culls were placed immediately 
after the IRB approval was obtakd itmi prior to the mearcher's leaving the U d e d  
States. Following this initial contact, and u p n  the agreement of the participants, an 
interview time was sctmedded. Meanwhile, the marcher maiied, faxed, or ~maiIed the 
Participant Informed Consent as shown in Appendix A, a d  a written statement further 
explaining the researcher's background a d  the pucpose of the study as shown in 
Appendix B, to each and every participant. Persian translations of these forms, as 
respectivery illustrated in Appendices E and F, were a h  provided for the participants 
along with the original forms w-ritten in EngIish 
Protection of Pmticipnts 
At the first meeting and before the' interview was conducted, the researcher 
reviewed the Participant Infi,rrrSBd Cansent form with the participants. In addition, the 
-her provided an opthmity for the participants to ask W h m  questions regarding 
her background atad the purpose of tlae investigation in order to fostering rapport and to 
provide comfbrt and safety for participants whose sense of trust had been devastated by 
their experiences of torture and imprbnnment. 
The participmts were informed that the study was conducted according to the 
ethic;il principles for mearch invoiving human participants (American Psychological 
h c i a t  ion, 1 987), and that it had met the full approval of the Institutional Review Board 
(IRB) at Seton Hall University. Through the mrsent form, the participants were made 
aware that they were unrestricted in tams of their participation in the study and could 
withdraw at any time they decided to do so and for any reason. Furthermore, the 
participants were assured that their demographic data and the audiotapes of their 
interviews would h kept confidential in their entirety. They were informed that while 
their anonymity was to be safeguarded, the research team euld possibly the researcher's 
committee members might r e d  the transcripts. The participants were firrtber mt5ed that 
excerpts and themes from the data might be presented at conferences and appear in print. 
I 
Some of &he participants wished for their real names to be used in this study, indicating 
that they believed participation in this research was amhr step in documenting not only 
their personal ordeal, but a h  a pad of history. Those who wished to remain anonymus 
were asked to choose a narne to be used for them in the study. 
The goal of this research was to gain insight into ttae experience of trauma and 
resilience as articulated by survivors of political torture h m  Iran. It was not used as an 
attempt to resolve any potential conflicts, which m y  exist fbr the participants. Since all 
survivors were asked to d l  their own trauma m t i v e ,  it was assumed that the 
interviews might Iead to topics d i n g  in the participants' experiencing possible 
discomfort. All participants were offered debriefing foIlowing the interview by the 
researcher. The interviews were to Ix stopped and debriefing was to h provided if at any 
point the participant seemed in distress, however, in none of the intenim did this 
h m e  necessary. 
In tb case of one of the participants, the interview mukl not be conducted on the 
scheduled day. While the participant met with tb resemkr and spoke to her for a 
mh of hours, he did not feel comfortable speaking into the microphone and 
answering questions that day. He indicated that this was the first time he was talking to 
anyone about his prison ex@ence in d e w  The participant was given the option tu 
reschedule the interview, and the appointment was set for another day, at which time it 
was initiated mi completed 
Participants were mule aware of local community mental health facitit ies as well 
as tfae names of practicing psychologists as &own in Appendix G, and were supplied 
with the appropriate information when asked. Additionally, hllow up contacts by the 
* 
researcher were made to mure the iwne* wehess of the participanis, in the 
following days d weeks after each initial interview. Lastly, the names arad contact 
firanation of the researcher, the m h ' s  mentor as well as those of the ditm of 
Seton Hall University's Institutiod Review Board for Protection of Human Subjects 
were provided to dl participants, shouM they have any questions or concerns regarding 
this research or the remtaer .  
Data Coktbn 
Four to seven-bur long, indepth semi-structured interviews consisting of open- 
ended questions were utilized to m r d  t l ~  personal narratives told by the ten particpnts 
in this study. Prumpts were used in the questiohg to fwther facilitate process of 
m t i v e  consbruction, The use of ,semi-structured interview dbwed tk researchex to ask 
questions in a systematic and consistent order while at the same time effort was made to 
conduct the interviews as mllaborative conversations. Lincoln and G u h  (1 985) indicate 
that the best way to begin an interview is to proceed with general questions and a1 bw the 
participant to share hidm views openly; after rapport is established, the r e m h e r  can 
approach with reflection on issues. 
A review of the literature as well as the personal experiences of the investigator 
with regard to political activism, repression, and living in exile i n f b d  the semi- 
structured interview questbm. The interviews were structured to cover a n&r of basic 
themes, which were as follows: (a) family environment, (b) sociopolitical views, (c) 
trauma, resilien4wping, (d) belief systems, (e) exile experience, (9 support system, and 
(g) outlook for the f h m h p e .  Table 1 entails examples of the questions. 
. 
The r e m h  design was emergent in nature allowing the resewher to make 
slight modifications in the interview protocol as the study progressed, brrsed on the 
themes that emerged h r n  the interriews and were not included in the existing structure. 
Appendix C contains the original set of interview questions. To prepare for the interview 
process, this researcher simulated an interview with a research assistant to e&e the 
flow and the timing of the questions. 
In addition to the data collected h m  the hterriews, imprtant elements h m  the 
r e m h a ' s  reflexive jo- as called by Lincoln and Guba (1985), provided 
supplementaty infbrmation, which although nut a part of the analysis was included in the 
resuh section of t$e study. The reflexive journal embodied the researcher's reflections, 
obsemdians and interpretations regarding her encounters with the participernts, and it was 
r e v i d  by the study's auditor. . 
&sting 
Dafa collection took p b  in Germany where laws pertaining to immigrants and 
rehgees had made it possible for a considerable nurnkr of Iranian politid refugees to 
resettk in that country. To protect the sense of safety and security and for the 
convenience of the participants, all htemiews were conducted in places designated by 
them, which for seven of the participants meant their residences, and for the other two it 
meant the researcher's temporary residence. Privacy and safety were the only criteria in 
this regard. The researcher covered personal traveling expenses required to meet those 
participants who lived in other cities, but the participants coming to meet the researcher 
did not accept assistance in this regerrd. 
Narrative M y s i s  
Rosnwslld and O c h h g  (1 992, as cited in Riessman, 1993) state that in narrative 
analysis it is the story itself that is tkee object of investigation. Riessman (1 993) holds that 
"narrative analysis allows for systematic study of persod experience: and meaning." 
Nanative analysis delineates the ways in which qrknce is told, and not just the 
content to which h p g e  refers. The  story metaphr emphasizes that we create order, 
construct texts in particular contexts" @essman, 1993, p. 1). The purpose of analysis is 
therefore paying attention b how the informants organize the stream of their experiences 
Family Eiwironment 
Tell me about your family (parents, siblings, class, 
ethnicity, education, extended family). 
How would you describe your parents' style of child 
rearing and their treatment of you specifically? 
If your family had a mtb, what would it be? What 
messages did you hear within your f b i l y  when growing up? 
Sociopuliticd Views 
When and how did you become aware of sociopolitical 
problems in Iran (What specific event(s)lpeople were influential 
in this process)? 
What were your values, political convictions and your 
social views at that time? 
What are your values, political convictions and your 
social views at this the?  How are these affected by your 
experience of torture? 
Support System 
What khd of support systems (imaghed or red) did you have 
during your imprisonmexrt? 
What type of support system have you had since your release 
&om prison? 
What kind of support system do you have now while in exile? 
Cophg%esi~iencs 
Looking back at your life, what do you tbink bas helped you 
maintain hope while imprisoned, and in the aftermath of your 
experience of torture? 
Wbat do you think your survival in the midst of political 
violence in Iran means? 
Given your experience of torture and imprisonment, what do 
your current state of activities, as related to creating change in the 
human rights condition in Iran, mean to you? 




to make sense of what has happened in their lives. The aim of analysis is to look at the 
process of becoming and not just r,M the partkipants have become. 
Btuner (1 990, as cited in Riessman, 1993) states that narrative analysis has to do 
with how the "main characters* hteqmd things, what the human instrument decide to 
include in the story, how the events are to Id and what they mean The task of narrative 
d y s i s  therefore is to systematidly interpreting their interpretations slnd to ask why 
was the story told by the narrator in that way. 
This study utilized the constant comparative method of data analysis (Glaser & 
Shuss, 1967, as cited in Lincoln & Grrba, 1985), which is the simultmeaus collection 
and analysis of the data. h addition, the two m b d s  of narrative d y s i s ,  categorical- 
content and holistic- form modes (Lieblich, et A, 1998) were usBd in d y s i s  of the data. 
CaiegoricaZ-Content M& ofAdys i s  
.- 
The audiotape intewiew of each part kipant was transcribed verbatim, and each 
text was broken down into units of analysis a d  summarid into categories (Lieblich et 
d, 1998). Two major constructs of resilience and trauma were mnsidered. Sentences or 
paragraphs that were believed to MI under the concept of trauma were highlighted in 
yellow, and those believed to portray the concept of resilience were highlighted in green. 
Each sentence or paragraph was further coded according to the specific theme it depicted. 
During the process of data d y s i s ,  categories remained flexible and open to redefmition 
as more units were analyzed. The units of analysis were compared in m h  of 
commonalties between meanings and tkems for each bxt of each participant and 
between the transcribed interviews of all the participants. Ttie m,mmodks were put 
Into sutyategories, d ~ ~ e l y ,  paramount lugher order categories were 
conceptualjzed. In order to maintain objectivity, during the process of analysis, all coding 
done by the primary researcher was checked against that of what was done by the second 
& and the auditor, wb coded and reviewed the transcripts simultanmusly. Five of 
the nine transcripts were translated fully h m  English into Persian by the meamher; 
hwever, only portions of tbe d i n g  four interviews were translated that were to be 
included in ttte final result section. TIE full transhthns were coraducted to provide 
accessibility of the data for the English-speaking members of the dissertation m e .  
Due to the tremendous amount of work involved in trstnsking all interviews, as well as 
the time h i t s  coIlcerniag th completion of this dissertation, not dl interviews were 
traoslated. 
HoEktic- Form Mu& of Analysis 
The objective in this approach was to drawing out a prototypical lifk course for 
the participants. This mode of analysis was chosen because the study was concerned with 
the process and the meaning of events in t h ~  context within which they occurred as 
opposed to the mere occurrenoes of those events. By taking the holistic view, the 
researcher had the opportunity to interpret the participants' life events in the context of 
the other parts of the mmative. Form refers to the struchrre of the plot in terms of how the 
narrator sequences the events (i.e., ascend toward the present or descend toward it fiom 
mre positive pmds), the feetin$ evolved by the story, the style of tk narrative (ie., 
pessimistic, optimistic, or both), and tbe choices of metaphors or words (ie., w i v e ,  
active). In this mode of analysis, the rese8t'ch~ used the complete narrative to see how it 
developed. This meant that the research searched for a climax, or a turning pin t  in the 
story, which s M  Iight on the entire development, c- what events, people or 
influences have directly affected or directly p k y d  a part in the process of change in 
the narrator's life. Two separate phases comprised this mode of analysis. 
In the first phase, the researcher was iuterested in the specific form and direction 
taken by the content. Therefore, topics such as coping or mial support might have been 
the thematic fbci of the m t i v e ,  but the research made an effort to mdmtand the 
process of thls devekopmnt rather than tEae content. The second phase of aaalysis was to 
identify the dynamics of the story line, which the narrator might have indirectly alluded 
to by using a particular hrm of speech such as evduative comments that might have 
referred to om's entire life tie., 'my life was a Ciraderella story'), or by direct responses 
to questions that tended to elicit references to a turning point in the life of the narrator 
(ie., What were you doing at the outset of 1979 Revolution?). 
I 
Trustworthiness refers to the degree to which results of a study can be trusted. 
This construct is compatible with reliability in quantitative research Lincoln and Guba 
(1985) have proposed the assessment of trustworthhm of qualitative data through the 
examination of its four components, which are mmprimi of the following: (a) credibiIity, 
(b) transfkrability, (c) dependability, a d  (d) conformolbility. Further expiamtion and 
cW1~0ztion of each of the four components of trustworthiness will be discussed. 
Credibility 
Credibility in qditative m m c h  is subjectaknted, not d e w  a priori by the 
researcher (Sandelowski 1986, as cited in Krefting, 1991). According to Lincoln a d  
Guba (1985), credibility poses the question of whether the investigator has established 
confidence in the truth of the Wings M on the research design, participants, a d  the 
context in which the study was conducted. A n w k r  of marchers have suggested 
various strategies hr ensuring the credibility of qualitative research (Gutia, 1981; 
Krefting, f 99 1; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Tbis study used the following strategies in order 
to add to credibility of the results: (a) prolonged engagement, (b) reflexive journal, (c) 
trhngdation, (d) peer debriefing, and (e)  test^^ validity. 
Prolonged engagement. Krefting (1991) M e s  that in order to establish 
credibility, the m m c h e r  needs to immerse in the m h  setting for an adequate 
mount of time t~ be able to identify and verify recurring pattern, L h l n  and Guba 
(1 985) t d  this strategy, prolonged engagement. Pmbngd engagement enables the 
research to check pspctives, d allows the participant to become accustomed to and 
comfortable with the mearcher. 
In the process of this study, prolonged engagement, in addition to the researcher's 
three-month stay in Germany, was maintained via multiple contacts with the participants, 
which took place in the following ways: (a) the initial telephone call, (b) the pbm 
mntact scheduling the inthew,  (c) the in-depth interview, Ed) the follow-up mrrtacts to 
inquire about the well-being of the participant aRer tbe interview has taken place, and 
f d y ,  (e) contmtct fbr the participants' review of the M p t s .  
Krefting (1991) offers a word of m i o n  regarding prohnged engagement. He 
h o b  that while persistent o m i o n  of the phenomenon under investigation can aid the 
-her in identifyiig response sets and "participants' consistent pattern of either 
agreement or disagreement with tbe questions," it m y  pose a paradoxical issue that can 
threaten the credibility of the study. He suggests that this threat is related to the cioseness 
of tbe investigator d the participants that m y  occur during the prolonged coatact, and 
suggests that reflexivity can be used to guard against this "over-involvement." 
Refraive journal. One way to help ensure that "extreme over-involvement" with 
the participants' worlds does not occur, and the researcher can mainbin objectivity 
through the process of research is by keeping a reflexive journal (Good, Herrera, Good, 
& Cooper, 1985, as citd in Krefting, 1991). Reflexivity is referred to be- conscious of 
ormeself as one sees oneself. It is a mially constructed process of self bend& back on 
, 
one's experiences (Mead, 1962, as cited in Steier, t 991) through which self may become 
dierent as a result of its self-pointing (Steier, 1991). 
In other words, reflexivity refers to the assessment of the influence of the 
investigator's own background, perceptions, and interests on the q-ve research 
process. Lincoln and Guba (1 985) described the reflexive journal as a kind of diary in 
which the investigator records a variety of information abut self and method of 
investigation, eitkr on a daily basis or as needed. 
To maintain progressive subjectivity in the process of the study, a field journal 
was kept during all phases of the research, rewrding o k a t i o n s ,  insights, and possible 
themes as they were emerging. Reflections and impressions of the participants as well as 
reactions to the process of mearch were documented. 
TrianguIdion Triangulation refers to the mss-checking of data though the use 
of multiple procedures or sources, w k  comboration is achieved when the multiple 
sources are in agreement (Johnson, 1997). Trianguloltion is a powerhl strategy fbr 
enhmcii the quality and the rigor of the research, particularly its credibility (Krefiing, 
1991). By providing different piece of data, or introducing diverse viewpoints in the 
process of d y s i s ,  triangulation can Illinimize distortions that may arise h m  a single 
source of data or a b i a d  researcher. 
While t h e  are various types of trimguMion, t h i s  study utilized triangulation of 
investigators, which is the use of multiple investigators ,in interpretation of the data. In 
this study, data collection was conducted entirely by the t h e h e r ;  however, the 
< 
assistance of a coder d an inquiry audit were sought in the phase of data analysis. In 
accordance with the consensual method of analysis in qualitative research, the researcher, 
the coder, and the auditor analyzed the transcriptions simultaneously (Hill et d., 1997). 
Influenced by this method, only those themes that were agreed upon by the researcher, 
the coder, and the auditor, were included in the final findiigs. It is noteworthy to state 
that all the research assistants in this study were trained regarding the issues of concern to 
the Seton HaIl University, Institutional Review Board especially issues regarding 
confidentiality and anonymity. Other details regarding the m e m h  of the mearch team 
and their roles are presented. 
Since the inteniews were codwted in the native hgwge of the survivors 
(Persian) and the resuhs were to + ~ n t e d  in English, it was important for the primary 
team ~ e m k s  who would view arad analyze tbe data to be fluent in hth languages. In 
am- with this essentiality, the researcher, second coder, and the hquiry audit were 
ail fluent in Persian and English hgmges. 
The first m e m h  ass- was Dr. Keiratadokh Nikfar, rn Iranian expert in the 
field of Middle-Eastern studies, who received her docbate from Cologne University in 
Germany where she has resided hr years. Dr. Nikfar's role was defined as the second 
coder. She read the entire transcript after each interview was completed and transcribed 
in its entirety, by tb researcher. Thereafter, ihe researcher and Dr. Nikfar discussed each 
emerging theme d &egory until wasensus was made regarding the identification of 
a h .  Dr. Nikfar's role was to keep the biases of the mxwcber in check by conf~Ifming, 
refding, or oWhg revisions for the identified emerging themes and categories. 
, 
In addition to the second coder and to examine the credibility and dependability 
of the investigation, this study used an inquiry audit as suggested by Lincoln and Guba 
(1995). An auditor is a researcher who reviews tmth the processes of the inquiry and the 
m u h s ,  which may include material such as meamher's written records, field notes, 
transcripts, and the d y s i s  o f  the data. This study was d b d  try Ms. W e i r a n  
N m h ,  an Iranian woman with a degree in Cross-cuhd Relations and Immigration 
Issues from Stocldmolm University, Sweden She currently resides in the United States. 
Ms. Namin engaged in the coding process as well as reviewing the f d  analysis of the 
dab 
Peer debriefing, Lincoln & Guba (1985) have asserkd that the task of a peer 
debriefer is to serve as an impartid person, who in a %amx paralleling om analytic 
session" will facilitate the process of bringing to the surEisoe that which might otherwise 
r e d  d d  in the m k r ' s  mind. Through this pro- which contributes to tHe 
credibility of the research, the researcher is pmkd to chi@ her interpretations and face 
her biases. For the duration of this investigation, Dr. Anne Farrar's assistance was sought 
as a p r  debriefer. She aided the researcher in remaining objective and honest in regard 
to her observations a d  viewpoints, Dr. Farm is a Caucasian female, d a recent 
graduate of the counseling psychology doctoral program at Seton Hall University. She 
had neither professional nor personal connections to the phenomenon under study. 
Testimonial vdidiw. Stiles (1 993, as cited in Hill, Thompson, & Williams, 
1997), and Lincoln a d  Guba (1985) have emphasized the importance of member 
I 
checking, which is having the participants review the researcher's data, interpretations, 
categories, and conclusiom. This technique, which Is called testimonial validrty by Stiles 
(1993 cited in Hill, Thompson, & William, f 997) is a way to assess whether the data 
make sem a d  is used to decrease the c h s  of mishteqmtation on the part of the 
researcher. For the purpose of this investigation, the participants were given the option of 
reviewing the transcript of their interview. All participants Etsked for a mpy of their 
interview, and the researckr provided a copy of the e t  fbr each participant in 
order tn elicit their faedback. None of the partkipants provided feedback. Only om 
participant requested to see the quotes chosen by the researcher to include in the 
d M o n ' s  mlt section. 
TrmrSferubbili@ 
Transferability in qualitative inquiry hns been compared to external validity in 
quantitative research. It implies the ability to generalize the findings of the study. 
''Generalizability is not seen as relevant to qualitative m m c h  k u s e  its purpose is to 
bribe a particular phenomenon or experience not to generalize to others" (Krefting, 
1991). L h l n  a d  Guba (1995) have also asserted that it is neither the task nor the aim 
of the qualitative researcher to provide transMility or generdhbility of the research 
iindhgs. To address the issue of generalizability, Lincoln and Guba have W r  
. . 
mamtamd, the responsibility of the reservcher is rather to provide adequate descriptive 
datato allow comparison. 
Concept of depn&iIity as explained by Guba (198 1, as cited in Krefting, 199 1) 
I 
implies &acKabZe wiubili@, which is e x p W  in terms of sources of variability (ie., 
increase of insight on the part of the researcher) that might efIixt the data analysis and 
therefore hdings of the study. Lincoln armd G u h  (1 985) have asserted that rexmchem 
should account fbr a d  acknowIedge their personal influence as well as those of 
situational factors' on the research process. To assess dependability in qualitative 
research, Hill and c o w =  (1997) have suggested that mmxhers need to reprt 
enough details in the write-up of their study so that others can evaluate what happened in 
the research process. Dependability of this study was e d  h u g h  the use of a second 
coder and an inquiry audit in the phase of data analysis formerly described. Similarly, 
data from the -her's reflexive journal would add to the dependability of the study. 
Confirmabiliiy 
Guba ( I  981, as cited in F+fting, 1991) has defined codmability as objectivity. 
It seeks to determine that the study is both reliable and valid and that it is not based an 
subjective reactions. The use of inquiry audit bas been described as the main technique 
for establishing cudmnability (Krdfiing, 1991). Lincoln and Guh (1985) suggest that 
the auditors will nut only consider the product, data, interpretations, and 
recommendations of the m h ,  but they will take in to account tbe process of 
investigation when auditing the study. As indicated previously, in this study, an auditor 
reviewed researcher's entire rmrded  material. 
R-her's Point of View 
This researchm's values, interests, and close relationship to the subject matter of 
this research were the sources of motivation for conducting the present study. Therefore, 
I 
the study began with the acknowledgement that all scientific investigation begins with the 
ohewer's biased curiosity, and with the recognition that this researcher aIso has had a 
"legitimate interest" in the outcom.of this study. While this interest was mf abut which 
direction the outcome would take, it stemmed from and was inspired by the m m m  of 
the researcher's own experience. Hence, the researcher's interpretation of the 
interpretaiions offered by the participants was inevitably influend by the thentext within 
which k own exgmiences were shapsd. 
The xsarcher further acknowledges that while the participants were drawing the 
intapremion of their life events from the Iranian context, they fashioned the events they 
narrated in response to the researcher's cues. In narrating their stories, the reciprocal 
action of telling and l i n i n g  took place, d the research and the participant produced 
a narrative togdkx. Furthermnre, the remher's stand was infl& by that of 
Riessman's (1993), therefore being c o w  of the kt that the participants did not 
simply tell stories, but they created a se& which was how they wanted to be h w n  by 
this researcher. 
During the prhd  in which this dissertation proposal was actusllized ad the 
interviews for this study were conducted, I was a 36-yw-old, 3" year wuaseling 
psychology doctoral student. b r n  armd m i d  in Iraq I came to the United Stat= in 1983. 
Prewkus to my abrupt, invo1unk-y departure h m  my homeland, I was a political 
activist, and experienced oppression on multiple levels. Presently, J have been living in 
exile for the past 20 years turning my adversity into a social commitment to take action in 
regards to the rights of those whose voices cmmt h tmeard, a d  a professional 
w d m n t  for advocacy, education, and treatment of victims of social and poliical 
I 
violence. 
More specifically, in the period during which I have lived in exile, 1 have 
familiarized myself intimately with the issues of human rights abuses such as use of 
torture with political prisonem in Iran. While my interests were initially embedded within 
a nationalistic boundary, they have gradually developed, moving into a broader 
international context. muipped with psychological training in research and practice, I 
hope to use my acquired knowledge in the senice of abolishing the abuses of human 
rights worldwide through contributions to upholding, research, and treatment of survivors 
of crimes against humanity. Condwthg this study therefbre became a first step for m in 
fulfilling this commitment to bring knowledge about the unspoken and the unknown to 
surface armd to mobilize mid d i s c o m .  
CHAPTER IV 
Iranian Context 
In this chapter, I present the reader with the historical, political, and cuEtural 
dimensions, which encircle the life stories namted by the participants in the study and 
establish a k e  fbr understanding the plight of these individuals. This is done with the 
hope of assisting the Western reader in gaiaing knowldge about the Iranian context, the 
attributes of the ruling authority, and the pervasive and continual nature of politically 
based trauma as experienced by the participants. 
The Historical Background 
Iran has historically k n  considered one of the most important countries in the 
Middle East owed to its richness in oil and its geographical cbseness to Russia, I d i  
Turkey, and the Arab world. These seemingly advantageous inherent characteristics have 
created multiple hindrances for the Iranians' endeavors in establishing a demmtic 
governing system and in their struggle for freedom, independence, and justice. 
A u k r  of formative evenis have marked the recent pol ihl  memory of %ran, 
and pursuant to W o r n  b m  foreign influences and establishment of democratic rights, 
each of these occurrences has met with set backs, leaving legacies of disillusionment and 
distrust for the masses. The significance of such historical predicaments is realized as the 
participants in this study narrate how their families transfer feehqs of dew ad 
cynicism to the younger generation regarding the struggle for M o m  in that country. 
Tbe participants' accounts errtail references to the fobwing historical events: T k  
Constitutional Revolution of 1905, the Naiiodimtion of tk Oil Industry of 195 1 and the 
subsequent m i l i i  coup of 1953, the White Revoiution and b n t  of &mehi into 
exile in 1963, and the Revolution of 1979, the event that brought about the new face of 
politid repression in Iran. In addition to briefly explicating these historical 
circ-ces, I will present an overview of the disposition of political organizations to 
which the participnts belonged at the t h e  of their arrest, organhtions that took part in 
the uprising of 1978-1979 and Iater became the objects of m onslaught by the post- 
revolution's d e w  tic regime. 
Tbe writings of Abrolhamisn (1983, I999), Afshari (200I), Barndad (2001), 
Gasiomwski (1993), Gmhm (19801, Katouzian (1998), Keddie (1998), and Tabari 
(1983), have aided me in my conceptualization and prexntation of Inmian context as 
related to tbis study. These authors have presented more in-depth examinations of the 
modem history of Iran, each offering a distinctive view on the formative events in the 
memory of this country. 
Events b r n  1905 - 1990 
The Coffstitutiortal Revdutibn 
The Constitutional Revolution of 1905 was an upris'mg against the dictatorship of 
the Qajar dynastyynasty A coalition of merchants, artisans, and clergy led the protest. The 
revolution was prompted by increased taxes proposed by the Shah's Belgian advisor, 
Joseph Naus, and a g e n d  hostility to the growing fbreign iatrusion in Im and was 
qwbd by the physical punishment of merchants in Tehran for p t i e  vidatims in 
December of 1905. 
Wbile initially the protestors made vague d e d s  for just rule, ideas of 
constitutional r e h n  advocated by wstemized intellectuals circulated mng the 
dissatisfied masses arad shaped t b i r  demands, d a second antigovernment 
demonstration in July 1% articulated a c l w  call for a constituent assembly. The 
assembly consisting of artisans, merchants, clergy, and bureaucrats convened in October 
1906 and drew up a constitution bersed on the Belgian constitution of 1831. The 
constitution subrdinated the shah to p a r l i n t a r y  government while maintaining Islam 
as Im's oEcial religion 
Muhammad Ali Shah of the Qajar Dynasty, forced by the govemmnt's 
w ~ s s ,  endorsed the constitution and accepted its demands by August 5,1906 while at 
.- 
the same time plotting to overturn it. Kept on& thmm by the royal guard ofthe Persian 
Cossorck Brigade, the Shah, who was considered a R d i  puppet, opposed the 
Parliament and received support from conservative Shk members of the clergy, w b  had 
never 8cceptecI the Constitution, believing that the reformists of the Chnstitutional 
Revolution should not have modeled Iranian government after imported Western-style 
systems. The Shah's coup d'etat against the Parliament ultimately led to further civil 
umest and, W y ,  his deposition. The Constitution of 1906 underwent a number of 
amdments, but remained the official constitution of Iran until the Revolution of 1979. 
nte Pahlavi @musty 
The Qajar Dynasty was unable to adjust it& to the demands of the 
Constitutional Revolution. Its opposition to the revolution d the Constitution added to 
people's hatred for this dynasty, a d  following a series of bloody events, m u k d  in its 
oust. The overthrow of the Qajars was at first with the hope of putting the constitution 
hl ly  in fbroe. In the stormy last days of the Qajar pmM, a colonel in the Cossack 
Division named Reza Khan, cIaiming restoration of safety and security, took over power 
in 1921. Iranians, who had beoom tired of living in the midst of crisis arad lack of safety, 
believed his promises. Rem Khan gradually gained more pwer, and by using 
intimidation aml thm& arad giving false promises, was able to turn the end of Qajar's 
into the kginning of his own dynasty, which later was inherit4 by his son. "Whereas the 
revoluthn of 1905-1909 had replaced the Qajar despotism with a l i M  constitution, the 
coup d'etat of 1921 was to claw the way for the demolition of the parliamentary 
structures a d  the establishment of the. Pahlavi automat$ (Abrahamian, 1 983, p. 103). 
The era of Pahlavi Dynasty was the era of transition of I d  society h m  
traditionalism to modemhation. However, while to the eyes of the foreign spectators Im 
was pushing fast forward toward mdemization, this tmforrraation was not done evenly, 
in depth, and thougfitfufly: The cities became larger, but at the cost of villages h m i n g  
ruined, The industry and service sectors grew, but the agriculture fell khind; the society 
became modem in term of some aspects of the culture without haring a chance to 
critically examine the traditions. While T e h  and a number of other cities expanded, 
other areas of the country kept tbeh traditional and backward structures. Duting this 
period, the urban middle class and the industrial workers grew; however they were 
deprived from political participation (Abrahamian, 1983, p. 427; Gasbrowski, 1993, p. 
312). 
Acmrdiag to A b m h m h  (1 983) and Graham (1980), dI through, the power was 
concentrated in the hands of the govemment, bureaucracy amplified, and corruption 
W e d  the govemrnental agencies. Nothing would get done without th permission 
from the Shah himself, and while a large fraction of the population remained poor and 
deprived, power and wealth resided in the bands of a selected few, rnost of whom bad 
dose ties with the Pahlavi Dynasty. People would look for the roots of all their problems 
in the government and the I@ court. Both of the Shahs of Pahlozvi thought that by 
oppressing the discontented, the discontent wodd disappear. 
In 1941, Moholmmad Reza Shah had b m  the new d e r  of Iran, after the allied 
British and Russians had deposed bis father, Reza Shah, a friend of the G- who 
I 
had refused to lend Iran to their wartime needs. Iranians supported Reza Shah's 
overthrow aad were relieved by his oust. 
Mohammad Re= promised-to lremain byal to the Constitution, and as long as he 
had not possessed absolute power, it was possible to h r c e  the Constitutional laws. This 
period, however, only lasted until the Coup d'ht of 1953. It was only during this tirne, 
over thie course of Pahlavi d i n g ,  when I& were able to taste the freedom for which 
they had kught for gemmthtls. The salience of this period was in the growth of political 
prties, freedom of press, and the advancement of people's plitical awareness. It was 
also during this era that the modern intelligentsia entered the political scene as a 
prominent force. Three main political fbms in Iran during this time were the nationalists 
with Mossadegh ers the representative of the liberal Wion and the National Front as their 
confederation, the socialists with the Tudeh party1, which was a follower of Soviet 
Communists, as its main force, axad h Islamists d r  the leadership of Ayatollah 
Kashani (Abnhmian, 1983, pp. 250- 260). 
Muhammad Mossadegh, who believed in the establishment of a completely 
independent and democratic go-ttt in Iran, was elected prime minister in 1951. 
Prior to this time, he had phyed a key role in preventing the Soviet Union fiom taking 
over the oil industry in the Nortbern region of the country. M o d g h  arad his colleagues 
believed that as long as a foreign company had control over the country's most important 
and most modem industry, which practically naeant control over an entire province, and 
&erfkrecI in the plitics of the rnunt~~ in order to maintain its interests, establishment of 
, 
a demcratic regime would rtot be possible (Kahuzian, 2002). 
Mosdegb p r o p 4  tk nationalization of oil itadustry ia opposition to the 
British Oil Company's contract, and after he was appointed prine minister by the 
Parliament, he passed this bill, of the bid1 for thc natio-o of oil industry 
prompted important international oil companies, whose interests in the Persian Gulf were 
protected by the British m y ,  to boycott the buy of Iranian oil, M b y  putting 
tremendous pressure on Im's Etlready kgile economy. The Britiih pliticians, unhappy 
with Mo-h from the beginnkg were making attempts at overthrowing his 
' Tudeh Party (The Patty of the Ieaniau M-) had emerged immediately after the abdication of Reza 
Shah and the r e h e  of the 53 Mamists imptiwed in 1937, twentyseven of which had announcad the 
fmatioa of r political arganizatiw. 

Shah, who had bfi tk country at the advice of the m i e r s  of the coup d'etat, returned 
home. 
"The 1953 coup brought down an iron curtain on Iranian politics. It cut the 
opposition leaders from their followers, the militants h m  the general public, d the 
political pmties h m  their social b s  .... For the next twenty-four years, with the brief 
exception of 1960-1963, the country was to follow a quiet course*' in politics 
(Abrahamian, 1983, p. 450). 
The Shah 's Revolution and the New Period of Clergits ' Dhemion 
After the Coup dt& of 1953, the Shah relied on the United States for maintain'mg 
the stability of his regime and running the internai affairs of the countq. With the help of 
the United States, the Shah ended a Western-style parliamentary democracy (Graham, 
1980, p. 71) a d  quickly moved toward establishing an absolutist monarchy 
I 
(Gashrowski, 1993, p. 151). In order to make this happen, he began to implement a 
number of reforms, calling them rhe "Shah-People Revolution" or the "White 
Revohtion" He c b d  that it was ''white" because it had been implemented from tk 
higher up, idicating, his belief that "strong authoritarian rule is essential" (Graham, 1980, 
p. 71). These reforms were ordered by the Keonedy adminislation with the intention of 
lran becoming a stabilized, pwefl country capable of protecting the United State's 
interests and obstructing tbe penetration of Soviet Union in the Middle East 
(Atraahamian, 1983, p. 422). 
The six maiu principk of this revolution were announced in 1962 with 
amdments added later on. The most important principle of the White Revohtion was 
refonn Land was purcha& $om tbe khad, and was sold to h e r s  for small 
installments. The Shah had hoped. that following these acts, tbe old kudalists would turn 
into new capitalists and their m e t s  would be invested in the industry. He thought that 
through tbis refom every one would k satisfied, both the famm a d  the khans, and the 
society would move toward modernization 
Another important principle of the White Revohtion was the women's right to 
vote. The women's demands for the right to vote had inmased since the 1950s when 
Mossadegh's administration was in power and Iran was enjoying a short period of 
political freedom The Shah, however, had been uncertain abut  granting women this 
right because of the oppsition from the religious ladm, who klieved women's right to 
vote was against the Islamic laws. The Shah's hesitation was also due to his own wish to 
oversee ttae political activities of the women directly. Due to the pressures b r n  the 
women's movement, and the Shah's desire 10 portray Iran as a modern society, the Shah 
decided to pass the bw for the emancipation of women (Paidar, 1 995, pp 140- 147). 
Eventually, "a series of developments, which resulted in violent suppression of 
the oppsition, led to women's edhmhisement" (Paidar, 1995, p. 140). The Shah 
created the High Couthcil of Women's Organization of Iran to facilitate women's 
participation in politics; the catch was that this participation was under the supervision of 
the myd hmily. Nevertheless, women had finally been grated the right to vote (Paidar, 
1995, p ~ .  140-147). 
One of the other hqmrtmt principles of the Shah's revolution, in addition to 
emancipation of women and land reform, was the establishment of the Knowledge Corps. 
Land owners, .nbo in many instances had possession of several villages at me time. Also, meaning Sir, 
Boss. 
Based on this article, in lieu of enlisting in the m y  after graduation h r n  high schol or 
university, after completion of a tmbhg the gcaduah would be sent to villages 
to serve as tacIms for a specified duration The anticipated implicatbn was an increase 
in the percentage of literacy in the country. 
The face of Iran was changing gradually, but not in the fashion the Shah had 
imagined. The kce of villages changed. Yesterbay's seKsufficient villages t u r d  into 
rural conmulnities that had to rely on the cities in order to obtain even their mst basic 
provisions for survival. The fmmm, who had pmW small laads, courtesy of the land 
re$rm, unable to feed their families by depedhg on farmin%, migrated to the big cities. 
Only a small number of these newly m@kd hrmm would be o W e d  into the labor 
force as construction or fitctory workers, the rest would comprise the masses that filled 
the sIums, hxning the urbane with the village mentality. The urbane, who did not have 
a pIace in the cities a d  whose residences in the outskirts of the cities remained deprived 
1 
of tbe privileges of urban life. These people were the main hrws that later became the 
prim supporters of Khomeini and played an important role in the Revolution of 1979 
(Graham, 1980, p. 223). 
Historically, despite the role tfae religious Ieadership had played in mobilizing #be 
masses against foreign forces, a division of the clergy had never ampted the 
Constitution and had instead hwred the establishment of a theocratic government. This 
split within the religious mmmunity bad not k n  proply remlved, and had been tatlaer 
rndlkd when Rem Shah established his Pddavi Dynasty in 1926. in the late 1930s and 
early 1940s, as Iran was rapidly moving t o d  Western-style modernization under the 
Pahiavi's rule, the discontent of the clergy had began to surface when a young clergyxnaa, 
RuEao1la.h Khomhi, kgan to att& the regime of Pahlavi (t?mhm, 1980, p. 21 9). 
Kbomini had mme from a family of well-known religious figures, attracting a 
devoted fobwing among seminary students before he was 30 y m  old. Like several 
other of the clergy, suspicious of Mossadegh's ties with the Tudeh Party, Khomini bad 
kept his dkhme from the National Front during the 1951 oil noztionalization, aml 
"advised tb hihful to keep out of politics, which, in practice, meant staying aloof both 
h m  the oil campaign and h m  the struggle to limit myd power" (Abrabmh, 1999, p. 
75). 
The overthrow of Mosabgh and dismantling of political leadership left 
KIw mini as one of the leading opposition figures, 4 by 1962, he established himself as 
a formidable presence as well as one of Iran's 1mih.g religious leaders among some 
(Cmbm, 1980, p. 220). Khomeini was the representative of the clergy who opposed the 
I 
Shah's rehrms. The clergy showed severe reactions to two of tbe articles of ttae SM's 
reforms, one of *ch was the l a d  reform, and the other was women's right to vote. 
Tbe clergy's opposition to laad reform had two reasom: The religious leadership 
traditiody had close ties with the Bazar bourgeoisie aad the Feudalis, and its 
iivelhod was secured through maintenance of tbese ties. They also had a religmlrs 
reason for tkei opposition to land reform: basal on Islamic laws, no one has the right to 
take the Id away from its owner and sell it to another. 
The opposition to women's right to vote bad preoeding roots. Re= Shah bad 
began to cdturally emphasize the nationalism that sdmired p-Islamic Iran, taking the 
powers of judicial a d  educational controls away from the clergy; in addition, k z a  Shah 
had opposed hijab', forcing women to unveil in 1936. This hd extremely iofuriatcd the 
religious leadership. In gewral, , the clergy believed tbat the women's entrance into 
society meant inc- in wrruption a d  immorality. They had recognized that 
modernization of society m t  distancing from the traditional religious world, which 
meant the weakening of the clergy. They had realized that orme of the indicators of 
mdembtion was the emancipation of women (Grabam, 1980, p. 220; Ta?wi, 1983, p. 
61) 
Khomeini linked the opposition in this new circumstance to the traditional 
political struggle of the religious leadership4. After the White Revolution, the clergy did 
not oppse the modernization of the country directly; i ns td ,  they voiced their 
opposition toward the Westernization of the country and the Shah's dependence on tk 
United States, hence denmastrating their political flair (Ahhamhn, 1983, p. 425). By 
athckmg the Shah after his reforms, Khomeini was able to introduce slogans, which were 
1 
wt only appealing to the Islamists, but a h  -ted the nationalists. Fobwing his 
opposition to the Shah's reforms, Khomeini was atrested in June 1963. Riots, which had 
begun after his wrest, continued to & commmrateb by him even after he was forced to 
teside in Iraq in late 1964. Domemehi continued to voice his opposition to the PahIavi 
Dynasty from overseas (Graham, 1980, p. 220). 
Veil; to wear a veil. 
' Historidly, the religious leadership had demonsbated significant powen of persuasion and popular 
mobihmtim. For example, ihe clergy had been able to mobilize the masses to pratest against a tobacco 
moession granted in I891 lo the British by urging people not ta smoke. A hctioo of the rdigiws 
id trsh ip  bad also been in the k h n t  in backing the constitutional mwement of 1W5 (Grabam, 1980). 
Smggle Against the Dictaiorship of the Skah 
Folhwirig the C3A-orpnw-d Coup of t 953, the Shah had become increasingly 
autocratic. Oppression raged in stifling dimensions, and except fbr a short interlude at the 
beginning of tke 1960% it consistently gained momentum. By the mid 1970s, the Shah's 
extensive m y  was quipped with the most modern weapons a d  its p o w  seemed 
capable of trampling any %bellions as hr m y  as Oman" (Abaahamian, 1983, p. 4%). 
Iran, acting as the watchdog of  the region, protected the interests of the West, especially 
the United States, and its location on the mrtlzern side of the Middle East d e  its 
alliance vital for the United States, in case of the need for ground or air attacks against 
the Soviet Union (Gasiorowski, 1993, p. 165). 
htemiIy, social control and thus the stability of the regime were mthtahed 
h u g h  the operation of an adept secret police called SAVAK, which spied on students, 
censored books, magazines, and newspapers, and siknced a11 forms of free expression. In 
I 
addition, bypassing a debating hrum, the Shah had created a one pnrty system as a mean 
of @itid control. He had ignored the Constitution, creating a government, which was a 
dictatorship disguised as monarchy (Graham, 1980, p. 136). 
Suppression of the Marxists, the intellectuals, and the Ishists,  especially after 
1963, pwbed the younger generation toward armed sbuggle. In the 1960s, a small p u p  
of I&, essentially h w n  from student milieu and iuspired by the armed liberation 
movement around the world, began hinhg with the intention of uadergrouncl guerilla 
operations a i d  at overthrowing the corrupt Pahlavi Dynasty. While a -ion of these 
individuals believed in the Mamist tradition and was mainly influenced and inspired by 
the armed struggle in Latin America as well as the achievements of leaders such as Fidel 
Castro in Cub, the other group, mainly comprised of college students and other 
individuals from rebgious intellectual circles, was illspired by the struggle o f  people of 
Pakstine and Algeria for liberation and justice. The former called tEtemelves People's 
Fadslyi Organization (Fadayian), d the fatter People's Mojahedin Organization 
(~ojahedin).' 
Wherens the older pliticd generation in Eran such as the Tudeh Party and the 
National Front Organization had given priority to political struggle through formation of 
p l i t  id parties, trade unions, and parliamentary strategies, the new generation felt these 
strategies had reached a dead end and the ody way forward was through armed struggle, 
guerrilla warhe, heroic martyrdom, and inspiration to self-sacrifice. One af the mst 
historically significant operations carried out by the Fadayian was the 197 1 take over of 
the gendarmerie station in S W  in a Nortttern Province of Iran (Graham, 1980, p. 216). 
By the 1970s both guerilla p u p s  had k c a m  time new generation's fok heroes. Between 
mid 1960s aad early 1970% many of the committee m e m h  of both orgiuhtions were 
amsted and some were executed6 (Abahamiaq 1983, p. 480). 
5 The term fhdayi means devotee. It is derived h the word fadi meaning saaifice and devotion. The 
twm rnojahed m a s  solider of the holy war. It comes limn the word jihad meaning hdy war. 
Wbik in prkon, tbc MojJlcdh mgmizatiian was split into tvo fmlimr of right and ti&. The left hrtion 
later k a m e  the Paykar (Struggle) Organization. A h  the revolution, The Fadayi Organkitian war 
divided into two hctims called the Fadayi Majority Organizatim, which later created dose tits with the 
Tudeh Party and suppwtd the Islamic Republic, and h e  Fadayi Minority Organhion, whicb outright 
opposed the new governmeat and set to overthrow it dong with the main opposition p u p ,  the Mojahedin. 
Ihe Fadayi y i i d r n  was M u  split into three dditicmd small hctionr ihe Left Wing, the 
Fotlowers of 16 Azar Congress (Keshtgar), and the People's Fadayi Gumilla Organization, each differing 
in their vim regarding the governmeat of Iran, tactics of struggle, and the allies of Iranian Revolution. 

was not hoking to overthrow the Shah, Khomeini's unmrnpmmising position turned the 
table against the PahIavi regime, and during a demnstration in December of 1978 
Kbbmini's leadership was endorsed by the masses, and a resolution called u p n  the 
people to continue their sbuggZe until the ov&w of the Shah (Grahsm, 1980, p. 238). 
In Januaxy 1979, Kbneini returned to Iran after 14 years in exile and took over by 
February. With the shift in power, thousands of groups sprang up in the nanie of the 
Revolutba SAVAK agents were round& up. Khomeini's headquarters became a prison 
and interrogation center, and large number of executions of military officers and high- 
rank& civil servants took p k  in the early days of the revohtion (Gmhm, 1980, p. 
241). 
Monopolization of POW by the Clergy 
Tbe revolutionary forces which had joined together in Khomeini's name were 
extremely heterogeneous, consisting of religious mnsecvatives, mtiodists, Mrlrxists 
dissidents, capitalists, and disaffected intelhxhds. Aware of Ktaomeirti's twmrmdous 
emotional uppeal, these groups had attacbgd themselves to his banner, ensuring the 
victory of the revolution (Graham, 1980, p. 25 1). 
Despite hops for a h e  and democratic Iran, following the revolution, a sector of 
the ttaditbnal religion monopolized the power. The Islamic republic, hr which 
Khomini had advocated for almost 40 years, was endorsed in a national referendum, 
which simply a d d  for a vote of yes or no to an undefined Islamic state. Whib ordinary 
Itanians, mesmerized by Khomini and his promises, did not seem to question the nature 
of the new government, m e m h  of the secular ad leftist groups, who feared that om 
form of dictatorship was being exchanged for another, began voicing their concerns to no 
avd  (Grahsm, 1980, p. 241). Thq clerics mved to esbblish the ahlute rule of lsiamjc 
Jurist [ v e l w - e  faqih], and severely restricted the basic bedom and rights of political 
activists. Soon, the secular and leftist organizations found themselves in the midst of a 
political exterminat ion7 (ffihari, 200 1, p. 23). 
Homgenkution of Society: Human Rrghts Violations During the 1980s 
By the mid 1980s, the clerics had established an absolute domination over the 
country's government-controlled media, making it impossible f i r  my one to escape the 
flood of the religious lexis and the display of Islamic ideology. The cferically dominated 
media set up to slaow hllacks of Marxism, nationalism, liberalism, or any other modem, 
ungodly ideologies that bad made an impact on modern I r m b  thought; filled with 
intimidation, denunciations, a d  ill-informed allegation and statements, the government 
aimed at creating "a new rhetorical frame of discourse" (Afshari, 2001, p. 21). 
Womn k a m e  the target of badgering in the state controlled media. Tbe 
propagandist language denigrated modern women, attempting to instill guih in them for 
"submitting to the  list schemes and temptations," and f i r  "painting" their k s  
with C O S ~ ~ C S  that the West sold them While newspapers, magazines, radio, and 
television referred to women as Western dolls, the less educated crowd of hezhllakis 
began to hatass and intimidate womn on the streets, calling them 'khom7' in their 
- - - - 
' Swne of the a h a  major leftist oppition gmups in Itan, which became the target of the slaughter by the 
governmat were: R8h-e K-, Kurdish Democratic Party; Communist Party Of Im (Kumeteh); Union 
of Iranian Communists (Sarbedarm); Peykar. 
faces, and in many instances, using physical violence, or the threat of, to force them to 
observe b IsIamIc dress code (Afshari, 2001, p. 21). 
Yo- men with angry and fearsome expressions became the scourges of 
urban centers; Wir mission: "mod cleansing;" h i r  task: purifying the society from all 
sinful habits of modern urban life. They a p p d  m e l y  at any g a h h g  where 
men and women interebeted f k l y  and cracked dowa on those who dared to entertain any 
"sinful bughis," especially of popular music and dance. Wing it impossible for 
women to attend schools, universities, or places of business without the Islamic 
headmes,  the clerics reghe forced the emancipated women to follow the Islamic 
Color in cbthing was banned, rouge was outhwed, cheers were silenced, and fun 
was exiled.. . .' alcohol, music cassettes, videos, gambling, and prostitution were 
driven into thriving underground, profitabIe for both those who offkred the vices 
and those who policed them (Afshari, 2001, p. 22). 
Furthermore, the lsiamic Cultural Revolution dismissed all secular teachers, cbsed the 
universities, and expelkd thousands of qualified students and professors. Additionally, 
achievements of secular, nationalist, and leftist characters were erased from the history of 
modern Iran, giving way to the Islamic theorists (Afsharii 2001, p. 22). 
As tbe clerics monopolized power, in June 1981, the Mojahedin attempted to 
overthrow the Theocratic regime by calling upon their members, mostly young and 
iraexprieaced.' Tbe Revolutionary Ousrd was too outfitted for tk undeveloped attacks 
of the young Mojahedin causing their attempt to fall mknibly. Fobwing this day, the 
new Theocratic government b a n  a wave of violent and bloody attacks on all political 
groups (- 2004 p. 23). 
Portraying the opposition as the Imperialism's offkhoots waging "war against 
God," the cleric regime suppressed all mktmm bide and outside prisons, inducing "a 
fear that continued to keep everyone silent for more than a decade" (Afshari, 2001, p. 
23). "Between June and November 1982, the Revohtionmy Tribunals executed 2,665 
political prisoners. The death toll continued to climb, reaching 5000 by August and 
12,500 by June 1985" (Abrrthamian, 1999, p. 215). Those prisoners who escaped 
executions were to live under crowded, torturous, and dehumanizihg conditions, many 
even after completing their sentences. 
At the erad of the nine-year-long Iran-Iraq war, in JuIy lgn 1988, the regime 
suddenly, witbout warning, isolated the prisoners h m  the outside world, canceling all 
visitations and taking away all m e m  of commun).cation, h m  newspapers to televisions; 
even prison guards were prohibietj from responding to any of the prisoners' inquiries. 
'Thus began an act o f  violerm unprecedented in Iranian wry, unprecedented in form, 
content, and intensity. It even outdid the 1979 reign of tenor'' (A- 1999, p. 
210). Within the next two to three months, tbusarads of political prisoners were 
executed. Atthough the precise metgnitude of the executions remains unknown to h i s  day, 
' Following the revolution, the Islamic Republic had begun reftrrhg to Mojahedin, who were critical of the 
new rMme's poiicies, with the term Monafeqin, meaning hypocrites. "Ihe Koran uses this tm to 
d&k those in Mcdina who had pretarded to be g o d  Muslims while wnqiring with the pagans in 
Mecca. The Prophet had pronomd r monu&g (hypocrite) to be worse than r w a r  (nonbeliever)" 
(Almhmian, 1 W). 
it is estimated that more thm 4,000 prbmrs, wae with completed sentences, were 
executed. "Oae eyewitness puts it between 5,000 to 6,000, 1,000 h m  the left and the rest 
h m  Mojahedii (AbPabamian, 1 999, p. 2 15). 
Those who were mt executed in the summa of 1988 were subjected to horrifying 
tortures. Some were yet executed in the months that fobwed; others were released 
within the next two y m :  The male prisoners were m k a d  in the montbs following the 
massa~e and the female prisoners, were kt go of through a pmgram of temporary 
releases, in 1990. The activists who participated in this study are among those who 
experienced the imprisonment during the 1980s, all of whom are living witnesm to the 
-re of 1 988. 
Table 2 exhibits a synopsis of the relevant historical events h m  1905 to 2001. 
The post-I990 events have been included in this table to provide the context fir the year 
in which tbe intenriews with the participants were mnducted. As the data for this study 
I 
was being gathered in the slunnzer of 2001, not only thee y m  had p a s d  from the fmt 
nationwide student demonstrations in Iran since the early 1980s, but idso the moderate 
Irrtnian president, K h m i ,  was running fox a second term in office. 
As narrative is not static in time and place, the participants' views refleeted these 
recent events taking place in the Iranian context, and that thew outlooks would have been 
presented differently had it not been for these latest changes in the political landscape of 
I m  

Pressured by Britain and the Soviets forces, Reza Shah, who they see as sympathetic to the Nazi 
regime in Germany, abdiates his throne. His son, Mobammad Reza, becomes shah, 
The nationalist prime minister, Mossadegh, submits to Iran's Parliament a plan to nationalize the 
courmyts oil assets. Throughout the next couple of years, Mossadagh moves to limit foreign interests 
in Iran and to limit the Shah's powers. 
The Eisenhower administration approves a joint British-American operation to overthrow Mossadegh. 
After wi&spread rioting, ad rivith help k r n  the CIA and British intelligence services, Mossadegh is 
defeated and the Shah returns to power, ensuring support for Western oil interests and snufhg the 
threat of communist expansion. 
The Shah introduces his "White Revolutwn," amowing that he is extending the right to vote to 
women The clergy are oppose the White Revolution, and the Shah to comes down heavily on its 
opponents. Ruhollah Khoaeini is arrested after he h h l y  criticizes the Shak His arrest incites 





Bani-Sadr is elected the ht president of the I s M c  Republic of Iran. Khomeini, as Supreme Leader, 
July 18, 
still has ultimate mntrol of the new government. 
The exiled Mohammad Reza Shah dies in Egypt. 
Iraq invades I r a  The war rages fbr 8 years, killing millions; it is the longest conventional war of the 
20th century. Over the course of the conflict, the US. supplies weapons to both sides; however, it 
mostly hvors Iraq, and this leads further resentment in Iran. 
Bani-Sadr, after increasing disagreements with Khomeini, is impeached in Parliament. His successor, 
Mohatmnad Mi Rajai, perishes in the second of two bombiigs targeting high-level government 
officials, including the prime minister md dozens of members of Parliament. The g o m e n t  blames 
the attacks on Mojtthedin. Ali Khamenei is elected the third president of Iran. 
Khamenei is reelected president in national elections. The Assembly of Experts designates Ayatollah 
Hosein-Ali Montamri as Khomeini's heir apparent. 
Khomeini accepts a U.N.- negotiated cease-* agreement ending the war with Iraq. 
Between July and September 1988, more than 4000 political prisoners are executed and 
berried in mass, unmarked graves. The families of the murdered are not informed of fate 

Seventy percent of qualified voters cast their ballots. Reformist candidates defeat the conservatives and 
win 70 percent of the seats. Former President Rafhnjani finishes a humiliating 30th in Tehran, barely 
February Tbe 2000 parIiamenterry elections ate held in mid-Pebrurzry, the sixth since the Republic's Sundikq. 
June 2 00 1 
capturing the hst of the city's seats in Parfiment, and suhquently relinquishes his seat. Clerics, who 
had comprised more than bdf of the &st Parliament in 1980, encompass only 14 percent of the new 
deputies in Parliament. Rehrmists control two of the three branches of government, the executive and 
legislative. . - 
Khatami wins the presidential elections by obtain& nearly 80 percent of the popular vote. 
Summary 
The historical materials hcluded in this psychologid study were in the mi= of 
demtading  the context within which ?he stories and experiences of the participants 
were bated. This chapter, therefore, summarized the views of a few authors on a 
number of formative events in the Iranian history. The significani occurreflces in, and 
tk i r  Implications fix, the recent m m r y  of Iran were b r i b e d .  Additionally, the 
socbpotiticd circumstances leadhg to the arrest of the activists who participated in this 
study were highlighted, providing the reader with a contexbd hmework for 
appreciating their accounts. The following chapter mntains the results of this study. 
CHAPTER V 
Results 
Embedded in this chapter is the summary analysis of data collected through semi- 
structured intewkws with 9 of the 10 participants in this study. The themes that emerged 
h m  the stories of the activists were testimonies of personal pain, courage, hope, 
perseverance, and growth in the face of adversity* As each participant toed his or her 
unique personal acoount, the similarities in themes a#&d to the mmmdity of their 
ordeal in the face of political oppression in Iran The history unfolded through their 
attempr to make snse of their experiences and the weight and influence of tbe past in 
the shaping of one's pment 4 future revealed itself, 
I 
Tbis chapter is organized in the fbllowing mode: la the first part, I d l  briefly 
summa& the metbodoiogy used in this qualitative research arad I will present the 
common themes that emerged fiom the participants' stories, leadiug to the construction 
of cakgories and subcategories. Ii the second part, I will illustrate the mutts from the 
aaalysis of turning points in the lives of each of the activists, demonstratiag the process 
of evolving. Lastly, I will present the summary of my thoughts and persod reflsctions, 
as were documented in my reflexive journal during the course of this project. 
it is noteworthy to clarify that in this chapter, whmeyer words appwv in between 
W e t s ,  it is an indication that I have added words or phrases to elucidate a point. 
Additionally, I have d aliases to protect the identity of individuals, except in cases 
h e  participants wished me to use their real names. W l e  all participants believed that 
this research was a step t o m  documenting their OM armd in the continwm of works 
for the protection of human rights, a number of participmts believed it was important to 
use their d names in order to add to the credibility of their accounts. 
Accounts of Trauma and Resilience: The Emergent Themes 
Chapter 111 provided a detailed description of the methodology used for collection 
and analysis of the data Here, I will review briefly the steps involved in this process, 
which are as fbllows: A human rights activist who knew both the researcher and a group 
of survivors of torture h m  Iran nominated the initial potential participants. The 
participants who were nominated were cawacted h t ,  atad they m m m e n d  others to be a 
part of this study. 
Based on the guide for conducting coflsemuat qualitative research provided by 
Hill, Thomjmn, and Williams (1997), suggesting the use of between 8 to 15 participants, 
depending on the m a r c h  questions, and derived from their assertion that using a larger 
sample is "unrealistic because of the time involved in ersamining each case and b u s e  
addiitiod cases typically add miniad new data" (p. 532), I proposed the inclusion of 6 
to 9 participants in this study. Mitionally, based on the notion that in qualitative 
inquiry the number of participants providing information is unimportant relative to the 
richness of the data collected (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), sampling was concluded u p n  
recognition that d ~ c i e n t  data was co1lecte.d displaying sirnilat, shared, and repeated 
themes as narrated by the participants regard4ing their experiences and the construction of 
meaning about their t r a m  survival, and proactive fight for the rights of others. 
Four to seven-hour bng semi-stnrctured interviews were mrtducted with each of 
the participants. Each M e w  was transeribed, and c k k e d  once fur accuracy, by the 
resmck. In accordance with the consensual method of analysis in qualitative research, 
the r e d ,  the coder, and the auditor a n a l y d  the transcriptions simultmeausly. 
Quotes from the ttatlw:riptmns, which were used in the f m l  presentatha of the data w m  
translated, from Persian into English, by the researcher. Fuahermore, five of the nine 
tmwcriptions were translated in 1 1 1  length for the possible review by the committee 
members. 
The narrative analysis of each of the interviews allowed the emergence of several 
themes, which were combined, and wllectively used to create a ntllnkr of main 
categories. Each rnain category was explicated by th descriptions of a nurnber of 
subcategories, d subsequently, some of tbe subcategories comprised of major themes. 
Only those themes that were repeated in the stories of all  participants were incoprated 
in the final results. Table 3 illustrates the categories, subtegories, and major themes. 
The method wed for the arlalysis of the turning points will be described under thc 
W i n g  with the saae name in the m n d  part of this chapter. 
'Ibe fabwing sedan entails the a c t d  results of the study. It is hoped that the 
previous section on the Iranian historical setting o f E d  a contextual perspective for the 
reader to qpciate  the stories of the participants. As explained in the chapter on 
Methodology, due to reshkhm of seIection criteria, which alkowd the inclusion of 
leftist activists, a d  not that of fom prisoners with &ereme to other ideologies, I only 
analyzed data from 9 of the 10 conducted interviews. Table 4 presents identifying 
hfbrmation abut the 5 women and 4 m n  participants whose accouats are p r e d  
h e  as the muhs of this study. 
Development of Resiliency 
This main category explains the ways in which each participant iategmkl various 
experiences of his or her life, bud meaning in, and interpreted events contributing to the 
making of w b  she or he became. This category was created by c o m b i i  both muma 
(i.e., loss of father) d rreiiience (i.e., mastering the pssibk) themes. The foliowing 
four subcategories comprise this main construct: Pre-arrest mnditions: Formation of 
worldview; opposition's h k  of sophistication and resources; role of beliefs and values in 
making sense of persod ttalltna; a d  resistance in prison Whrzt comes next is the 
explicatwn of each subcategory and its related themes. 
C 
he-Arrest Corndifiom: Formation of Worldview 
Pre-mest Conditions is a subcategory constructed b a d  on the participants' 
descriptions of their Iives prior to the a m s t  that led to tkir  prolonged imprhnment in 
the Islamic Republic's prisons. This category was constructed, keeping in mind the 
i m p o w  of pre-trauma conditions in the individuals' response in the &math of 
trauma as document& in relevant l k d w e .  It entails the foilowing main themes: 
Childhood iduences, e f k h  of political atmosphere on individual choices, and 
intergeneratianal legacy of ptiticai activity. Each of these themes delineates, in a unique 
way, the role of individual arad communal influences in the construction of the 
participant's worldview. 
Table 3 
Categories, Subcu~eguries, and Themes of Trauma and Resilience 





world vie^. . 





Eflects on Political Atmosphere on Individual Choices 
Intergenmtbnal Legacy of Political Activity 
r Lack of Clear Vision 
Projection: An Unrealistic Appraisal 
' Self-sacrifice and Commitment 
Lack of Proactive Stance 
System of Interrogation 
Field TriaVEnquisition 
Imprisonment and the Islamic Republic's Prison System 
Keeping Sane in I 
the Midst of 
-. . -. . . 
a Individual and 
CuUective Coping: 
Strategies in Prison 
, ' 
Collective Tmuma 
and DiffUsin of 
Fear 
Family, A Some 
of Hope 
Condition of Release 
Massacre of 1988 
Singing 
Humor 
Purposeful and Goal-Oriented Activities 
Need for Connectedness 







Rights Issues After Prison 
Gtowthh~eFaceofAdversity 
+ Historical Memory 
a Transformation r Reconsideration of Views and Approaches to Human 
Table 4 
Education Prior Place of Prior Mnl Yearsin 
Name Sex To Arrest Birth Amst Histon IRRison 
Hormoz M HS Diploma Wamedm 1971-79 
Mehdi M HS Diploma Tehran - 
II 
Mi F HS Diploma T t h m  198 1 
Mtm F Sorm College Tehran - 
Mo~~ereh  F Brtchebr's Tabrii 1979 
Mojdeh F HS Dipboma Tehran - 9 
Note. I have used the abbreviation IR to refer to the Islamic Republic of Iran 
Through these emerging themes the particim talked abut the people, events, 
a d  inspirations influencing their journey of h m h g  political activists. While fbr some 
persod trauma had tlte most decisive effects on how they would h i d e  their own starace 
in society later in life, for o h ,  the general atmosphere of the country, mpsure to 
sociomnomic d gender inequalities, as well as the politid atmosphere of the em in 
which they grow up kid out the first stepping stom for bolring byond one's own 
predicament. 
Childhod ifluemes. Childhood influences was a theme, which rekrred to the 
people, events, or b w M g e  that influenced the individual during childhood. W t h e r  it 
was the experience of pmonal trauma, king a witness to the distress of hved ones or 
that of larger community, being inspired by teachers, friends, books, or one's parents and 
siblings, the participants talked about these affects as having been idhential in the way 
I 
they began to view the world. Ttaese experiences and encounters also were said to have 
influenced their becoming interested in issues of justice aad q d i t y .  
In the bllowing passage, Bijan tallred about the distress he encountered as a child. 
His story painted a powerful image of personal experietlce of c-od trauma and its 
deciding effect on the way he would see the world Bijan fked an illness that changed 
the appearernce of his ayes. The 6-year-old Bijan was traurnatbl not only by the illness 
itself; but more so by the way people, outside of his family, treated him aRer he became 
ilL This tmum was so overwhelming for the young Bijan that he withdrew h m  those 
who rejected and taunted him and found comfort in the world of boks and inner 
cognithns: 
... I misted a lot in order not to accept it, but the extend ckumstances were 
stronger, and it can be said, more inhumaue than one could withstand. It actually 
took a k w  years before I apxpted my new condition, and h m  that pint on, it's 
direct effect was that I took refuge in the internal world a d  began liking 
studring, r a d i i  a d  things of this nature more.... My perspective d 
understanding abut  people's inner world kcarm mre thm what was expected 
for myage,meaningsincec~od,  I waslookdat a s a n d p e r s o n i n t h e  
fa.mdy in terms of my understarsdi of emotional i s m . .  . even like a p r o k r ,  I 
don't know, a scientist and so forth becawe b e d  on my spial cir;cumstances, 1 
would pay close atteation to the de- of the human Lings' lives. And this was 
my M motivation, which influend my acceptmm of many things that played a 
role in my life W.. .. First that there is no predetermirmed order m the world; 
there is t y e i t k  God nor any 0th creation tbat could be relied on fir creating 
order in society, human beings or society.. ,or there would be m reason for some 
one to udmgo suchanaccident and fornooneto M p  him .... OntheokhatbdI 
became extremely sensitive to justice; meaning, it could be said that it was the 
pillar, which I later entered politics. 
she was only 11 years old, and with bis death, Monsereh d her family experienced 
tremendous changes, some of which were very painful for M o m h  Despite this loss, 
Moneereh recognized fbe new ad positive inspirstlons brought about by change ad 
verbalized how she was influenced by these changes as well as by her sibhgs. This is 
how she recalled this period in her life and t fae  effects it had on her: 
...And then, with my M m ' s  d d h  our lives chaqm greatly; ... 1 mean I 
experience such pain and bitterness since age 11 that I distance mydf h m  the 
happiness of childbood. All of a sudden, the breadwinner of the family dies, and 
my younger brother a d  1 were still children, and the rest were teenagers; no one 
in the family worked. When my father did, ... he had become h m h p t  and 
hadn't bfi mything khind fbr his chiidren but deb. Thai is why I say my 
f a W s  death ... is tbe beginning ofanew life; a life fullofhardship. First ofall, 
we m o d  from Tabriz, which at that time was a relatively small city, to Tebwn, 
ad this was a very big change ... We move to Tehran, everything changes; 
s d e r  h o u ,  worse mmmic situation, aad just mrning to T e h  itself, foreign 
people with a b g u q e  tbat was different &m our m g k  bngue ... it was 
essentially a new experience, having to barn new things, ... causing me to 
q a m i e  myself h m  my childhood prwnatzrrely. . ..Despite it being bier because 
of W i a l  reasons... different bgwge, at fhe kginning I was humiliated 
because I didn't have a d  of the Farsi language, but on the other hand, my 
life changes; we enter a very active and h~vatbd life in the Capital. For 
example, my older sisters begin to work d study simultaneously, something that 
wasn't pssible in small c,itks, at h t  not 30 y m  ago... one of my brothers 
enten mllege, another @ins working. A new phase begins. Th picture of this 
phase is coupled with work and dash, 4 a h  love of learning and of changing ... 
this new environment gives me new things. ... Issues enter our M y ,  and 
involve me in it as we& that we very m; books come into the family 
environment, political issues, mid issues enter the, family; newspaper becomes 
daily, a part of life's necessity. This was b m s e  other b i l y  members, 1 man 
my sisters and bfotfaers were older than I a d  familiar with these issues, were 
interested in them aad well I wouM actually hz influenced by them. 
Homz's story exemplified the influences of other sources of inspiratioos, from 
t e a c h  to witnessing the poverty of othm. Here is how he tdked abut such influences 
in his life as he was growing up: 
The changes brought &ut by the White Revolution affected my family's 
fmmxs... my f h t k  turned into, he used to k a m h t  ... but he began 
having to sell his lands.. . the: problems, tk family problems. .. two of 
my sisters bad for example gotten d e d  and had kfi the M y . .  . these would 
add to the family pmblems, and one would want to escape h m  the house.. . were 
would one escape to? I would go hiking with my friends... I had two groups of 
fiierads. .. one was from the lowest social group, who dI ended up destroyed, 
almost all of them, addiction, jail ... I had a n o k  social group who were 
studious.. . their families were more organized, their environments were better.. . 
well I would be attracted to their worM... sa and a ' s  sister is in the m y ,  the 
other one's doesn't wear chador, what is mine l i i ?  Well, one doesn't even decide 
abut h then, but it leaves its effects on the individual. .. we had a teacher, our 
history teacher, who was politically minded... He mdd enchant me when he 
would talk about W r y  ...' I had a tendency to Eook at the underclass, pay 
a#ention to th poor.. , I hated poverty, I hated deprivatinn; I would get upset, it 
would hurt me; I would empathize with them.. . because our neighbohd was 
like this, this &ling wasn't h m  within the family but my mundings would 
make me &el this way.. . some famities had nothing, no rice.. . you couM see it in 
th noarket, their meat was separate; for exampic, the bcber would ask us which 
part of the mxit we wanted, but he would tell them, meaning would give them the 
smallest piece of the mat... on the other had, ciaem had positive influence; 
books had tbese idueaces, tbe neighborbm$ in addition, the school and the 
inn- of the teach.. .  A n ~ y ,  in tenth gmk the atmosphere of my life 
changed.. . when 1 went to tenth grade, I entered k scene of political ~ i v i t i t x . .   
The theme of childhood influences depicted ttae impact of early encounters in the 
lives of the participants. The participants' accounts ehrcidated the notion that the 
formation of worldview took place in relation to the influences h m  individuals and 
communities. This theme pointed out the role of systems m d  values within which the 
individuals lived and with which they interacted. These systems included the family, 
inspiratbnal individuals, school, neighborhood communities, oznd the society at large. 
This theme also referred to the interpretation of and respowe to trauma as effected by the 
family system's reaction to arrd dealings with adversity. 
Intergenerational legacy of political activity was another theme, which fell under 
the subcategory of Pre-arrest codition: Formation of worldview. This emerging theme is 
d i s c d  next. 
Intergemruiiod legacy of political activiq. While some of the participants 
I 
alluded to various events in the history of Iran, ttre shgk most d e n t  recent historical 
occmnce m e n t b d  by all the participants was the Coup &&at of 1953, and the 
disappointment of the past generation in politics was the theme permeating through their 
stories when referring to this histork1 Irzndmark. After the Coup &&at of 1953, and the 
&liming of the political parties, especklly, the depiction of Tudeh Party as the EKtrayer 
of Mossadegh, people bemme cynical abut poritical activists and dktmstful of any 
move toward democratization. Hence, many families discouraged Wi children h m  
engaging in pbitical life; however, there were others who ~~ the younger 
generation with the history, which was absent fiom the schoolbulrs, uuwittingly creating 
in them a curiosity abut the concealed past and a thirst for creating change. 
Bijan talked about this disappointment and at the sam time verbalized how he 
had been innuenced by and had become curious abut the history of political nmvement 
in Iran: 
. . . By the end of high school, we were identified by the SAVAK, and they had 
given some warnings to our families: 'tell your children not to get involved in 
such matters.' So, my hiher tried to, not to put pressure on me, but b tell me to 
k cautious. In addition to my father and my grand mother, who played some 
r o b  in regards to these issues in my life, bcause my grand mother loved me 
madly and she would spend a Hot of time with me arrd I would spend a lot of time 
with her, and she would talk to me a lot and would in fact satisfy my emotional 
d s ,  and she had been a supporter of the National Front and Mossadegh, and 
would t m f e r  her beliefs to me this way. But there was also another person who 
played a big role in my life in tern of politics, and he was my father's cousin, 
who was one of the old-time Tudeh members who had served prison time a h  the 
1953 suppression, then he had escaped to Kuwait after release h m  prison, and 
had returned after many years. When he returned, 1 was eleven years old ... he 
would take me on trips.. . would go to see his old friends and they would talk and 
I would listen to k m .  Then, he wodd talk about a lot of things during this time; 
especially it was h u g e  of him h t  1 h o w  of the history of Tudeh Party's 
activities in Iran, He had been t u d  off by politics to some extend due to the hits 
ttbe Party and a h  he had endured, but such individuals can't forget their past and 
politid issues always exlades from h m .  This also had played an important role 
i n m y b m i n g i n v o l v e d w i t h p l i t i c a l ~ .  
The intergenerational legacies w f d  to the participants ahwed them early 
exposure to the history of politid. life in Iran, and gave them the basic understanding 
about and the introduction to political thoughtsuslrts It provided the participants with an 
indistinct, but fbrmative insight to evaluate and question the activities and policies of the 
Shah and his ruling regime. The legacy passed on to this generation also created 
skepticism toward parliamentmy approach to politics, and set the stage for their sympathy 
toward the armed guerrillas later in their political development. 
Effects of political izbnusphere on individw! choices. This was a lheme, which 
explained the power of political life in the society at my given time, its influence on the 
formation of om's views, arad it's e f f -  on the individual choices. The following is 
E m s  accounts of this phenomenon: 
When my brother went to mn, I was in high s c b L  I was reably politically 
involved.. . they took me to SAVAK when I was fifieen years old. It wasn't 
because of my brother though, the a tmospb  in the North was essentially such 
that it would raise you like that. I was going to the libraries since 6h grade aod 
would r d  books. Jn school, when I went to high school, I would write certain 
essays.., when they took me &re, a's Wresting, I felt, they are receiving me 
well, f 've become an important person; meaning, when they told me the Guerilla 
girl, I became d y  happy, as if l had wished h r  this.. . Welt they had reported 
that I had written essays or fbr W had read h k s .  ... I was there for thirty- 
six hour, and then my father came and took me back, and in our town, they would 
refer to me and say the Guerilla girl is coming. Meaning, they, without wanting, 
meaaing the Shah's system, Shah's regime. .. threw you in a situation, in a wrong 
direction, which your future was redy determined by it. Well, based on the 
circumstrlnw in society, if I wouldn't have h m e  that then, I don't know what 
eIse I would become, but I would have become like one of those political 
individuals who were mund m, none of whom, in my opinion, had any correct 
political analysis then.. . 
E W s  explanations alluded to the comuences of subversion in the repressive 
society she lived in. It referred to the reality of Fie in Iran in the 1970% a period in which 
"guerrilla organizations became m r e  active, and oppression became more extreme'' 
(Gasiomwski, 1993, p. 264). During this the, the Iranian Entelligence Ministry, 
SAVAK, was using various means to control. the public and the governmental 
institutions, and to instill fw among the -s. Amrding to Graham (I980), "for 
SAVAK there were only those who approved of Mohammad Reza Shah and those who 
disapproved. Disapproval was potentially subversive d in need of frequent surveilhe 
to check whetha it had crossed over into o w  opposition" (p. 145). 
The contmb on h e  public opinion, books, a d  academic literatures were so 
extrm~ t h i  e m  the idea of +ing certain books was too threatening for the regime. 
The implications were that even those contemplating political thoughts other than 
admirations for the Shah would be targeted by the authorities, and in some cases, WIT 
path would be chmged once the public idolized them as heroes. 
Opposition's Lack of &phMicatiott and Resources 
This s u ~ o r y  emerged as the parthipants retrospectively d y z e d  arad 
critically viewed the operations of the opposition groups, especially h t  of their own 
affiliations. As the activists narrated their s€ories, the fbbwing repeated themes came to 
light: Lack of clear ris'mn, projection: An utlpealistic appraisal, %If-Sacrifice and 
mnrmitment, and lack of proactive stance. 
# 
h c A  of clear vision This them re- to the political activists' desire for 
establishment of justiw and fk&m without having a clear ~ ~ i n g  of the Iranian 
society's rerilistic weds  and pot-, and without themhbg about what form of 
ahnative government could respond to the needs of the people. Amir talked about the 
vagueness of the activists"ooals, their wish fbr abolishing oppression and establishing 
justice for all, and heir failure to sketch clearly th structure of heir ideal political 
system. He stated: 
When I was in highschl, I hame  fhhnd A .  m with Marxism and ideology and 
so forth.. . then, when I was in fitst year of university, tbe Isme of what we want 
k c a m  mre miow h r  me. Meaning, OK, Shah is bad, what does it mean? Does 
it mean Shah bas to go? Then, Who would come?. . . and essentially how must we 
overthrow tbe Shah? I liked to know w h  had our people done, the Coup d'W of 
1953, how they had ousted armd then hugh t  him back. Then, there were questions 
for m, what did we want to corn? How did we want tk outcome to be? The 
People's Fadayi Id been formed at this time, and we would try to read their 
writings. Che Gleevslra and so forth would not tell us what we wanted, they would 
just tell us how we could gkt rid of the Shah, it would sbw us thc path: The way 
to do this is through d struggle ... not party activities. Tbn, we wouldn't 
essential1y understand, I'm taIking about myself, I wouldn't understand what has 
the Tudeh Party done that is so Id, or what are activities of a Party. I hugbt it 
meant tallring oukd not ac ting... the F A y i  Guerilfas would srty: come bold a gun 
in your M s  ... bn, the people will join you, then t h y  will &&mythis system 
a d  will bring about mother system. That second pat was essentially ambiguous, 
it seems we didn't have my interest in understanding this second.. . what will they 
bring? What is it? .... T k  issues were so butiful to us that the secllrad part 
~ u l d ~ m ~ I t s b e a ~ ~ h i t s s i n ~ r i t y , ~ ~ y w e r e d o i n g t h i s  
witbut expecting mythmg in return.. . 
Hormoz described such lack of clear vision mng the leaders of ttBe ]Left 
Movement existing in the w l y  days after the 1979 Revolution En this regard, he 
asserted: 
. . . then, for example, such a simple midset, we had no analysis of the classes, no 
social andysis, no analysis of our activities. Meaning, we had become just like the 
masses with one d&nce, the people b w  what they wanted, they wanted 
Kbmeini; we didn't b w  what it was that we wanted and essentially how to 
achieve it. If you kook at that @ d ' s  fli&rs, program a d  brochures, it was ail 
grabbimg at tk past glories. There is no mnifesb; mcialism only existed in 
slogans.. . 
The above quotes ref;erred the left Movement's lack of clear understanding of 
strategies. While the LeR Movement in Iran was not terribly young, years of despotism 
and repression had caused discontinuity in its progms, The movement's detest for the 
previous generation of Iefties' parliamentmy strategieq which were perceived as 
despondent failures, prompted tk new generation of activists to feel the need for "ta2ung 
action* in the 1960s and 19709. During this period, taking time for analysis and the study 
of the state of affairs within tlae country was seen asparc@sm, and in the words of Bijan, 
not taken szhush," and was, therefore b d  upon by this generation of activists. 
These factors, had led the activists to apply the Wries and the means of struggle 
wed in other countries, which d8ered in their socioeconomic hhtmtm h m  Iran, to 
their fight against comptkm and injustice. Thus, anaed struggle ussd in ht in  America, 
Vktmn,  and China, for htanw, was viewed as the appropriate approach to struggle in 
I m  With no substantial c o ~ t b n s  made with the masses, on the brink of the 
Revolution of 1979, the remaining activists in the Left Movement were unprepared to 
provide appropriate l emhhip  for the thusads of passionate sympathizers, who were in 
need of direction and organization This Later contributed to the high price individuals 
affiliated with the opposition groups had to pay. 
Pro~ectiorr: An u1vedistic appraisal. This them mmmunicated the distance 
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between the leftist political groups and the Iranian masses. It represented the groups' 
inability to f d  their ways into the people's lives and to address their needs. Mojdeh 
talked about this disconnection with the people: 
... WehadastaradontkslmA Wewouldgothereshbghthemorning,stand 
up on our feet for 8 hours; we would talk, discuss. The thugs wuBd come rind 
h t  us up, two minlttes later we would reoqphe, would sell newsletters, do 
everything, but we were only in touch with &.pedestrians, who would come and 
go; rmr, real contads were being made. ... We w m  saying, even then, it was right 
before June 2om, .. . What is the use of this? We kd reached the conclusion that 
we weren't making any systemtic connections with peop le... phying an 
audiotape there could do the same thiag. But this was problematic in my view 
... and this was because the thinking of the politid organhtions, at least the one 
E was working with, was f o d  on being present, a superficial and not a 
v i n g  prcssace. That ir why wben tbe events of June 20' took place, when 
that presence was no bnger thae, rm genuine mxltlection had ken established, 
therefore the regime was able to do what it pleased, asmtidly eradicating ail the 
politid organhalions inside Iran. 
Mojdeh's referem to unrealistic appraisal of the people reflected the h h t i o n s  
of the political groups in their ability to understaad, nxhtiially, the role of religion in 
the lives of Iraaian popuIace. Fox the Iranians, the roots of religion ran deep. The average 
person's full understanding of communism or socidism went as fk as thinking that 
individuals believing in these ideologies did not believe in God. This view was further 
muraged by the Islamic Republic's propaganda campaign against all ideologies 0th 
than its version of Islam Tbe regime refixred to Mamists as people who waged war 
against God a d  promoted oorrupthn on earth Understanding the cultural values 
regarding the role of women in Iranian society, and the importance of cbastity and braor, 
tk regime further publicized fallacies about the leftists, chiming tbat these activists' 
belief in c o m m d  practices also mmt "sharing" of the women. 
In addition to the traditional belie& that p m t e d  the dishme between the leftist 
oqgmkations and the Iranirul people, the intergmmatbnal skepticism about the rok of 
the Tudeh Party during the oil campaign iu the 1950s created further ~~n between 
the two. The Iranians believed that the Tudeh Party had contributed to bringing down #he 
mtioaalist Prime Minister Mosdegh's administration in the coup d'etat of 1953, 
betraying both him and the masses. ' 
These factors posed mapr obstacles for the leftist orgahtiins in presenting 
their ideas to the masses, even when their ideas concerned the public's imm- 
politid and economic interests as related to the post-revolution theocratic regime. The 
catastrophic impbtbns of this disconnection fiom people showed itself on and after 
June 20, 1% 1. The Islamic Republic did not ha any reacthn from the public while, in 
the words of Mojdeh, "essentially eradicating dl the political ofganizatiolls inside Iraa" 
&lf-tzcn$$ce a d  commitment. This theme emerged as the participants expla id  
how thousands of individuals, including themselves, had committed their lives to their 
cause. This is M h ' s  negative appraisal of this exqeknce: 
I remember I used to fee1 hunger a lot. 1 wdd work, I would give some of my 
money to my W y ,  so that they wouldn't talc and I k able to do what 1 wa&& 
E went through a lot of bardships at that time arad they wouldn't let me continue 
my political activities. It was like so easy that, fbr example, in an inteliectual 
family, or in an open family, they would tell you you're allowed. They would 
bhck you too; I had been hit by them too because of this. Then, I would feel so 
weak, feeling hungry. Sometimes, I had stayed hungry for so long that I would 
feel faint h m  the smell of pastry when I would pass by a bakery. I was giving 
half of my money to the organization, exactly half, I think I was making 1 OOO 
TO='; thm I would give 500 Toman to my mother, 500 Tornan to the 
organization Then, I would get 20 T o m  h m  my mother for one mo nth... 
These are very important, pay attention ... meaning here you don't think of 
yourself. You think of the 10 Biers you are distributing and  ti^^ report you can put 
together about the people's reactions to it. .. . Indeed, krfeiiing what d u a  in 
phce of which... Meanin& dibut ing a few fliers for tfK price of a human 
being, the mst of a human being. 
In this passage, Mina explained how she was wiliing to face many challenges for 
her political kliefs. For Mh, self-sacrifice a h  hrtd m t s  in her family history. Her 
parents had f o r E i  many aspects of their lives and had suffered the consequences of 
their own activism as members of the Tudeh Party since the 1950s. As their cynicism 
had grown toward political involvement, Mina's family had tried to prevent her from 
getting involved in activities that might have serious coflsequence. Mina, however, 
continued in her chosen path, believing that the -ces she made would bring about 
justice at last, m had blieved getlerations of activists kfbre her. 
The concept of self-sacrifice in the Iranian culture goes at least as far back as the 
era of Islamic incursion of that camby, if not befbre that time. "Both mmuitive Islam 
and Shiism, starting out with a strong drive to seek authority d recognition, each 
initially honored tb martyr's quest and taught the need for self-sacrifioe" (Winters, 1997, 
p. 5). The foundational symbols of Shiism were found in the assassination of Ali, the 
Prophet Moheunmad's son-in-law, a d  the struggles and supposed voluntary death of 
Hussein, Ali's son, and his hbwers. 
3hiism, which became a state religion in Iran under the Safivid Dynasty in the 
sixteenth century, was born from belief in an appbhkd rule, full conMence h its 
religious authority and legal jdfwtion, rubd pressing desire to convert others to its 
agendan (Winters, 1997, p. I). In defense of this doctrine, Shii Muslims h d  
h m i v e s  against the consistently bosiile and superior mltural, religious, and military 
forces of the establishments. Martyrdom in this context meant defedmg themselves as a 
small and ilkgal p u p  against much larger, better-equipped forces believing them to be 
dissenting. 
"Martyrdom was a proof of one's convictions and sincerity, and since it was often 
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a likely outmm of Shii's strug@ his o p p m  it came. to be equated with a 
host of rewards in the afterlife" (Winters, 1997, p. 2). h r d i n g  to Wmers, Shiism in 
Iran melded with the Persian cuhure and way of Me. Wdhin this cultural context, which 
was gnatly influenad by the Shii ideology, the mtion of self-sacrifice permeated 
through the Iranian political ethos, even in the hfi Movement. 
Other reasons cultivated the collcept of self-sacrifice. Thro+ut the political 
history of Iran, except for sbaa interhdes, subversion met with severe consequences such 
as deprivation &om sxioect>nomic rights, imprisonment, torture, execution, ad life in 
exile. Poliiical activism under repmsive regimes, deprivation h m  parliamentary 
involvement, and finding underground political activity as the only viable option for 
bringing about change made martyrdom a very real pssibility, thus giving subversion the 
connotation of self-sacrike. 
In the 1 WOs, tk d liberation movements in Algeria, Latin America, and 
Palestine influenced the thinking of and became the model for tbe new gemration of 
activists in Itan, thus making self-sacrifice itmitable once again. This thinking, which 
had roots in the cuhure of the Id, continlaed even a£ter the Revolution when armed 
struggle was no Bonger considered, by many organizations, the way to achieve political 
change. 
M e r  their r e l m ,  m y  like Mina, who survived the political extermination by 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, reflected upon the actions they had taken, a d  the sacrifices 
they had made. Perhaps, fi>r the first time in the political history of Iran, these 
individuals took a reflexive look, evaluated their past actions and beliefs, critiqued the 
mistakes of the past, and paved the way for tinding new ways for the future. This concept 
is revisited under the heading of recomiderathn of views and appwks to m l e  for 
justice. 
Lack ofproactbe s t m e .  This theme specified tfae opposition groups' lack of 
preparedness in the face of the Islamic republic's assault, and their becoming p a l y m i  
d urmble to protect their members o m  the government's attacks kame full-fledged. 
Mitta spoke a b u t  this lack of p q a d m s s  by explaining her own situation: 
I d e  a very big e, I had been in o k  places for the past two or three 
months, but the stme night I was arrested, 1 bad gone home.., my sister and 
brother-hh  were also m e m b  of the underground orgmimtimn.. . they had a 
one year old baby at that the.  . . my broth-in- law, however, had some conflicts 
with the organization d had cut his connections with it ... I was a hundred 
p a m t  sure that if 1 were to escape, they would come to get them, arsd would put 
them under pssure because of me. I had gone there to convince him to hive 
together, the three of us plus tbe baby. But he was in a particular emotional 
state.. . it could be said he was committing suicide in order to take revenge h m  
the organization. .. he said 'the comrades should have thought about our &y .. .' 
1. said 'let's say they didn't do it; we have to think of sondung for ourselves 
now.' Of wutse, I hdjust gone to see my family, get my stufftogether, rrnd h e  
somehow. It wasn't clear to IIE how, I at least wanted to leave Tehran and see 
what I c o d  do, since the connections with the organization were cut; meaning 
via private not orgahtional ways. And in f& this is the same thing my brother- 
in-hw was saying, that we should leave by the way of organhtiod help, arad we 
shouldn't bave been left like this. But, well, dl the leadm had go=. We sat very 
relaxed and bad supper.. . the tsbvision was broadorating Amoui's intdew1° . . . 
five minutes into the interview, the door bell was s o d .  .. Five or six people 
mm into& house... thepasdarhadwamnt iamynarne ... 
Mitra's e x p h i o n  was an example of a theme commonly expressed by the 
participants. This heme elucidated two notions. The first was the opposition's 
underestimation af the regime, the sophistication of its intelligence capabilities, and the 
extent of its use of systematic htality. The hction of tbe clergy mompolizing power 
htlowing the 1979 Revohtion, with the exception of a few, was representative of the 
group of the clergy, which had been viewed as a plitically inexperienced and 
unsophisticated faction. The second concept was a politid mkdculatbn of the balance 
of power, which led the opposition to ovemhak  its own resources as well as the 
support h y  needed from the community. 
b naSve and idealistic views left the political organizations vulnerable and ill 
quipped for protecting their members when the waves of attack fhm the regime begaa 
'O Amwi was me of the lenders of the Tudeh Party, imprimad for 24 years during Shah's era. The 
mtavicw Mitra is referring to is one of many public recaatationa shown on public TV, in order to kill the 
morale among the opposition, and to turn the public against &me grcups. 
It further left individual activists u n p r e p d  for thutking of alternative plans for 
protecting themselves. 
The Pervasive Nature of Political T r a m  in lran 
This category described the prolonged and all-encc)mpsshg nature of state 
sponsored termr, which resulted in the participants' traumatic experiences. It included 
themes corresponding to the nature of the atmosphere in the country in the 1980s. The 
subcategories that make up this main category are as follow: Homogenization of wciety, 
arrest: Deception and violence, Unremitt iag torture, and Types of torture. 
Homogenization of Socieiy 
This subcategory emerged as h e  participants kgan to talk abut the Islamic 
Republic's plan to make the entire society conform to the Islamic dwlrhe, and to achieve 
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this goal set in motion a p h  to asphyxiate d divergent voices Participants referred to 
cdculated and systematic steps taken by the regime in this regard. The two themes that 
comprised this subcategory were attack on organizations arad anticipating mst. Mina 
dlescribed her experience of the early years hbwing the revolution and talked abut the 
changes in the society: 
I remember b m  1979 to 1981, there was some hedom; it was relatively open 
atmosphere. Individuals were thinking about certain equal rigbts and were pining 
organizations to do group work Tben, you would notice that they are bhcktng 
you in this ... Weren't we all in the redution t o g W  Didn't we all say down 
with the Shah? ... my feeling at that time is that I don't want any human b e i i  to 
be oppressed arad I h u m e  inequality. I make a bouadrlry with the regime, the 
Islamic Republic, ad where, they say ninety-nine v n t  voted yes, I vote no. 
The boundaries are now clear. You want to &guard these boundaries, d when 
you do, you see that you are confronted. Wfien you go to distribute fliers or 
newsletters, you see that the Hezbllahies attack and suppress you. This is a 
p b d  when political activity is permitted, but you are gradually fmling certain 
hardships; this is a time when Iran is experiencing an unknown future. 
Mojdeh's m u n t  helped explain how the relatively open atmosphere of the post- 
revolution turned into a MI-fledged oppression a f k  June 1981 : 
... After the events of June 20' we continued to shy active. At that h e ,  
distribution became an underground optition; well every time going for 
distribution meant hii death ...Becawe at t k t  time one flier was execution. If 
you remember, in 1981, so m y  of those who had ken arrested with leaflets 
were executed, and we knew that too... because at that time, those who didn't 
want to continue with the activities, there was rz thousand and one excuss, one 
could easily bring an excuse and cut the connectloas, the o q m k t i i n  would not 
be hard on the individuals either, since they knew everyone was going to the 
execution squads; it's not a joke; meaning, anyone who was continuing in those 
years was doing it with a certain leveI of awareness. Before that, there had been 
an open atmosphere, there weren't any executions in that fashion. Anyone could 
join, but &er June 20', the person had to really come to terms with herself 
In the above jmrage, Mojdeh duded to several &tors regarding the politicaI 
chumdances of the early 1980s. First, she lo& a time in history when Iran's 
relatively om political atmosphere turned deadly. Secondly, by ref- to continuing 
political activism urtder extreme oppression, and "doing it with a certain level of 
awareness," she ded  attention to the mntinuity of the notion of self-sacrifice, fivther 
demonstrating that political involvement under oppressive systems does raot bring about 
gbry and prosperity but imprisonment, torture, death or exile, Lastly, Mojdeh's 
reference to "a t h o d  and one excuses, one could easily tmng an excuse and cut the 
cormections.. .," may be interpreted as an underlying assumptions of a political culture 
within which self-protection may be seen as a selfish act. 
Attack on orgmization. The participants m M  to the Islolmic Republic's 
attempts to wipeclut the face of the country of al l  those who do not adhere to an Islamic 
ideology and to the rule of the Islamic jurist. A way to achieve this was through 
extermination of the political organhiom. Thew attacks took place in various steps 
beginning with the mass arrest, torture, slnd execution of members o f  the most vocally 
oppositional groups id ending with organizations that had supported the Islamic 
Republic. This is how Mina talked about the attacks on organizations in 198 1 : 
... the 20' of June, I was in prison fbr two and a hdf days; my family didn't 
know anything.. . well the scenes were very painful. When they armied me, they 
fusttookmeb a p h a n d l r e p t m e t t r e r e . ~ w e r e ~ o f u s . M a n y o f u s ,  
meosniag, it was unbelievable; then, they took us mmewhere else; from there to 
Evin p r b n  When they took us there, here were so many of us that were all 
sitting in the yard. Then, they taok us to the apherit; they called it apartment.. . 
these were the houses in which the soldiers or Pasdars who were working thwe 
were staying at night. They had taken them out and put us in there because they'd 
seen that there was so many of us. They had prepared themlves for a crackdown 
a few months before this.. . the pressures were horrifying, homfying; meaning, I 
can say W If one person would stand on line for th bathroom in the morning, 
she could only get om turn. There was only one b a t h a m ;  that's it. Everyone was 
sleeping on the floor; there was no carpet... then, beatings, they had beat up 
everyone.. . 
The Islamic Republic also used mutine interviews nrsd public recantations, during 
which the tortwed repentant would publicly denounce their respective organizations and 
would confess to their sins a d  their wrong doings in regard to their opposition to the 
Islamic Republic d o r  I sWc idmlogy. The most fiimous of these public recantstions 
were those of the leaders of the Tudeh Party, some of whom had served more than twenty 
yews in Shah's prisorts. 
Anficipting arrest. Anticipating arrest was a theme that desctikd the period 
fobwing the attacks on political organizations and the t h e  befbre each activist was 
actually taken into custody. All the participants refetred to this period as a high-anxiet y 
time filled with u s d i n g  and disruptive occurrences. It is duriag this period w k n  the 
activists, grossly limit& in resources, awaited their inevitable and eventual captures. 
Mehdi ref& to this p i m i  as a time during which he had nowhere to turn to and lived 
in a constant state of instability arad anxiety: 
I remember, in rekion to myselc my own experience, they toU me don't go 
home, home is dangerous; your house is daagemus, you mustn't go there. Well, 
where should 1 go? Meaning, this is my fmt question, isn't it? Well h e d  on the 
fiienbships and rekitionships I have with my own organidon, in my situation, I 
krmw what the circwmhmes are like. With the financial assistance of everyone, 
get the leadership out of the country, the problem aU organizations wem king 
then; well, now w h e  hu8d 1 go? Some nights when I had m place to go7 I 
would sleep in my car... It was cold, you couldn't leave the car mmhg; you 
would turn it off, you would k z e  in the k b w  zero temperature. I would for 
instance go into the airport, as if I had to pick up someone; I'd go there one night, 
two nights; then you would see there are a number of people who are always 
there; meaning there is another homeless who is just like you, -, I knew they had 
the Same problem. Then, there were bombings in Tehran. Secret police is 
everywhere. Then, after a week, I would end up having to go to my cousin's, 
wbm I haven't visited in five years for example; by the way, she knows I'm 
politically active. Very respectful, she weIcomes me, but she is suspicious, saying 
why has he come to my house. WelI, this was a stress. Meaning it was pmswc on 
b t h  her... and on me, not wanting anything to happen to them... It was obvious 
who was the loser in an unequal fight.. . I would call this perhd the era of 
inevitability; meaoing sooner or later this woul& have happened. Those who 
escaped did it by chatlce. 
Mojdeh's account of the period Imbg to her atTest was a description of the 
environmental stressors creEding a s#e of psycblogicaf unrest: 
. . . It was homifjring h m  one moment to the next.. . Our house was near a s d l  
intersection; then, there were a few speed bumps there; anytime a car wtllltd to 
pass, it had to bm& break, you don't klieve it, every time I remember my mother's 
face, with each car b m h g ,  It was just a speed bump, the cars didn't want to stop 
by our house... I wdd look at my mother's kce ... I was k f u l  myself, but I 
would never hrget my rraother's face to this day. T M  abut it, how many cars 
could pass by there ia a day, and every single time, this old woman's b d y  would 
tremble with the thought that they may have come to take me. And this constant 
fright, what should we call it? It's called fear, anxiety. When going to an 
appointment, constantly, for example, you had to check yourself for one or two 
hurs  after each appointment before returning home,. . But this situation was 
prsistent, meaning, the &ling that at any moment they may ambush you; you're 
d e r  surveillance, and the fm of what if you put others in danger by transferring 
the surveillance to them I can say that living in a constant state of anxiety and 
fear is the particularity of that psimi. 
For a number of m n s ,  perhaps not all of which are pinpointed here, wrest was 
inevitable for many of the activists, d o  made a conscious decision to stay behind to 
conthe the struggle. First, hr a period of 2 to 3 years, b m  the b i i  of Revolution to 
just khre the regime's crackdown on the opposition, the ~mjority of opposition 
m e m h  and s y m p t b e n  were hwlved in overt, public activities, making the 
identiiication o f  m y  a simple task for the regime. For example, many high school 
students had been arrested at the time of mgklration for school (Baradaran, 1997, p. 9). 
Secondly, no one was aware of the magnitude of the Islamic Republics' use of rampant 
torture, which had broken down and driven many of the prisonem to repent (B- 
2001, p. 1 1). The regime had subsequently used mpmtmt prisoners by placing them in 
cars and roaming the sheets b identifl other activists. 
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A n o k  contributing &or to the activists' anticipation of arrests was the project 
of Makk va Mostujer [lardlolrd d tenant]. Based on this project, the real estate 
agencies were heM respnsible for handing over, to the neighbrhood Komiteh, a copy of 
all their fmnsadons, including rent, b e ,  and buy or sell of any p r o m .  In addition, 
all tenants hecame responsible for reporting the codition a d  timing of th& 
resettkrnent, and all Mbrds were held a c c o d i e  for telling the Komiteh about heir 
prospective tenants Igamdad, 2001, p. 274). This project added yet another element to 
the opposition's h h e d  resources and lack of proactive stance in regard to pro- its 
members, and comquent~ ,  many activists were arrested in the process of relocating or 
attempting to fmd M e  buses (Barndad, 2001, p. 275). 
Lastly, contribution of the masses to the arrests, torture, and execution of the 
opposition m e w  is noteworthy. The propgmda of the regime against the opposition 
was so poisonous, and tk religious Mi& of the average Iranian, in the first few years 
after the kvohrtion, so femnt that in m y  cases, the opposition members were pointed 
out to the authorities by the ordhry Iranirzns such as a 9-year-old boy in the of 
Mim A11 that hi addition to the war, which bad k e n  imposed by Iraq, pvlded peopk 
the grourads for see& shbiiity h m  the Islamic regime, and seeing the opposition a 
liability for Wi security. In relation to the role of such bystanders, Staub (1989) writes, 
Sometimes silence results h m  fear, but that is not tk whole explanation. 
Everywhere p p k  tend to a c q t  deikition of reality provided by 'experts,' their 
government, or their cultwe. Lack of divergent views, just-world thinking, itad 
h i -  own participation or passivity change bystandm p a p t i o n  of self d 
realitysoastoallowandjustifycrueky.(p. 88) 
, 
To d a t e ,  social mnditions, opposition's limited remrrrces and lack of 
proactive stance, regime's use of massive systematic torture arad policing dong with 
religious a d  cultural beliefs of k bydadm contried to the am& of the opposition 
m m h  as a fomxmble o w t l c e .  This inevitability in turn created  ist tent 
conditions of psychological unrest for individuals in anticipiion of tbei arrest. 
Amst: Deception and vioEcnce. The participmts explained tkir arrest rts an act 
hwlving humiliation, violence, a d  deception both on the petsonal as well as the public 
level. Table 5 demnstrates the cir;cumstances surrounding the participants' mesh as 
well as the amber of years they served in the Islamic Republic's prisons. The captured 
were blindfolded o m  put in the car, a d  when misted, were rinkntly forced to put on 
blindfolds. Four of the participants, Mitra, Momreh, Mojdeh, a d  Hormoz were arrested 
whik in the presence of their M y  members and in their homes. MeMi, Mina, a d  
Amir were arrested on the street, 
Mehdi stated how the P&" would use ''psychological ~" to mate 
confiLsion in the: public's mind in order to colmteract my pssible objections to the 
arrests. Heexplaid 
Usually drugs drugs the excuse they would use for attacking the activists, who 
were arr;ested on the street, somhow people would gather m o d ,  it was 
justifiable; everyone usually hates drugs, the issue of drug dealing. 
Mina was arrested on the street afteran attempt to distribute leaflets in a bus. Her 
arrest involved violence. She was threatened and violated both physically and 
in order to legitimize this violent act: 
, 
. . . There were three of us in a team We would distrtibute fliers on buses.. . I 
arrivd and saw no o w  was tbere; I couldn't take the fliers back, . .. I sat there. I 
had to do it myself. 1 distributed them ... a huge mistake, it was a big mistake to 
talk to anyone. There was a 7 year old boy, 1 said, I said 'did you see this?' Not 7 
years, I can say 9 years old. You see? They had really turned the society into a 
spy that had to turn me in as an anti-~wlu tionmy... I told him, did you see the 
flier? ... The boy said, 'ya.' ... Then, when the b y  bfi, I suddenly realized.,. 
they stoppd the bus in h n t  of the Ko&h [commatee], a gun was pointed to 
my head; I was sitting down He said I blow up your h i a s  right here if you 
rrmve.... we've received a report that you- have grenades; show whatever you 
have. 1 said 'I have nothing.' He asked 'did you distribute these?' 1 said, 'me? 
Tbat child was with them too. I thought what a mess; meaning I just realized what 
had happened; and well, It bapperwd, Illeaning I was arrested.... A rmmber of 
women came a d  said 'let ber go, why have you m&ed her? What has she 
done?' They said 'she is a bad woman, a prostitute;' t h y  said 'she has 
gre nades'.... h, dl the whik the door [of the K o d h ]  had not been closed, 
t h y  had m u n d e d  me, w k n  the door was cbsed, they attacked my bdy,  
pardon me, like animals; thy were grabbing at me all  over my M y .  They were 
'' Pasdar means guerd Aftcr the mlutim, the Rtvcrluti011ary Guard, w hdmm, was the most 
p o d 1  fosce in the cuuntry when compared with its other cwnterparts, the military and the patice. 
grabbhg at rme to see if I had any grenades.. . . There was a man with p n  eyes. 
He threateraed me HIsd said some wnsense: 'we got you good; we won't let any of 
you breath'. . .. 1 was b r e  for a few hours in a morn Then, they brought rm in 
and told me to put on ez blhdfdd.. .. Then, he told me to sit down; he said 'there's 
a chair.' He told me to turn mud, I turned, mw, I was Mindhkld, I don't see 
any thing. He said 'sit.' As soon as I went to, I klt like I was falling into a 
valley; then, my legs went up. When my legs went up, he kicked me exactly 
between my legs with his boots 0x1, on my genital- I had a horrible pain; I &felt 
that my entire body turned hot. Then k told me to mme out. I went out, he 
started to k t  me with the handle of his *mi-automoztic riffle. He beat a up so 
much on my shoulder and neck tbat I wasn't conscious of anything anymore. He 
thew me ia the car and drove away ... we went to ouiother Komiteh. lby threw 
me there. I had hgm bleeding [vaginally]. 
Throughoui the history of I r a  the clergy had oppsed the emancipation of 
women and had deemed women's participation in society as one the causes of i m r a l i t y  
(a 1980, p. 220; Tabari, 1983, p. 6 1). Fwkmore, as Millet (1994) dkakd, the 
fmt premise of Islamic k m y  is a revitrzlid male supremacy upon which all other 
hierarchal thinking rests (p. 286). Following such mnvictions, the Is- Republic 
kgm restricting the rights of women in society h m  the very fmt days it took over 
power. The absolute mnhl of power by men, who had graddly atterqpted to wipe out 
women's participation h m  the social, judicial, political, armd business domains, was 
being challenged by women whoq p k e  was at born, d their duty was to raise 
children. But even within the "traditional" Iranian family system, women did not attain 
equal rights. Within this context, men held the power; "sons wmrnawled and daughters 
conp>li& (Mortazi-Langroodi 2003, p. l), remating a cyck of generational inquality 
between men a d  women. 
According to MarCh-Barn (1996), Yan act of violent repmion against the 
oppressed has a prior jtMXcation tbat prevents any type of dissonance h m  presenting" 
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and where women were viewed as "incomplete and dependent" and b i r  bodies were 
believed to "allure one toward sin" (Seif, 2003, p. I), violence against women was rmt 
only inevitable, but it was a h  approved by a divine authority. 
The violent treatment of womn activists, as exemplified in M i ' s  narrative, was 
on tk antinuurn of and in consistence with the war, which the reghe had started 
against I& women. The difference was that perhaps the outspoken and audacious 
w o r n  of the opposition were not only a threat to the politid stability of the regime, but 
a indisputable danger to the Islamic h b g y  and rhetoric, which was to replace any 
secular and modem ideologies in The end resuh was that the women activists 
suffered two types of oppression, one for having ideas subversive to that of the regime's, 
the other soldy due to their g & ~ .  
Unremitting Torture 
Unremitting torture was a suhtegory emerging h m  the themes, system of 
intermgation, 6eld triaYinquisition, imprisonment axad the Islamic Republic's prison 
system, codition of release, and massacre of 1 988, all of which explained the quality of 
I 
the participants' encounters with the Islamic Republic, from the time of interrogation 
until their re&. This subtegory was the depiction of state sponsored violence and use 
of systematic torture that permahi  throughout the reghe, whose aim was to demolish 
its opposition through physid extermination or p s y c h o b g ~ ~ ~  
This is how Moneereh talked abut the unremitting nature of torture in the prisons 
of the Islamic Republic of Iran She exphimi: 
. . . I alluded to the k t  that the aim of torture io the mns of Islamic Republic 
was beyond getting infbrmation. l k  mahi goal was to breakdown the prisoner 
a n d t o m M h i m C h e r i n t o ~ ~ o f a r e p e n t a n t ; ~ , ~ ~ r t t e m p l a t e ,  
which you wouid spit on your entire past, your identity, a d  become something 
else, something they wanted you to k. And dmhg the entire imprisonment 
p a i d ,  this torture continued to exist in various form; and of course 1 have to say 
t b a t t h i s t o r k r r e ~ d ~ h r ~ s e l i k e w w f i o w o u l d r e s ~ ;  it mubd be 
applied in =re exhem form.. . we& it's tDo much to tell all the events for the 
nine years, I'll give an example of one that is di. In 1984, the prim- wh 
would not follow the rules, now, what were the rules? Well every prison bas 
certain rules, this is clear. All over the world, the prisoner bas to accept certain 
m k  wtbetheror not sbe likes it, but tk d m  that wereinside the IR'S prisons 
were k p n d  the rules, which one imagines fbr a prison.. . here the ruks are abut 
how to change the prisoner ideologically, ... meaning transforming ... they 
implement so many programs in the prison, 1- prayers, group Namazes, 
ideological classes and Islamic teachings, so that what would they do? ... change 
th individuals. And then, in the process of these ideobgieal classes and so forth, 
they would reskid tbe contact amng the prisoners so much that they would 
become d i e d  with self and others, feel isolated, feel defeated, shattered, 
humiliated. . . . sr, that these trainings and teachings muld have ttteir influences.. . 
we wouldn't subid to these mmdatmy c b s ,  or to the rekionships they 
wanted to hrce on us to stay away h m  each o k ,  not tdk to one another, and 
b m e  dienated They punished us even mre ... making us remain standing 
up... beatjag us, or forcing us into small spaces, in huge mmkn, where there 
was only room for sitting and not lyhg down and after d that, they took us to 
places to which I refer to as boxes or cuffms in my book. 
In the above passage, Mo-h descrild conditions aimed at destruction of the 
self. S k  stated that alienation h m  self a d  others wouM occur under these chronic and 
severe circumstances. This dienation h r n  self, within the context of imprbmnent, 
, 
meaat to deny me's convictions and denounce self a d  others, to confess to one's sins, 
and to talce on the ideology of the regime. 
Herman (1997) held that probnged captivity, most often than not, produces 
alterdons in the victim's identity. She f u r h  explained that an intew anger, which is 
aimed at the captor but carmot be e x p d  for survival masons, turns inward and 
manifests itself in depression in the victim Victims of prolonged, repeated trauma, 
Henam suggested, develop "an insidbus progressive form of post-traumatic stress that 
invades and emodes the persodity" (p. 86). She also indicated that continual 
hypenigilance, mxiety and agitation, a profound akations in relationships, and a 
habitual narrowing in the range of initiative are others symptoms of prolonged captivity. 
In his study of Nazi prison and collcenhtion camp survivors living in Norway 
and Israel, Eitinger (1975) f o u d  that most survivors had one or more mjor symptoms of 
the 'concentration camp syndrome,' wbich was cholroll:terbd by anxiety, sleep 
disturbances, artd an array of psychosomatic symptoms. Beebe (1975) propsed two 
types of injury: one was somatic and essentially short-term, caused by mhutrition, 
infection, and physical injury; the other was psychobgid a d  esmtially pemmmt. 
SuedkId (1990) indicated similar conditions, as reported by Momxreh, to have 
existed in the Chinese Prisons of War camps in the 1950s (p. 6). He stated that the 
Chinese government began combining punishment and incapacitation with indoctrination 
in his campaign for 'thought reform' (p. 7). These prooedws, later applied in a much 
less intense fbrm to the prisoners of war (POWs), included humiliation, degradation, 
uncertairrty, physical deprivation, p u p  pressure including intensive criticism and self- 
criticism sessions, dehumanization, threats of execution or indefinite captivity, threats 
, 
against loved ones, and deprivation of psychological codorts such as privacy, mail, and 
contact with neutral or Eirmdly others. Suefeld suggested while such treatment often 
resulted in the prisoners' act in accordance with tbe captors' wishes, it did not n d l y  
bring h u t  real conversion In case of the Western prisoners, for example, the 
conversion tended to last only until they were released and send home, or at most for a 
System of i~temgution The participants talked about the system of intamgation 
as an approach aiming at confusing the prisoner, breaking down hislher defenses though 
intimidation arad the use of systematic torture in tbe =ice of gathering hfbrmation. 
Mehdi talked about the e&ts of isolation on the prknm during this period: 
They would bring every one here first, get aU ttK informtioa They would empty 
you of informha so to speak; when they had turned you into dross, according 
to their interpretation they would say individuals had to become dross here, their 
juice must be drained out of them, then they would send you to serve your 
sentence. This was the Intelligence Ministry's system The interrogation system is 
such that all the while you have information, meanhg,they think you have 
informtion while you may not, thwe's no way they would pair you up with 
mother person in one place. Meaning, they will always keep you by yourself for 
t.b sake of easily teaming drained; b m i n g  empty of infontlation always takes 
place in isohtion. When you're in s o l i ,  you can lmve two kiods of 
responses..  especially when you're &re for months.. . a lot of the guys would 
rehearse w b t  they had in their minds... or think abut their wives a d  their 
children ... this was positive for mme, but for some, it was nqative ... an 
individual could think abut  hidher spouse and child and conclude that heishe 
must get out of here as soon as possible. Would start making up excuses arad try to 
say things that are less detrimental. It starts from here first, and then, Wshe 
trusts... When you trust the secret plice, he is aiming at, meaning the 
relationship between you trying to give as little as possible, he trying to get as 
much infbrrnatton as possible is dktwkd Now, you're giving some information, 
k tries to drain yoy and now he's no longer just c o d  h u t  the intelligence 
ism meaning his attempt is at not letting you leave here as a person, if you lefi 
here someday; not going out as a human being; for example, if you were a good 
fither for your child, you would no longer be, or if you were a good hushad or a 
g d  spouse, you would rmo longer be* 
The participants also descrihd interrogation as an occurrence and a period during 
which the victims not only fiad to await their own torture, but they a h  had to k 
witness to the torture of others, an experience that would intensify their tramm The 
following is Moneereh's accounts of her transfer to ~ v i n "  prison 20 days after she was 
first arrested and hours before her first interrogation: 
. . . After a b u t  20 days they took us to E k  Evin was the red hell; I had heard a 
lot about torture, read d m u i  it, knew abut it, but what I saw could not fit in my 
imagination .... The fist thing E saw there was wounded bodies, bloody, broken 
Evin is one the prisons m Tdrrao, which was built during the Pablavi rule, and has baditionally kept 
political primers. Some otbw prisons experienced by the participants in this study were: Ghnel Hmsar in 
Tehran, G&ar Dash t in Kamj, in the outskirts of Tehm, Kmmn, in Ahvaz, and Tdreed in Hamedon. 
W s ,  hken legs, wounded feet, all m e d ,  whimper, cry, and then the sound 
of nonstop lashing from djffiemnt room, then the s o d  of intem-rs' bllers: 
'Talk' .... We had a m i d  at about noon, ... The clock t u r d  9 pm, I, we had 
biindfolds on in the rooms too, but I still felt that e v e q h g  went dark.. . 
completely, a h h t e  darhss ,  and then suddenly the sound of stomping fwt 
filled the corridor in which we were, the corridor of the interrogation rooms. It 
was the guards and the interrogators who were stomping their feet on the floor all 
at once.. . It was m&hg a very bonifying s o d ;  and then, t k y  were screaming 
with all their body, tk ir  throat, slogans against us, against tire prisoners, against 
the communists, against th M o m  against the 'hyprites' and in favor of 
executb as.... and well it was a very extraordhary fear; it was a fkar I can't 
compare with normal kar, , . meaning, you think for a moment that the mrching 
that's full of hate, this shouting, they can tear you up, literollly tear all of us up. 
And in reality they didn't tear us up at that moment, but it was to create an 
atmosphere of f r i i  so that we would realize w h  we were; they consciously 
wanted to m e  this fear. Then I had to sit in this hahay for 4-5 days and 
witness the torture of others h u g h  hear'hg. We bad blindfolds on, and if you 
were to pull up your blindfold a little bit, what you could see were wounded feet, 
wounded heads, and through listening you could hear eyerythlllg, evaythng that 
was happening b, aad they wouId even die, I mean, we heard iadividuals who 
died under torture. And then, you experience dl of these with the hope, bop, not 
hope, with the anticipation that you your&' dm... very soon is your turn; 
m m b g  you'll go into one of h morns, d after 5 days it happened, and I 
went. 
I 
MeMi also talked about the prolongation of this period and the dynamics 
involved in thls phase, which make the entire experience, even the waiting period, a 
challenge. Although Mehdi's experience during the inknogation period wots not tbe 
bngest -bed by the participts, it shed light on the degrees of dehumsrnization 
experienced in regards to the most basic human needs: 
... Yes, I think two months, I was held in the c o d r  h r  abut  two months ... 
they give you a blindfold, put an army blanket mhmth you and give you one 
tomveryomKwab.Tbey~ivepfiwdaadtaLcyoutotbebethmomUa& 
times, at the times of ~amaz '  . . . . Any way there is some humor in this too, we 
had become just We Pavlov's condiliooed atlirmls; with tbe sound of ~ z o n ' ~  we 
h e w  we had to go to the baihroom.. . Then, well the time fbr Amn changes in 
'' Muslims pray five timts in the course of the day. This special prayer, me oftht pillars d Islam, is called 
Namaz 
l4 Calling Muslims for Namaz, A m  is v o i d  at each mosque and i s  W c r r s t e d  from Qe d i o  and 
telcvisioa befote en& bmaz time. 
relation to when tbe sun sets; the times weren't fured; this mesnt you had to 
constantly adjust yourself with the time of &on. 
While the previous accounts depicted he periods leading to the iaterrogathn, the 
fobwing described the process of interrogation, aimed at heakhg down ttae prisoner, 
who either must repent or k destroyed. This was how Mogdeh a e d  about this 
... They lashed me once at night, once in the morning. It was night wfien they 
tmk me, but they were beating a number of guys in front of me fix hours, and I 
had to stand there facing the wall while blindfold& and wearing a chador, 
Wanesing their torture, and this was extremely horrifying; h g ,  there were 
really moments when 1 wished that b y  would release those guys and tie me 
duwn instead. Bemuse it is really unbearable when tbey beat someone up in front 
of you like that... they would lash him and ask, 'what abut  that person? You 
filthy, you still say my spouse'. . . they were in a group in which husband and wife 
live together sumd so forth; he would say, 'what am I do, I'm d to saying 
that'.. . t k y  were continuously M i n g  hmq then, they had gotten some 
informtion from bim, but hey were still k h h g  hm, ~ y i n g :  'say it, say that you 
had s e d  relations with your teammate, p u p  mate.' He would constantly say; 
'I didn't,' they would mntinwusly Easb him and say: 'say you did.' Then, I was 
d i n g  that the issue is no longer about getting hhrmatioq they have gotten 
tb bformatiun, they now want to drag you into everythmg.. . t h y  want to drag 
into: yes, everything, everytbg would be scrutinized,.. I don't kmw how m y  
born passed, hi they b u g h i  about seven - eight d i r i d d s  for lashing and 
took them away.. . then, it was my turn.. . he told me to lie on the bed k i n g  
down. + . J. bad no c o w  of torture.. . he tied my ankles to the two ends of the bed 
with a wire and my harads alsa like this. Then, he said when you wanted to say 
somethug, make a fist with your bands like this. .. we want two thiags from you: 
&st your appointrzhents, then addresses, &n phone n& ... from so and so 
and so and so, then if not, anyone else's information you bave.. . 
Ideological intamgation as described by Bijan demonstrated yet another 
. .. This situation took one month, meaning this physical pramre, the physical 
and psychological totture... after one m a  tbey came and said get d y ,  you 
are going somewhere else; you're going to Seph.. . they had an agenda for m; 
they took me and mnfmnted me with a couple of the guys wh had qented. .  . of 
course, repenting in the Islamic Republic's system has a vast meaning.. . anyhow, 
they were repentant d were trying to justify their actions. .. they would take me 
t h e  so that W guys would speak to me. By the way, I lrnew tks guys really, 
out then, they were gmd kids, mw... anyway they tried to influence me, which 
in d i t y  they did; meaning, I b a m e  very irritated abut why t h e  guys... 
k a u s  I liked them a bt, they were good kick, I said why did they become like 
this, whatapity. But at anyrate, forthatommonthinthe Seph, it was rarely 
that thy took rm for Mirrgs, very m l y  ... they were mostly doing ideubgical 
work, mmhg there was mntinuous taking, day and nigh, night and day, 
discussioas, talks a d  so hah, which this m itself at times had more severe effects 
than physical torture. I m m ~  they were putting so much pressure on me that I was 
wisfiing that they would leave me done and k b d  torture me physidy ... 
kcawe the brain wmntially b se s  its abirl'iy to remain bahmd, since they are 
talking in your ears and night, night d day, nonstop. They talk eonstarrtly; 
~ t a U r , ~ ~ ~ y o u h v e m ~ t o ~ d . ~ b P a i n l o s e s i t s ~ n t r o l ; t h e  
brain doesn't have the abiiity to mwmtrate so that it muId put itself back 
togetk. The only thing that could really keep me on my feet was those puts of 
my convictions, in which I belied with no mmvaths. 
The period of intermgation in the Islamic Republic's prison ~r t ls  IOng&mu&, 
and not just in the service of gathetbrg information. Even long after information was 
"expression of the wilI of God," which has its place in the Im's I M c  Canstihttian wrts 
empbyed to punish the "crimes of tk mind, crimes of attitude, belief, and opinionn 
I 
(Millett, 1994, pp. 280-287). Ideological torhue, like other hrms of torture used by the 
regime, was systemtic, prolonged, and in the service of modifyjug d reshaping the 
prisoners' identities and ideologies. The impact of such practices was confusion, 
disorientation, and qitation It was within this context, which involved inescapbility and 
mntmllability, that Bijan was able to exert some perceived control by relying on his 
ideology and belief system in order to keep his d y  and remain resistant. 
Field triuUiraguisition, The right to a lkir triaI was not the -tion o f k d  by 
the partkipants when talking abut murt bearings. T k y  unanimously described 
h i r  hearhgs to have been as shod as a few minutes, during which t h y  did not have any 
lawyer present, were questioned by a clergyman, and were sentenced for vague and often 
fabricated charges. Efht ~ ~ . t b e  circumstances during her trail: 
I had two trbhq my first lrial was after 18 months of interngation.. . tbe law says 
& two months, one month, three months, the individual's status must be 
determined and she/be must go to trial and receive sentencing, but the Islamic 
Republic would not fbbw any of these hw. . .I was under bitemgation for 18 
months; of course, E can say we were always d e r  intemgatiun in Evin ... 
meaain& it was never like this that now this is prison and inknogation is over.. . 
one day they c W  me d said you have court.. . we were bldfblded. .. in 
murt, I saw there was a clergy s & i i  tfiere. He said to push up my blindfold.. . I 
saw he had prepared s list, like a murderer; . . . I saw a serk of charges, not based 
on what I had said, b a d  on wbatever is there, they told me this that a d  that.. . 
'do you have any thing to say in your defense?' I said 'whatever you just said has 
nothing to do with me; I'm reone of what you said, I reject all of it.' There wasn't 
any attorney or my thing else. 'Do you have any questions?' There are no 
questions left, what question could I ask? Noth hg... 'Put your blindfold on; go.' I 
think it wasn't even five minutes. This was my trial: a clergy a d  nothing else.. . 
E m s  second trial was during the massacre of 1988 when all prisoners 
denvent  au "itquisition" Duriag these trids, while &male Mojahedin were sentend 
to executions, femle leftists were s e ~ ~  to whippings htil they gave in and accepted 
to do Namaz This was how Efikt described her experience: 
I can say my second tnd was like a field trail. It was the 1988 trials, which was 
the tmsme of plithl prisoners, they were htlung us to court for Nmaz. And 
in this murt there were five p p k ,  mst of which were the infamous torturers of 
that em a d  the cl ergy... There they asked me 'your name, your last name, are 
you a Muslim?' 'My father is a Mush, '  my answer. 'Do you practice Mamaz?' 
'No I don't.' 'Do you believe in your organbtion?' 'Yes I do.' 'What 
orgrlnrzation are you from?' 'The Fadayi Majority, yes I klieve in it.' That's it. 
These were the questions. 'You are sentenced to receiving lashmg five t h  a 
day for Namaz; morning, man, night' ... tbey annoUfkCBd, and I ammuIlced 'I'm 
going on a dry hunger strike.' 
Em's e x p b b n  h u t  ammuracement of ber "dry hunger strike" demonstrated 
her resistam"R and coping and repudiated the notha of l e d  helplessness. According to 
Saporta and van der Koh (1992) %hen there is nothing that the victim c m  do b 
termiaate the massive threat to safety, bis ability to mpe is overwhelmedn (p. 155). These 
authors also cite Maier and Seligman (1976), stating that "when faced with 
uncontrollable stns, a n h &  and people develop lamed h e l p ~ ~ s s "  (p.155). Under 
the mst mmntrollable, incomprehensible, and humtizing mditiuns, however, Em 
continued her fight by remthg to resist bowing before the authorities, within a 
c i r m o e  in which she kad no control over kr life or death Her strength was a 
testimony to the adaptive ability d resilience under most adverse codihns. 
Imprisonment md  he Islamic Republic's prison system The participants 
described imprisonment in the Islamic Republic's (IR) prisons as a constant struggle and 
an ongoing experience of torture. It was fidw characterized as a state of constant fear 
and threat, which resulted in mntroUable a d  unpredictable living codithns. The 
ideological prison, which was extremly crowded, h d  individuals to constantly 
.- 
exprience inhumane and unbearabie situations. Idvidual expression a d  the right to 
privacy were forbidden. Constant reloation and the ever-present pssibility of torture 
and execution meatid a s&te of persisting d e t y  a d  self-criticism. The participants a h  
thereby preventing them from visitation with their spouses. Some aspects of these 
circum~faaces were changed & 1985. &hdi explained the changes in tk -1 
system as the Islamic Republic became more adept at suppressing the nation; 
... 1 call the big period of 1982 to 1985 one era  T ~ E  reason hr this is that the 
climax of the killings and exhmktion happened during those years; its end 
pint  is 1986 when Haj D a d  hhmni b m  the directorship of Ghezel Hessar, 
d L a d j e d  from the directorship of Evin and the Revohionary Court were 
put to the side. M a  in reaIity their responsibihs for this period is done. 
During this, a number of changes are taking place in the mciety, fbr example 
retuning to the world society and so forth; meaning this returning to tk world's 
large family d the isue of human rights bad become emphasized. The fwst 
pried is hrn 1979 to 1982, then fmm 1982 to 1985, and the period, which is 
very hprtant  k a u s e  of the mssacre of 1988, is the p h d  of 1985 to 1988. 
The system during the W period is tile system of inconsistency, then is the 
paiod oc tk era of beaming systematic. We b w  that in the year 1984, the 
Ministry of intelig- is established; meaning, in 1982 and a fkw years after the 
revolution it was such that the intmgatioas, and dl the steps hi 
imprisoning the cons~iem so to speak aad crushing human dignity and so forth, 
was done by the Prosecutor's team. .. in 1984, when the Ministry of Intelligeace is 
established, this becom the responsibility of the M h b y  of Intelligence. AQd 
well, they would o m  difkmtly... this is the period ofgradual opening ofthe 
prison atrmspkq m m h g ,  the era of injected half ass democracy that t h y  
injected h m  up high 
during the Shah's em while Mina was meskd &fly on June 20Ih and released, before 
she was mated again six mnths later. Momereh, Hormoz, and Amir had served 
sentences fbm six-months to a few years bng in the Shah's prisons. All of the 
participants distinguished the dehuma&bg tmhen ts  in the Islamic Republic's prisons 
I 
from that of the prisons under the Shah's regime. Those who had experienced b t h  
prisons fmthmd, attested that while certain tortures during interrogation were tbe same 
under both regimes, during the S W s  era, th use of systemtic torture would stop with 
the end of inknogation; whemq torture WEI an ongoiag phenomenon for the durafion of 
imprisonment in the IR's prisons. This was part of Moneereh's descriptbn of Islamic 
Republic's prisons: 
... This was the to rhe  during my inkmgaiion, but it didn't mean that it bad 
&. Torture was always present, physical and psychIogical; especially, 
psychological torture was during the entire nine years, in order to tweak you 
down Memug, torture is no longer only in the servim of getting iafbrmafion Of 
w m ,  this is the general nature of prison and torture that it doesn't only want 
information h it wants to break the oppmnt, but in idmlogid prisions and 
Islamic prison, Islamic Republic, torture was very much more ~ i g ~ c a n t  thaa in 
the Shah's, which I had experienced my self... for example, in our ward if 
anyom's husband wapl executed, & couMn3t come and cry in the ward because 
ihey would say ber husband was a Mar or modkq atmd his execution is a 
blessing. And even crying,. which is a simple axmd hasic response, wrzs taken away 
h m  you ... you not only couldn't curse, but you had to aIso say this was a 
blessing; they wanted h m  you to repeat this.. . 
Minds description of the crowded cells and dehummhing conditions in which 
she and other prisoners were kept is presented ia the following excerpt; 
The period of 1982 was an extremely difficult and phhl period for me kcawx 
infact,weoouldn't seewithouteyes ,~w~hearwithourearstbst t tbeyw~ 
take away our frieads, our comrordes and hang them ... It was the pwiod of 
interrogation, which was very had b u s e  they are taking infomation $om you, 
they want to empty you of infofmation ... It is a very hard period, meaning, a 
period when you fee1 prbns  are full and there's no place, in terms of law, they 
don't give you the least of rights: You are an anti-revolutbnary, you are a wicked 
person, you have to become a 'human king,' be punished. They've brought you 
here, then, as much as it's possible for them, they have thrown ninety people in a 
mom of twenty-five, thirty-meter 117' x 17'1 ... I portray one day...you had 
to spend for hours to get a bathroom turn, d what was r d y  difficult was 
sleepiag time. In each mom, ninety people bad to sleep ... titere's space for one 
shoulder ... approximately ten centimters [4'7 for each person ... without 
pillows, nothing, we had nothing ... we had to sleep in hur rows; two rows wouM 
prrttheirh~tothewall,~tw~middiemws~tohead,~hlegsuptothek 
waists. Everyone would go into a c h  0th.. . then sometimes there was no w; 
sonaewouldsleepononeshoulderaadsomebabto just sit ... 
The Wuent attacks by hooded Sviduals, the u m d a r y  prison conditions, the 
ideological character of the prison and its deliberate acts of brain washing & every 
day living wnditions med with horror, unpredictablity, and ins&bility. The prisoners 
were deprived of the mst basic rights. They were told, in many ways, that all of their 
attempts to resist the Ishnic government were weless. To keeps one's identity was a 
chalknge to reckon with everyday. M o m  explained. 
. . . Everything was prohibited . . . anything that would give you some relief from 
that a t ~ ~ s p h  would become prohibited, fbr example solving crosswords wrns a 
sign that you believe in your comictiom, why? Because you are thinking about 
something else, or I dun't how,  doing hmuad craft is dl prohibited; it was dl a 
crime,. . for exampie every morning they would hve exercises, while we were 
thirsty for exercising, because exercising was prohibited. .. if anyone would 
exercise it was a sign that $e klieved in Iwr convictions, but they, the reperdarrt, 
had group exercises, but although we were thirsty fbr exercise, we wouldn't go to 
exercise with them.. . for example you imagine, early morning they would get up 
in the yard, you h d  to wake up with their s l o ~  of 'good raoming Pasdar, good 
morning brother', . . these were essentially exbeme fontls of psychological torture, 
hving to wake up to this every morning ... essentially you couldn't be yourself 
for one moment, you couldn't hwe a moment to yourself, in your sleep and 
everything ek, meaning, they would take away your sd l e s t  individual thing, 
individual not issue of individual vs. p u p ,  it means something you feel it's 
yours, not bbngings, meaning the a t m s p k . .  . everythiag bad to be attacked, 
everything had to be raped; h m  their televis'in programs that you had to sit and 
watch, we& we would try to skp;  they would report that they're sleeping; it was 
a crime to s k p  in the class for emmple.. . or for example we couldn't fdk easily 
because they woukl read our Irps, everything ... b m  this to the prayers they 
would constantly lmdmt from the microphones,. . 
Condition of release. This theme was the illushtm of the pressure put upon 
prisoners to give up their convictions and to sell their beliefs fur the price of their 
hedorn However, for the participants, and many others they talked about in their 
stories, giving in to the coditions of release for the sakeaof their M r n  from prison 
meant mare than an afbitrary decision; i5r m y ,  it meant stepping over their human 
dignity 4 becoming one of the enemy, wtm was h o w  a nation hostage. 
Mehdi dealt with this psychologic. pressure a number of times during his 
imprisonment. His accounts exempiified the intensity of this routine dehmmizhg 
technique a d  the amount of stnmgth it required to withshd such force. His story a h  
elucidated the fad that not only the prisoners but also their $milies were d i s t m s d  by 
... Ibad&thatIMtostayherefbrhddnofthesente~l~ekyhad 
given ne. Well, they had a h  taken me a few times hr, meaning, for instawe, 
said ttae condition of my release was giving a television interview. I remmber, in 
1986, my mnther had tried to see a lot of p p l e ,  she had thrown herself in front 
of the office, of the car that belonged to the Prosecutor's Office ... it was the 
period in which they were freeing a bt of p p l e  by getting them to give MI 
interview on televis'mn . . . The warden, Naswh ,  sent for me, he had a key role in 
the executions of '88, . . . be asked me 'will you give an interview or not?' Tbe 
usual questions; I said 'no.' He asked 'why?' I said 'I don't think I've done m y  
thing that 1 would have to give an interview for it, and since I don't want to do 
any llhing political any more, what you want h m  me to do is a political act, 
denouncing organizations and showing my remorse and disgust'. .. then he said, 
'but you h w  that the condition of your relase is interviewing.' I said 'myway 
you've given me a sentence with which 1 don't agree; nevertheless, I will not give 
an interview.' He said 'push up your blindfbld.' I pushed up my blindfold, my 
mother and oldest brother were sitting in h n t  of me, but he had told them to sit 
quietly; this was his condition My mother started to cry. He made me c o h n t  
my family. He told my mother 'see, you keep going mud d i n g  no*, 
throwing yourself in h n t  of tbe cars, he doesn't want it; they don't want it.' 
Meanitig, he put me completely in front of my W l y ;  this was one of the systems 
they were using. Tkn, he left us abw. My mother began crying; I had b m e  
very agitated that he had made us have to w h n t  each other like this, This is the 
explanation 1 gave my mother: I said 'see, you always said you have to have 
family pride and k w w  were you're coming h r n  [ s a w  sofieye pbar mu& 
bozorg s h b n ] .  The meaning of  what they want me to do is that I don't have 
family pride and I don't lcnow where I'm coming from ... They are telling me to 
come aod apologize for the things I haven't done; it is a matter of bringing on 
shame, and I won't submit to it'. .. We separatsd from our family in bitterness. 
But he was shutting up the fgmily's mouth; he said they don't want to get out; we 
want them to go oui... 
t 
Putting pressure on the families, who wished to see their bved o m  released, and 
portraying the prisoners' at for their probnged imprinment, the regime aimed at 
achieving three goals. Its first objective was to create a split between the prisoners and 
their firmilies, thus elhhtting one of the tnah support systems the activists relied on. Its 
second objective was to add to the numbe~ of repentant prhners, who would not have a 
psitive view of thxnselves, and would be rejected by tbe resistant activists and the 
society. Lastly, the regime's goal was to stop the objections of the families, which had 
k e n  p h m  ever since the widespread arrests be- 
The conditions of release were f o d  upon the prisoners in many ways, and 
reached their peak after the massa~e of 1988. The executed prisoners had ken a 
"guarantee" for the survival of the regime. By making interviews a condition of release, 
the regime was buying yet mother, warrantee fbr as existence. It was aware that in those 
years, succumbing to intmiews was seen as a sign of weakness and betmyal both by the 
public and the prisoners themselves. Its aim was for the prisoners to be so ashamed of 
their conduct that they would be unable to keep their W s  up in society once released. 
After the killings, the Prosecutor's Ofhe had seen the situation ripe for putting 
pressure on every ow. They called the guys up for interrogations again after the 
killings ... They took me upstairs fbr: 'are you willing to cooperate and bring 
information to us?' I said, ' W s  nothing Lft to want to report or rzot r e p r t  on; 
there's no information left.' He said, 'no, are you willing to become our hfbrrnant 
when you get out?' I said, 'I have no connections with . .. 1 want to go out and 
live a normal life.' 'OK, are you w&g to bring us hfbrmation h m  inside the 
prison or not?' ... They took each one of us individually and asked us these 
questions. You h w ,  use of blades for sbaving was prohibited inside prison. 
During the period we were in Gohard&, there were a number of nonplitical as 
weU as Afgharu prisoners in the ward b a t h  us. We had made a canal d at 
times would buy m r s  h m  them.. . I had put a razor in my mi lewar  . . . I can't 
say now if I would have used it or not if it were to come to that b u s e  it's stupid 
to say that now, as Bresht says, people are defined within the circustame.. . but 
at that t h e ,  l had decided to use this m r  to kill myself if they cornered me to 
become t k i r  informant. It was with me to the end; it was in my underwear until 
the last moments. 
In the above passage, Mehdi approached the issue of mistance and saving his 
dignity in a realistic and guileless manner. He spoke of self-pmmtion h u g h  suicide. 
While suicide is commonly viewed as a sign of helplessness, hopelessness, and despair, 
in this context, it was a conscious action in the service of protection of self and others, 
knce requiring its examination kern an approach, which takes into consideration 
sociopolitical and cultural aspects of trauma. 
The final strategy of the regime for "getting rid of' the resistant prisoners was put 
into effect in 1990. Since the kmale prhners, w b  were still in prison two years 
fbllowing the massacre of political prisoners in 1988, had refussd to submit to the 
conditions of release, the Islamic &public put into operation tk program of temporary 
releases. k u g h  this program, the female prisooers were forced out of the prison and 
were sent to their hmilies fbr a iimited period, but were to return to prison. The gads of 
the regime were to breakdown the activists' mistance and to force them to con& 
d e w  by surrendering to the conditbns of release. Mojdeh explained how the temporary 
releases effected k 
... after h executions, they tried evwything, solitary mdmement d every 
moment they wodd tdce us into tk atmosphere of execution: ' will take you right 
now for execution,' and we were really alive h m  week to week. For example we 
would say, 'he's said we're not going to be alive by 1 5th of February, should we 
wash our blankets, not wash them?' Meaning, we were living day by day.. . we 
had to think about death every second. They had killed those guys; they had 
executed the Mojahedin. We were I&. Then, they sent us out, but still told w: 
'you're not you'll go out; this is your last chance; you'll see the realities; 
you'll either b u m e  or d l  be executed.' ... My eight y w s  of imprisonment on 
one side, this period in which I had come out under those circumstances on one 
side. Mcmhg, i t  was very bard, it was very hard.. . I can say it was one of the 
most cutting things that, before that, you are face to hce with your enemy; now 
you had to come and, h r  example, groups of people would s w m d  you that 'you 
bave to do this.' You had to constantly analyze, constantly explain why you're 
not doing it, you had to argue why you didn't accept it. Then, you've come next 
to your family; have slept next to your mother at night, after m y  years; have felt 
M o m . .  . then, suddenly . they take you back: 'this is temporary, this is 
temporary, this is temporary;' miming, that period, tzzpially, we m the first 
p u p t h a t ~ o ~ b e c a u s e ~ n e l r t g r o u p s ~ w c o r n i n g o u t i s ~ ~ h t w e  
didn't know. For us, they c o d  take us back at any moment, and there was a h  
pmibility of executions.. . but t.k sltuatbn outside was really hard for me 
because it would require certain strmgth and motivation k r  going back inside. 
Tbis was how Mitm talked abut her experkme during that period: 
I was in solitary when this situation hgm... I had k n  away, completely, for 
seven months.. . then they called me for interrogation; I saw we aren't going to 
the intermgation W d i  ... I got worried... he was going toward the murt,.. I 
h e w  tbe way to that part of Intelligence Ministry. .. you can teU from under the 
blindfdd where you're go lng... then, I saw he's put a few h m  there and is 
saying 'your sister is at the door*' Tim, yau imagine with what Books, big 
slippers, which were three times tk s k  of my feet... I can say I was in shock: 
meoming, I couldn't comprehend that I had come ttbere; hn, I said 'but with what 
conditions? What is this?' :. . Wjben I first stepped into the street, I suddenly feh 
unsafeand I &to go back in; justkfore that, Ibadhught I wasgoing to 
c o ~ n B u t I ~ f o r g e t t h e f e d i n g I b a d :  Atfirst,youthinkyou'regoingto 
court, and you don't h o w  at d what's happeniug; then... when I went out, I 
dibn't see my sister... h a g h e  you've suddenly gone b the stmet, I felt d e ;  
suddenly I r e t d  ins&; thm I realized that, and told myself 'control yotrrself.' 
The o&ik atmosphere scared me... then my sister came... I quarreled with her 
'what have you done? What have you said?' Then she explained. Anyhow, it was 
f o r t e n d a p d h i t w a s ~ d ~ r n ~ p o i n t o n  
nK above narratives insimuated thrrt prisoners, who did imt have family support, 
or were experiencing famiiy .y pressuredd W down more easily, thus suggesting the 
role of family support as one of the imporbnt aspects of resistaxe. These accounts 
further illustrated tk iegime's awareness of this fhct, atxi showed its use of 
>sychological wadire'' (Martin-Baro, 1996, p. 138) aimed at breaking qmt the 
are operations aimed at creating mental changes in the enemy" (Watson, 1978 as cited in 
+ 
Martin-Bouo, 1996) were d bth inside and outside of tbe prison, signifying tbt the 
trauma of torture a d  impriwnment within tbe Iranian context did not ody e f f i  the 
M~lssme of 1988. This thente emerged as the participants &mi tbe 
continuity of their torment rind their constant clash with death while in prbn. Ail the 
participants r e k d  to the massacre of politbd prisoners in 1988 as the single most 
h k i a g e w ~ o f t b e i r i m p r i s o ~ ~ ~ o u l d a s a n ~ ~ i n l r a n i a n  
history. While they M b e d  tbe regime's rouGne executions of more than 100 prisoners 
a day in 1981 as ex&emly tammatic, tbe mrq~cted nrrture ofthe 1988 mass executions 
s e e d  to have had a more were effect on the participants. Ln July 1988, tbe Mojahedi 
prisoners, d two months later, in August, the leftist prisoners were faced with 
inquisition and executions. While the m u m s  of the executed in 198 1 bad appeared in the 
daily newspapers, the massacre of '88 took p k  in complete secrecy. Even the prisoners 
themelvcs did not h o w  of the fate, which awaited them Mehdi's accounts depicted tIx 
unpdictabiiity and inco mprehen~ibi~ty ofthe massacre: 
During the events of 1988 we were the last mom, which was right across from the 
~osseineh" in Gohardasht. We had no idea that the executions were taking place 
inside the Hosineb A few of the guys bad bent the metal blinds in one of the 
mms; then, we couId see some of what was happening there at night, or during 
the day; for example, we would see a group of guards (Pasdaran) with masks on 
are disinfecting there. Well every one would say somethiag different. For 
instance, someone would say they are planting flowers; =me, one would fbr 
example say tbey must have bought poisoned meat and are bringing it into the 
kitchen Then in response to well, why would they plant flowers, since the 
visitations were cut off during the executions o f  1988, for instance some of the 
guys would say, this was their analysis, they would say they are killing some of 
the Mojahedin ... dnowtbyaretryhgto m k e  thmgs lookmrmal, sc, they are 
planting flowers, so that when they invite the f amih i  back, it would look like a 
more PI-t atmosphere. See, they are killing human kings two steps away 
from us, meaning they are shghteriag in inhumane and Islamic dimensions, 
again we are there: they are plant& flowers. We keep saying the bloodsucking 
regime, the executioner regime, the oppressive regime, the bhod-shedding 
regime, we keep repeating k s e ;  essentially we hd used these words so much 
that some of them had bst their d g .  It mans we c o d  not bebeve that, 
man, two steps away h m  us t h y  are killing people, no? This projection, our 
projection, we couldn't Mieve it at all. 
Within two months, thousands of prisoners nationwide were executed and buried 
in unmarked mass graves though the regime continued to execute a number of other 
prisoners in the months folbwing the massacre. The participants refixred to this event as 
a national catashuphe in the modem poliElcal history of Iran. Most of those executed 
were individuals with completed swteflces. 
'' An auditorium used specifimliy for religiws prayers and lectures. 
The magnitude of this event's traumatic irnpIications was understood better as the 
participants described a hidy calm period of prison life, immediately preceding the 
massacre. This fairly caIm period was previously explained under the Wing of Prison 
System In the fdbwing passage, Amir 's description of the atmosphere inside the prisons 
in the period before the massacre is prewnted: 
... Tk issue of the executions was that since 1986 and '87, the prhners' 
emotional states had improved &use aside from the intermgations period, the 
@ of imprisonment had h o m e  easier. They were putting less pressure on, 
there was less humiliation, or there wasn't much For example, you would see that 
they had left us alone for six months, over a small matter. Of course I'm talking 
about Gohardashi p k n . .  . They had good book exhibitions during this period; 
we were r e a d i  g o d  books ... the Mojahedin had sent guidance to k i r  inside 
prison members that this regime is falling =on, and you can become firmer in 
your responses.. . On the 0th hand, committees sent by Montazeri had cam into 
the prisons to look at the prisoners' con& ions... the leftists had improved 
emtionally, 4 were standing fmna and more obviously; meanhg, they always 
took us every six m o b  for questioning... 'what do you think abut  your 
oqpkdbn? What's your opinion h u t  t&e war? . .. Would you denounce your 
oganization?' We had always said no, no, no... but those w b  weren't 
responding this way before, gradually kgan to amwer like this. .. the prisoners 
wouM strike: 'why did you give us the newsppms*late' . . . they [wadedguatds] 
weren't responding too harshly, they weren't giving the repentantmaking 
respond, so to spesk.. . so the genml atmosphere was that the prisoners were in 
good spirit and were constantly oppsing; they wodd beat them up, the prisoners 
would shuw resistance, and no one would give in... The regime did something 
that no one was predicting; meaning it executed, murdered many... It was d e r  
this circumsfaflces that they suddenly came and took away our television; used to 
give us newspapers, didn't give us mymore.. . cut out our visitations. .. The 
analysis began...this is unprecedented, they would do this, but we would know 
they want to punish us; but we hadn't done anything so that they wodd want to 
punish us fbr it. No matter h w  much .thought, we mubft m c h  any 
conclusions. There was a Pasdar who would bring us f o d  We asked him, why is 
it like this.. . hc would just say i don't know. Oh by the way, they weren't taking 
us to the doctor mymore either. .. 
E m s  portrayid of the horrifying images of unconmUability during her trials, 
which was typical of lefiist womn's trials during the 1988 mass killing, were previously 
presented in this chapter under the W i n g  of field trWinqukition. Here, Arnir's 
m u n t s  of the trials during this period are pmented to illustrate bow many of the male 
prisoners were unaware that they were going through retrhls for re-sentencing, and were 
going to be sent to the execution squads. He portrayed the homrs of unprsdictability, 
uncontrohbility, and confusion during that pbd: 
. . . We suddenly saw that they called sum names: 'put on your Mindfolds and 
mrrye out'.. . we went out and saw, yes, everyom's sitting there blindfolded, kom 
one end to mother, ia the main corridor: 300, 500, can't say how numy... 
Lashkmy or Naserian would come a d  ask you a few questions and go. They 
asked me too: 'what is your charge? they wouldn't say to what organkmtbn you 
belong, they would say your charge; well, 'Majority;' 'do you believe in them?' 
just iike t)us, very short and sweet.. . 'Will you give an interview?' 'No, I won't;' 
'OK, sit down' he would say come and stand here, separated us... I saw now 
everyone of us in this kux had to enter a room.. . I saw b t  every five minutes, a 
person would come out of that room, d would stand either on the right or on the 
left .. . 1 heard Naserh saying, take this one and whip him.. . when they want to 
release, they wodd put on pressure; they didn't want to say we r e M  you, they 
wanted to say you gave in, you accepted the Islamic Republic, you don't agree 
with your organhion, you surrendered, we feli sorry and r e l d  you. Well this 
is very irnprhnt. Because you leave here as a c&ed individual, when you go 
out, you can't hold your head up and say Islamic Republic is not good, or be able 
to t e U  four people abut what was happening inside here.. . Then, my analysis 
k a m e  this: they want to put pressure on some of k veteran activist and 
interview tkm, and esentially release the rest with them ... I asked the guy next 
to me 'why do you think they've brought us h e ? '  He said 'nothing important; 
it's the usual q h . '  ... They took me into a room... three p p l e  were sitting 
there; one was Naymi, one of them was Edmghi... the Revolutionary Court's 
lxd Prosecutor. Eshqhi said 'we at a committee that's come to evaluate the 
cimmsbnm in the prisons; we have a few questions' ... He said 'will you do 
Namz?' I said 'no' ... They took us to a room, and began to beat us up. I Id 
never seen anything like it becawe it was very vioht . .  . See, they would take a 
metaI pipe and hit you over the head with it, or would smack your ear with a shoe, 
pull out your h d ,  I don't b w ,  strange things. A number of Pamlars would 
mob attack you, bring you up to the air aad slam you down.. . the h a d  and Eace 
wereall bWy.Anbhn,hythrewusintoamrndsaidm- ... it wasas 
if an earthquake had struck. We had been sewing our senkmx quietly; we had 
nothing to do with h i e  things. It was extremely sudden. Then, I, saw one of the 
guys was crying.. . I went next tu him and said 'why are you crying, so they're 
Wing us up; it's always Eke this.' He said 'it's not this; I'm upset about 
something eke.. . they're killing.' I asked 'who are they killing?' he said ' the 
MojMin; they killed all the MojWin in the last month, and they're going to 
kill P x v k '  Paniz was his brother. I asked 'why would they kill h Mojahedia?' 
he hoked a r o d  him and said 'I saw.' I said 'you saw?' he said 'Ya, we were in 
the opposite c e N  where they were throwing the bodies into trucks; I saw, and I 
heaKi their trial too. 1 asked 'how was did you see? He said 'this, where do you 
think we went?' I Said 'I don't know; they asked me questions.' He said 'that's 
the court; they determine here if you'll be executed or not.'. . . We stayed there for 
a few minutes, then, we saw tkt a kw people, who had been &re before, had 
cawed their names on the radiator: and they were the MojMin,.. then 
u m i e m d  it was written ' t h e d s  a p t  possibility that we will l~ executed.' ... 
Then, the issue of execution &came definite fbr us.. .A few minutes later they 
asked us b go out. .. we went out a d  saw a couple of my fiiends, they had 
separated us from each other.. . I saw one side of his mustaches is missing and his 
lip is jumping up and down; he's gotten a tic . . . we had been eating lunch together 
fbur hours before that; I was seeing from under my blindfold ... I said 'why are 
you doing this? Why is your lip shaking?'.. . He said 'they beat you until you do 
it' I said 'do what?' he said 'Namaz.' , . . We went and saw that it was a battlefield 
in this main corridor of Gohardask They've put a number of beds there, h b k a r i  
has a T-shirt on, and he's sweated so much becauw of whipping; he has a lash in 
his hand arad is walking like this, saying 'come on, those who don't do it, come 
on,' lie thugs. I got there, he asked 'will you do it or not?' I said 'what will I do 
or not ?... he said 'Narnaz' I said 'no' he said 'lie down' He start4 lashing. He 
said 'I'll hit you until you tell me you'll do it, any time you want to do it, raise 
your finger.' He hit a d  hit, until I saw he untied me himself. .. as soon as he 
brought rn down, . . . they made us run, threw us to the side, pass us to each other 
like a fbotbdl ... they wanted to hit us again; we said we'll do it. Imagine, there 
was someone with me who had been in prison for seven ye- had gone through 
mre hardship than this and had refused to do Namaz; he had resisted when Haj 
Davood had taken him to the cofhs, but there wassamething added here to all of 
that. This wasn't the issue of execution of one or two people; we saw he said 
they've killed all of the MoJahedin and I saw they are killing our people too.. . we 
weren't able to analyze it. It was a psychological thing. Anyhow, he had resisted 
now after two lashes he hi said OK I'll do it. It was very hard for him to accept, 
or I was going aay myself. .. they tmk us to vozolf the then I'm saying all of 
this is that I want you to see .=me of these emotional scenes, . . . he said 'brothers, 
look to see how I vozo, those who don't h o w  how to, learn' ... I was really 
feeling . . . for example a poor young girl has been ganged raped, then, her hair has 
k n  disheveled, and I don't know, she's in bad condition, €woken. Then, one of 
those guys comes and for instance strokes and organizes her hair a d  a~ get 
ready m u s e  we're going out... anyhow, this humiliition ksere was very deadly. 
Moneereh's accounts of this massacre showed another side of this 
traumatizing experience : 
'' Repdm h r  Namaz by d m g  certain parts of the body such as ms, frrce and feet. 
I gave you examples of tortures, and then we go back to the total experience of 
this period, especially experience of '88, which is coming f x e - t o - k  with death. 
You definitely h o w  about the events of summer of '88, with the end of war 
M e e n  Iran d Iraq, meaning with acceptance of the UN Security Council's 
598 rrsoh~tion'~ by Khorneinj, a vast killing of the politid prisoners begins... this 
is in d i t y  an embarrassing defeat. This massacre of 1988 is an ideological 
massame. What does this mean? It means that they kill the prisoners, without it 
having anything to do with their type of charges ... because thew were all 
prisoners who had been already tried and were given specific sentences and many 
of them had to be released.. . they kill more of the male prisoners.. . t h y  also kill 
a lot of the fen& Mojahedin prisoners, those of whom weren't repentant. But, 
they don't kill the leftist women, but give them lashing regimens. Because in the 
Islamic law, tk punishment for the atheist w o r n  is lashing, daily lashing at each 
Namaz time until she dies or repats and believes in Islam.. . of course we also 
hd some dead; we had individuals who cornmiffed suicide whib the whippings 
were going on.. . we didn't h o w  what was happening; we only kcame aware of 
tlae pinnacle of the catastrophe at tk end of this period ... but because of the 
atmosphere that was created, one could guess there was a disaster in the making.. . 
when the whippings @n.. . they had separated them from us.. . I'm saying this 
without exaggeration that you, at any moment, you may not exist anymore; . . . 
you may not be tomorrow; meaning this was a tight struggle, tight struggle with 
death. 
Not only because of the horrific events it entaiIed, but also kcmse of its utterly 
unpredictable nature, all participants spoke of the massacre of 1988. h r d i  to the 
participants, the Islamic Republic had been successful in its implementation of a 
relatively less restricted phm inside of the prisons, thereby providing a period of 
"iIlusory cafm" in the years immediately precsdig the massacre. It was during this time 
that the prisoners began focusing on the every day affairs of the prison such as ' W b  was 
to lead the exercks of the day," as well, tbey b a n  to voice their objections to the 
authorities about various issue concerning prison Eife. 
' ?  B a d  an this rdutian,  Iran bad to end the war while parts of Iran was still in the haads of Iraqis. 
Before this, Kbomeini had always said that he would not stop fighting until conquest of Krrrbda, an 
irnpomnt Muslim holly city In Iraq, aod the overthrow of Warn. 
Once more the Islamic Republic ambushed the activists, and in their disbelief, it 
showed its nature in the most horr@ng dimensions. For the regime, the need to stay in 
power once again put the extermination of the opposition on the agenda The l i d  act 
was to complete their physical extermhation, which had begun seven years earlier. The 
M u a t  ion of lives, a d  the dehumanization of the "enemy" justified their horrific 
actions. These e x p i e m s  illustrated the persistent and @ve nature of the horror 
endured by the participants. 
This was a subategory thnt delmeated various systematic techniques used by 
the Islamic Republic to torment and suppress the prisoners. The participants described 
these techniques to have k e n  used to extract c o ~ s i o n s  h m  the prhaers or as 
calculated moves to punish resistant individuals. While it was previously explained that 
.- 
the entire imprhnment in the Ishunk Republic's prisons was r e f d  to as a tocturous 
exprience, current theme entailed specific aod decisive techniques. These types included 
psychologhal torture, joint physical and psycho lo^ torture, physical torture, passive 
imposition of pain, and fear induction Table 6 contains examples of torture techuiques 
named by the participants in their M e w s .  
Pgwkologicd torture. Though this systematic technique, physical pain or 
dkmmfbrt was m h h l  or incidental, and the emphasis was on mental effds. Among 
such tortures, the participants gave descriptions of deprivation from identity, 
dehumuhtbn, deprivation h r n  visitation, humiIhion, constant use of blindfbld, and 
many 0th psycbloglcal tortures as presnted in Table 6. In regard to various types of 
torture I asked Mina, "What kind. of o h  tortures had you experied yourself?" She 
chose to talk about the constant relocation she had e ~ i e n c e d  uring her imprisonment. 
This was how she talked about this psycblogkl torture: 
It wasn't physical ... it's the docation of cellbbcks, which I can't at all count 
now bw many times I was relocated h m  cellblock to cellblock, ward to ward, 
prison to prison, room to morn... you never adjust; meaning in the Islamic 
Republic's prison, in the duration I was there, they would not let you adjust to any 
place and becorn stable ... be able to start your life. For example, they want to 
keep you h r  twenty years, they want you to be there for life.. . you can stiU gain 
something here in prison, from tbe books or newspapers that are censored, or 
h m  the stable relatinships or belongings that you have.. . they know that, and 
so, they keep you in a roaming state; you're not settled anywhere, and you feel 
like an anticipating solider, whom will tK either called in an b u r ,  or in ten days. 
They have no steady place for you. Its psychological effect is that, 1 can only say, 
those who had a =re Wle place in prison w m  harmed less. m s e  of w who 
were constantly roaming wem traumatized in many ways, psychologically, 
emotionally. 
Physical torture. By way of this method of torture, pain was actively himposed 
I 
The participants referred to this as the most commr>nly used method of torture h t h  
during interrogation and hr punishment in response to resistance. While sudden attacks 
by a m b  when MindfbIded, routme smacking, kicking, and dragging by the hair were 
reported to IE common practices, whipping or flogging of the feet was reported to be the 
most w m n  and the worst form of systematic physical torture used by the Islamic 
Republic torturers. MeMi 
... I rememberthe fllrsttimethey lidmedownonthe k d  to whipme, ... he said; 
'look, every prisoner's tongue is in the bttom of his k t ,  arad we take out that 
tongue kom that place.' ... They want to get information, mewing take words out 
of the prhner's tongue, which is in the bottom of his feet. When they flog, it 
swells up, t h e  were combs they would drag over your feet. This would shock 
you at once. If you wouldn't go into shock, it would rrmean that your feet had 
become numb; it wouldn't k worth it; they'd stop. They'd stop a d  would make 
you march in p h  over your wounds.. . tm thrrt blood wouM flow and they would 
be able to whip you agaiaarmd induce pain... 
Mojdeh tdked abut her e x p k n w  of physical torture in the hllowing m e :  
. . . They whipped me fbr a while, and I kept repesting the same thing I had said 
before: 'I don't know than' and so forth I don't know how m y  times they 
laskd me ... but that h t  lashing that you receive, you suddenly seethe wbk 
woredisermdedforyou;metzningitkhlikethisformthatwiththeW~ 
of my feet, I said it's o m ,  lifk is over. Meaning, it's like the end of the world. I 
don't lolow what role the h t  lashing plays, but the person says goodbye to 
everythiag withthis first lashing... 
Joint physical and psjvhologicu2 torture. These presentd exampies of physical 
maltreatment that had a more salient component of mental anguish. Some examples of 
such tortures offered by the prticipmts included putting prisoners in complete darkness 
or in intensely lit cells, deliberately allowing sewer rats to have access to the solitary 
cells withholding medical tmtrruent, slmq deprivation, aad putting prisoners in cells as 
small as 2 meters by 1 and 11'2 meters long, done or with prisoners who had become 
Mina, as a fernale prisoner, had e x p e r i e d  some of the most horrify'mg 
systematic torhrres used to breakdown the integrity of the activists. Tbis was b w  she 
desetihed one of her many torturous experiences: 
Exactly one year after my arrest.. . they took us to, I went to Gohardcrsht.. . when 
we arrived, he came a d  said, they were serading each one us into a cell, and were 
putting ow belongings behind the door; they said 'go inside and take off al l  of 
your clothes.' At fist w h  we got there they said ' we will shut your voices up 
b, this isn't like G h I  H a w  where you COM object.' ... She brought me 
into a cell, kmm I couldn't sce, she said 'get naked.' I said what do you man 
'get naked;' then, I thought abolrt a thowad a d  one things this could k about. 
S k  leff; time was no place to sit down, I was just standing thm, with chador and 
blindhlded.. . I took off my shirt, a d  my pants... She cam in and pushed my 
chador aside.. . she said 'your udmvear too; you'll take off everything even your 
underwear; wait for m in your chador a d  blindfold' Then, she cam back two, 
three burs later; then, I didn't h o w  that this was a form of resistance in her 
view, she ame and pushed my chador aside and saw I had my undenvear on; she 
became angry and pulled my underwear down in a very disgusting way. W h n  1 
objected, meaning, they have raised you with the culture that you have to 
dtguard your body... I said 'what are you doing?' she said 'oh, you're 
objecting?' I said 'well, if you want to m h  me, why like this?' . . . She went out 
and said, Wajaghal', she doesn't h o w  were she is; she thinks she's come to a 
wedding' ... as she's searching my bag, I 'm wearing my blouse, my pants; may be 
she's toId me to get dressed, I don't rememhr at all ... in the solitary 
confinement, approximately 2.70 meters by 1.70 meters [9'x 5.61, which I 
couldn't lie down this way, my head would hit the wall*.. The lights were on day 
and night.. . there was no connect ion with anyone, with every noise they would 
open ttae door and beat p u  up ... you're deprived h r n  the most basic things; one 
time the water was running from tk faucet, he opened the b r  and told me 
everything he pleased; he said 'you gain strength h m  the wund of water.'. . . 
This torture in this form, in which you have no c u m t i o n  with myone, there's 
complete silence ... when they cut off all of your connections, it's like wanting 
you not to benefit born anyone, not to say anything. I had forgotten my own 
voice, tone of my own voice ... I was upset because of it.. . at last, 1 fdled the 
attabch19 with water and started to tosing in it.. . this would give me mental 
strength... 
According to Walsh (I998), "to be resilient, we need to take stock of our 
si?uatbn-ourchallenges, constraints, and muurces-and therl focus on making the most of 
our options" (p. 67). The above narrative ihstrated an example of resoufcefulness, 
chalknging the notion of learned helplessnas under unwntmllable conditions (Saporta 
& van der Kolk, 1992, p. 155). Uncontrollability in Mina's situation was defined by the 
reality that making any sound in the solitary codmement was met by violent punishment. 
Mina's response, however, was not inaction and helplessness; instead, she exhibited her 
resilience by pulling h m  her resources and mnceiving of what was possible d r  those 
circumstances. In the absence of external resources aad group support, Mina drew on her 
I t  Muslims, who go through the pilgrimage to Mecca, are referred to as Hajagha (male), or Hajkhancm 
(female) upon the completioo.of this holly journey. This holly pilgrimage is called Haj. 
'* An ewer with a long spout used for cleaasing of the lower part of the body after using the b a t h m .  
internal mources and fourad a way to resist the chronically destructive intentions of her 
tormentors. 
Passive impsition of p i n .  Passive imposition of pain was a wethod of 
systematic torture through which pain was inflicted in inactive ways, for example, 
though the use of handcuffs [g-] while the prhner's wrists were forced together in 
the back and h m  two different directions. Am5 descrilxxt his emience with this krm 
of torture in the fobwing excerpt: 
. . . By suspension I mean sleeplessness, keeping you awake, and that's really 
crazy making. They hook the person's hand up to something, I don't know, for 
example there was a door here. From one erad to the other, not only me, all tho= 
who were there, you could see from under your blindfold, then, of course your 
feet have k e n  lashed before and are i n 5 d  a d  w o d ,  then, you are like 
that fur a &w days. Because you can't, you can't deep, kcaw when you want to 
sleep, tky've cuffed your hands with a WuB, as soon as your body becomes a 
bit lax, it puts on pmme, this pain wakes you up, you stand erect again. It 
continues like this. Well, at first I was looking at this wishing they would suspend 
me instead of laying me on the kl hr lashing'. Then, [laughs] &er they 
suspended me, I saw it isn't hat easy because you are standing for one hour, tm 
hours, three hours, well the entire day. You see, the whole day is a lot, then you 
fall asleep, but you can't sleep. One day, two days, the third day tk person starts 
to become delirious, not lamwing whether he's deep or wake. He's asleep while 
he's not. It is redly bad. Then, by the way, also in the hallway, there was a large 
hallway like this, the intamgation morns were on that side, in this side the 
suspended, a h  on the h r  every one sitting facing the wall or blindfolded d 
with their backs to the wd. Man.. ., there is blood dl over the floor, and they 
would constantly play ~haqgaran's~ voice, his song, loud, either the Koran or 
Ahangmn's tape or prayers, the K o d e  d I don't know the Nodbeh 
prayer a d  so forth. If we go into the meaning of these prayers they are alk I 
regret, I'm contemptible, I'm a sinner and so on; especially the N d k h  pmyer is 
about that, and sound of crying, crying, in that prayer. Then, by the way, the 
interrogators are beating someone up or am passing by, th sound of the screams 
of tbose who are Wig lashsd., by the way, these are all at the same time and not 
at all v t e  h m  each other. One truly goes insarae. Meaning, if you are in this 
atmosphere fbr one hour, you say how can this b. The person bses his hahw 
20 Sadegh Ahmgaraa, a singa of religious songs and an elegipt, h e  well known for his emotionally 
charged lyrics during tbc ban-lraq war. His mgs txcitod many md cocuuragad tbcm to self-sacrifice for 
the glory of Islam. 
entirely. This is all in om W, on ~IE 0thhand, every moment the interngator 
~s by you, he kicks your feet, which are already bkeed'hg, blood gashes out: 
then, they come and you up: 'Why have you dirtied up the place?' ... hen, 
you're s w i g  here, all of a sudden you see some girl is being interm@ next 
door; she gave in. Gave in meaning she is &fling, one realizes that, she's saying 
that guy's &ss is this, the other one's is th at.... One understands: Then, I'm 
going to became like this tomorrow. You look a d  see, a little bii h m  under the 
blindfold, you see her feet are bandaged up to her knees, meaning they have put a 
bt ofpressure anher, now, after so bng, she has given in. 
e m  i n .  Inthis method, techniques were used to muse fear of death such 
as in thear choking experiences. The participants rqmted that intem,gators mutkly  used 
the practice of forcing dirty rags into the mouths of th~! prisoners while lashing them 
They aka reported that in many cases, despite tying up the prisoners' hands and feet to 
the four corners of the torhm k& one or more irrterrogatm would sit on top of the 
victims to keep their bdies fkm jumping up in an involuntary respnse to the impact of 
the strokes. Mmeereh gave a vivid portrayal of w h  experience, during wbich she had 
. . . They take one arm fbm a b v e  and bring it to the back, and Whig your other 
h a d  from below to your back. Your @atips may reach each other with force, 
but this is wt enough; they push until your wrists touch each other behind you, 
but this doesn't happen nahrdly; they push, and when they reach each other, then 
they put the handcuff on..., the M y  feels an extraordinary pain, a pain that 
paralyses everyth ing... I was sitting like this fur a few burs, in this position. It 
was a pain that my entire M y ' s  water, I was drenched in sweat; I was e x k m l y  
thirsty.. . My mouth was extrendy dry and 1 needed water badly.. . then, in th 
same position, they took me, hid me do'wn and started to lash me on the 
feet...and sat on my back, on the barads that were cuffed like that. Any little 
strob on those ha& could emxrbate the pain; m m h g ,  send it to dl the 
muscles, and at times t h y  would hit my arms with a little stroke of the lash or 
another thing.. . l k m ,  they threw a blanket over me and forced a cloth inside my 
mouth a d  covered me ... although there was a rag in my mouth d a blanket 
over my had, someone bad sat on me aad had mvewd my mouth with his h d  
to keep me h m  smamhg... and then, h i d e  all th pain, I fktt for a mment 
that I was dying; I mean I felt death h m  suffixation becaw as hard as I would 
~IY to release my face, with every sboke you would try to fke the face to breath, 
but t h e  was nothing, ~IXI I felt sufkcation for a mment, seriously, d 
fainted. ... 
Keeping Sane in the Midst of hamty 
This &gory was constmted firom a wflection of hms, which spoke to the 
ways partkipants kept themelves on their feet ad held on to hope during their 
imprbnment. These themes refixred to bth individual and collective strategk within 
the p h n  as well as to the support provided by families and o t k  members in the 
mmmunity. The themes that comprised this category are as follow: Individual and 
wllective raping strategies in prison, family, a sosource of hope, and role of oommunity 
suppod in owmrning adversity. 
This subtegory depicted the strategies, individual and communal, used by the 
1 
prisonas in order to keep Wir Mamx and to SUrYive in the faice of extreme cruelty d 
violence. Sittgi i ,  humor, and purposeful and goalariented activities were the common 
thems the participants named as having helped them &ve their ordeal during 
Purposefd and gd-oriented activities. In the atmosphere of the prison, where 
the phners  were prohibited from engaging in any thought provoking and sknghnhg 
activities, they resorted to every bit of movement in order to remain balm&. Effit, for 
example, talked abut  various purposeful activities, which were helpful to her and 0th 
p r b m  during the y m  she had to serve psison time. She stated: 
... During th prison yea rs... one of the things tbat was full of life was w h  I
would exercise, the yard, o d e  time. T k e  were very few times in all the seven 
years, but when they would open the doors.. . it was as if I would grow wings, I 
would fly... they've opened the cage door and I'm flying. Then, I would start 
running,exerr;ising,andinthem... besidethat,wehadclasseswitheaichotheq 
different claws, English, litmhm, French, I don't know, Turkish, novels. For 
example, three people who had read one novel would write down whatever part 
we could remember and then would tell it to the others.. . then we bad theatre for 
ourselves. A series of such relations was in reality keeping us on our feet. 
Other participants also described the activities Eft2 spoke of as widesptead 
practices among the prisoners in order to remain balanced and focused. These t p s  of 
activities were a tradition among Iranian political p r b m  a d  were common practiced 
during the Shah's ma. These were later tmstransf;erred to the new generation of prisoners by 
the older ones, many of whom were imprisod by tk Islamic Republic. During the 
p i o d  fbm 1980 to 1984, howeverI the prisoners were prohibided h m  engaging in any 
types of purposeful activities, whether individually or cornmay.  What E M  referred 
to in the above passage, depicted her experience during the relatively less restricted 
I 
period of 1984 through 1986. 
Humor. Resilience studies aH find that humor is very valuable in wping with 
harsh coditions (Walsh, 1998, p. 66). This strategy, which was an automatic response to 
the stressful circumstances, was one of the ways through which the activists could 
separate themselves h r n  the torment ad keep their humanity. Mojdeh presented many 
examples of uses of humor, which helped her and the other prisoners cope with the 
horrifying circUfllSfPMces inside the prison One the h t m c e s  she talked about is as 
When they were taking us to the basement, the guard, Mojtab, who wss 
notorious for whipping individuals uncontrollably and so forth, he was t e l l i i  us: 
'you're going to a place where instead of food, k ' l l  k whipping in the 
morning, whipping at noon, whippimg for suppm. Then, one of the girls mrrt to 
 me,^ onewasmakingaspund,~wasanabm>sphof~and honoradso 
forth, suddenly, one of the girls who was sitting next to me a d  had gastric 
problems and id to h y s  eat waythhg boiled, when he said whipping in the 
morning, whipping at noon, whippiing at supper, she said 'tell him to bid mine.' 
Then, hearing this in the midst of such b m  and fright breaks everyMng. And 
this was a natural reaction... I wasn't aware thata Fig part of it was a naturerl 
defense response, which we were showing uncollsciously then.. . after each 
asmdt, when we would come a Wle bit out of the shock, we would then just 
begin to talk about the scenes that were humorous and hugh abut them.. . our 
hobby was to talk abut these comic mommtq which would occur during each 
round of t o m  or humiliation ... we were trying to keep this going under any 
c-; meanin& it was impossible without it. I mean it could have not 
been possible for a person to tolerate ifthis part was to h eliminated. 
Singing. Singing, this creative energy also was said to have been helpful to tk 
p b n e r s  during hard times. The following is an example through which Bijan explained 
abut the power of singing as a way to remaremain in touch with reality and to keep om's 
I was in the Revolutionary Court's solitary wdhment  for six months. Then, I 
would always sing in that cell ... every night I would start singing at about seven 
or eight o'clock ... and later on I f b d  out how much this had k e n  valuable to 
tlae rest of the individuals who were in the other solitary cells; meaning, they were 
di hr this every night... Not only t k n  but a h  later on, singing was 
something that would give us all a sense of calmness because there was a lot of 
time to be spent, and they: wouldn't give us any opptunities, especially in 
solitary oonfinement. 
Effat also talked about the power of singing as a way of coping for the individual, 
but also a sbategy that had Wing effects for o h  
T k y  took us from that cell to the fblrrth floor; to the worst cell they could 
possibly take us. Cement cells, high walls, the windows out of which you couldn't 
see the sky... I don't forget tbat day. Everyone was crying because it was truly 
horrifying, the deshatbn, the walls, the cement. I m cleaning until eleven 
o'ckck at night, from h r  example two-- in the afternoan. Many were crying 
out I c d  Then, I started swi. It's a feeling h t  when I see there is a had 
situation, defensive posture is automatidly strong in me; meaning for me to start 
doing something ek. With this non-voice, I started siaging ibr them. I sang and 
sang and sang until they calmed down. In reality, thle crying was bothering 
myself.. . 
The individual mpiag &egies of s i n g i i  and humor were examples of mphg 
strategies in respoaes to adverse situations. These strategKs, which acted as a shield 
against the pervasive tomnt, a h  illustrated the resistance of the individuals. The above 
quote fUrtber indicated that whether unwittingly or putposely, individuals braced 0th 
prisoners through singing and use of humor. These individual coping methods, therefore, 
also fUnctioned as protective devices, which had a great impact on the emttonal state of 
* prisoners. 
This subcategory emerged as the participants verbalized the power of shared 
trauma, and as t k y  explained how individuals felt k s  f a r  about the outcome of their 
bm@ng situation. In s p d h g  about collective trauma, themes of need for 
connectedness, d optimism: staying hopeful a d  reinstalling hope in others became 
pminent. We will first read how ,Momereh talked h u t  this shared experience, and 
then, we will look at the two prominent themes. Moneereh stated: 
... I rememk fewer events in which I stwd out as an individual during those 
days h u s e  I belonged to the huge masses that were R e  a sea in all those month 
in 1979, the d a y s  of the revolution. I belonged to that masses that was on the 
streets making decision abut Iran's destiny.. . and we knew that we were facing 
death at any given moment.. . but k c a m  I belonged to that flood of people, this 
far of death would bse its individual connotation. Meaning, when you are a part 
of a p u p ,  t any moment that group is in danger; you share your fear with them. 
That fear becomes less important. I ~u8dn ' t  hink of death even though its 
posstMity was present.. . 
In the above passage, Moneereh refimed to a "collective identity" (Martin-Baro, 
1 996, p. 1 88) formed in order to end the unjust conditions in the country. This mllective 
identity was firmed, despite the ideological dfirences among the masses, and due to 
their s h e d  in-t in removing the Shah h m  power. M o n m h  also suggested that the 
threat of death to the individual a threat, which wuld have damaging and traumatic 
mnsequences, became neutdkd,  as one was a part of n group tackling the 
sociopolitical probtems. T h w  allusions suggest that not every event, in which 
individuals are faced with death or threat of fatality, has traumatizing consequences; 
furthermop, not every individual k i n g  such conditions is traumatized. When struggling 
against oppressive systems, solidarity could be considered the external resource the 
individuals ruly on in rahing their common goals. This "solidarity of a group provides 
the strongest protection against terror and despair.. . " (rremqn, 1 997, p. 21 5). 
Needfir conneckdnes. This theme conveyed the power of collective living, 
wfim the dm of the captor was to bmkdown dl of the captive's defenses, take away his 
humanity, and transform him or her into his ideal creation. Under such circumstanws, the 
participanp declared, the group provided a source of strength and a fountain of hope. As 
the participmis spoke about their prism experiences, they explained that breakdown 
could more easily happen if the individual was isolated and had no contact with others. 
Walsh (1998) stated investment in affiliation and cdlaborahn in- our likelihood of 
overcoming damitiw, furthering asserting that relationships are strengthened when a 
crisis is viewed as a shared challenge to be tackled together (p. 52). The c o r n d m  
among the prisoners therefore provided a cushioning effect through which they were able 
to more solidly starad in their struggle for holding on to their convictbns, and also in their 
fight to keep their emotional balawe and s m t y .  This was how Moneereh spoke h u t  
. . . The p u p  was a pint  of reliance fbr the individd meaning, in being with 
the p u p ,  you would kel that you're not alone; ep iaHy  when we were in 
cellblocks that held all the resistant prisoners, this feeling was stmnger. I would 
feel that there are others who have the similar c h ~ c e s ,  and this would 
lessen the fear and the worry. Meaaing you think there is mother pemn who 
thinks like you.. . and the group approyes of you; meszning what the warden tries 
to break in you full hcwtedly, meaning breaking your sense of self-esteem, the 
appmd of ttre p u p  prevents that from happening; it gives you strength, gives 
you self-esteem.. . it in deed b m e s  an antidote for the regime, the warden.. . 
that's why I keep thinking that if I had to live in solitary confinement for the nine 
years, I believe I would have defmitely h m e  in-. .. I was in solitary for six 
straight m n t  hs. . . I experiencd that the person loses her balance and talks to 
herself.. . om becomes eonfused abut what's real and what's fantasy and so 
forth Meaning, this wilective living was a wurce of strength for us. 
This need for conmctedness became aggrandizement in the summer of 1988, as 
the -sacre of political prisoners was staged. Amir's brief words to this e m  testified 
, 
t o t h i s d f b r c o ~ e s s :  
. . . at that m o m t  we needed to be together. I don't know what it was about 
psychologically. Whatever they wanted to do to us, do h to all of us because this 
separation would make us rxazy that what was going to happen later, where we 
where going to go; an extrandhy anxiety would corn over us. 
9ptimim: .Staying b p j i d  und reimidlirrg hope in others. This theme described 
b w  the courage of each individual emuraged and gave hop to o h  in prison. The 
participants talked abom this, time after time, both in terms of a dynamic transfer of 
strength, and also in term of its adverse effect when one broken prisoner, especially 
those in the leadership, could spread hopelessness and dburage some of the othm. 
Mina talked about this experience: 
Table 6 
Other T p s  of T o w e  as Reporred by the Purticipnts 
Psycho bgical 





Deprivation of basic psychological comfort: visitation; access to sanitary facilities - Prolonged solitary 
confinement - Idmlogicd c k s  - Ideological discussions - Loud broadcast of prayers, cries, and 
cofissions - Force to pray - Use of Prisoners against each other: insane, reptntant - Forced to witness 
the torture of others - Deprived from one's identity: &led by room number - Keeping whereabouts of 
the prisoner from family - Forced to write confessions about self and others - Constant relocation - 
Blindfold: Used at all times except when with other prisoners - Constant change in regulations - 
Prohibit ion of all purposeful activities Humiliation - Intimidat ion - Prohibition of risiation - 
~eprivation,bf f k e  to face visilatiodwntact with family. 
Lashing of the feet - Lashing of the enth M y  -Attacks by a mob while blindklded. 
Suspension - Standing: Making prisoners stand on one leg for days; withholding medical treatment. 
W i g  near choking txpieme by pushing cloth in the mouth and covering tht nostrils while lashing. 
Joint Physical a d  
Psycho logical 
Torture 
Use of solitary solitary 4 s  for up to 5 prisoners - Sleep deprivation; Bright light- F o r d  by lashing to 
accept sexual relations with comrades - Putting insane prisoners in solitary cells with the resistant 
prisoners. 
Graves: Making prisoners sit in one position all day while wearing a chador and blindfolded. Wooden 
m y  beds separated the prisoners h m  each other. No talking was allowed; the only sound breaking the 
silence of the morn was the broadcast of cries and the hysterical confessbns of those who had not k e n  
able to endue the tortwe and had "repented." Prisoners were beat up if they moved an inch. At times, 
guards waking by quietly would suddenly kick them. This torture was used on rrmre than 100 women 
prisoners md continued for 9 months. 
... the period of intamgation was horrifying. For example, they would beat 
someone, beat her, k t  her, beat her; thm she would say: 'I'm sow; I'll tell, I'll 
tell, I'll teL' Then, they w ~ u l d  beat someone else; beat hitn, beat him, k t  him; it 
was an essentially terrible atmosphere, full of fight; it would create fear in 
yosand then it would be your turn.. .then, they brought me into a room I saw, oh, 
it's not just me. I could im the other ones; I pushed up my blindfbld a little bit. 
Then, a girl was sitting there.. . she was executed Iater; E respect her a lot h u s e  
of the spirit she W. She wodd not only keep her spirit high, but she would 
trmh it to the others, and . . . in the moments when you're e h t e n d ,  you can 
bemfit b m  that kind of courage a lot . . . The mlidarity mng the group WEIS 
really interesting for me to see. The help they would give each o k ,  the 
friendships they would create with each other, then, if there was any opportunities 
there.. . for emnple, there were four books, they would share; the most important 
t h i i  was that no one had panicked; thii was very important, very important; ... 
there is a time when the person may elrperknce fear, experieuce fear, but come 
a d  see, no, there are still p p l e  who are standing; they live on And this 
solidarity for me, for example, I remember Shohreh..  she was one of Rahe- 
Kargar members; . .. her brother was one the central committee members of 
Minority, who had been killed in a struggle, when she was going to ke executd, 
as if she was for example going to the clinic, she was in such high spirits; kissed 
everyone; then everybody sang an anthem for her.. . let me tell you abut  Daryani, 
when she was leaving, the Padam were essentially losing it; she kissed everyone: 
'goodbye guys, hold on to your kliefs; I'm also happy about the path I have 
choxn,' and in such high spas . .  . 
What Mina refemd to here was what Walsh (1998) d e d  "murage and 
encouragement" (p. 61) when referring to the key beliefb in family resilience (p. 50). 
Walsh posited that the remarkable murage of people could have a profourad meaning b r  
others, encouraging and motivating them to be brave. In the above passage, Mina stated 
that show of murage by other prisoners lessened her fear and hopdssness. The theme of 
family, a source of hope, which is presented k b w  will illustrate how @lies provided 
hope and support for the activists. 
Family, u Source of Hope 
This subcategory was tk representation of the power and the importance of 
family support during imprisoament. The participants talked abut this source of support 
in terms of three d i f k e r r t  hctors: Visitation, wraornic resources, and solidarity. 
strength hr the prisoners. Visitation allowed the participants to make connection with 
d be reminded of the world outside of prison, obtain news, and get in touch with their 
loved ones. In regards to the power of visitations, EflFat stated: 
Visitation was one of the other tbings in prism that was e n t i a l l y  life ... if you 
were a psychlogist, you muld see the emotions and the reactions h... for 
example, som weren't able to sleep for hours &er the visitations because was 
too much stimuhtion for them, d some would go to sleep, right after, ~r five or 
six hours.. . every one was either happy, or was ad abut sofl~thing..  everyone 
would try to clean themselves up because they were going to visit the mother... 
some were sad because t k y  were h m  other provinces and no one could come to 
visit them,. . Then, when we would come lsack h~ visitation, we wodd sit down 
and tell each other everythins about the visitation. .. that was the family 
that would be repeated every two weeks if we weren't being punished, if we 
weren't in solitary.. . One of the worst things about solimy conhement was tbat 
you didn't have visitation either. 
Ecommic resources. Many bf the families af the prisoners suffered economic 
Mship, and wditbns of war ad inflation made life more difficult for them; 
nevertheless, many of the activists received economic support h m  their fhmilies while 
in prison. In addition, for many of the participants, their families had to give the 
authorities the deed of thelr house at tk time of r e h  of their bved ones. This is how 
Mehdi described the support he received from his mother during his imprisonment: 
. . . I've talked and written abut this elsewhere that if they were to let my mthm 
loose, leave, her in the 24. of E s W  Sqa ure... she would get lost; she wouldn't 
be able to h d  her way home, but throughout tk five years I had visitation every 
other week.. . she had gone to every prison that held prisoners, every two weeks, 
what problems my mother, hadn't eradud.. . she never abandoned this habit of 
visiting me every two weeks. Despite all the problem a d  the hardship, she was 
always mmng the £ h t  visitors to wme. Tbere was a time they u d  to allow each 
prisoner to receive 500 Toman each visitation Well, m mtter  what, she would 
bring this 1 OOO T o m  a month ibr me, h m  my father's pension, which was 
barely 4000 - 5000 T o m  a month? she told me later on that she used to put this 
money aside at the kginning of each month; meaning, this had become a part of 
her life's e x p w s .  
SoZidari~. The participants talked b u t  the influence of family support in the 
form of solidarity a d  encouragement. Mi talked about lmw hex family had essentially 
showed solidarity with k r  euad the 0th prisoners: 
. .. For example, my fhther who for would come there, the interrogators 
would somtimes cum: 'this so and so daughter of yours;' then, my father would 
come and somehow would tell me I'm proud of you ... not exactly in the* words; 
for example, he would say 'they're fumy, this Mr. Mohammcul said that daughter 
of yours.' Then, he would somehow smik at rrse; he wouldn't tell me good going, 
but he would say see what they're taKi  about and then would laugh at it.. . 
Then, they were constantly going to the Public Prosecutor's Office and its various 
branches to pmt-, or in front of tk UN building a d  so forth Then, a few times, 
see, my w t k r  was a, both of my prlrents were the very quiet type; see, far 
emmple, have you seen some times wkn neighbors fight, pots and pans go up in 
the air.. . we didn't have any quarrel with any of them in the neighlmrhmd, but 
imagine two people were arguing on the block, my mother's body would start to 
shiver; couldn't tolerate -it at all. We would tell her, why are you fightend? 
It's happening on the street. Then, this person, whom I said was f i i g b e d  by that 
commotion, I say her children were the motivation, see, she had become the 
f o ~ ~ n t  for the mthers, for &awe, anywhere there was a demon st ratio^ 
Then, she would corn and talk about it proudly. She wouldn't tell me on the 
speaker in the visitation room, she would show-with her hands, gesturing: 'Mitra, 
they put those things on us, blindfolds.' It was very exciting for her. Then, as I 
said, the prson who was afraid of tbe neighbors turned into one who would 
sleep.. ., for example, they had held them over night to intimidate them in order 
not to go to diffknt places, to the ProSeCUfOr's Ofice for example ... their 
support was that they never told me to denom. .  . just write something in order 
to be re-. . . they were very patient; came-every time.. . well, I think this is the 
biiest klp. 
In the abve passages the participants made several rehnces to the support 
fimilies pvided for them, d egrphasii the imptame of such supprt and show of 
solidaritydarity The next theme will illustrate the role of community support and its effmt on 
the partkipants. 
Role of Commmir)l S-rf Bdore Imprisonment and Aper Referne From Prison 
This subegory addressed the h d h g  power of community support in the midst 
as well as the aftefmafb of trauma In explaining this subject, the participants talked abut 
a country divided at the time of their arrests in the early 1980s. Whether naesmerkd by 
the religious government, paralyzed by fear, or concerned abut the war, the people not 
only did aot object to the arrests and the killings, but t k y  also, in many instances, 
absence of support by the public before they went into prison atad while they remained 
incarced. The participants, however, also talked abut how the public's view had 
changed at the time of their release, a d  how the community's welooming reaction 
influenced the way they klt abut  themselves. 
The atmosphere inside the buntry was different when th last groups of the 
prisoners were rekased in 1988 and 1990. The Iran-Iraq war brrd ended and the 
government did not have any excwes kft for justifying the poverty, unemployment, and 
the inflation that were ragiug b i d e  the countryuntry I egards to the support she received 
after her re& in 1990, Mins stated: 
. . . in prison, they had tried to say hat you are a parasite, a freeloader. Not only 
you aren't useful, but you are also harmful, you have harmed the society. When I 
came out, I was very sxed;  I thought all the people would think badly of me; 
evleryone would reject me. This in my view is a very deep isslpe; meaning I lived 
in for years feeling that they wouldn't accept m... When 1 cam& out, in our 
neighborhood, where they knew for years that I was in prison, t k y  welcomed me 
with respect. We kcam @ends; would talk to d other d make relationships. 
A lot of people came to see me. 
Mina's account is an emnple of  the emotional support ad welcome the 
participants received &om tk community after their release h m  prima This show of 
support for the released prisoners, was an indication that the reghe had ran out of esteem 
and was no longer able to d the minds of the masses. Fear, years of repression, and 
suffering from the affects of war, however, kept numy of the communities silenced rzlBd 
some groups still remained fearhl of having any connections with the f b m r  prisoners. 
h ' h g  this time, the Eamilies and friends, especially b s e  d e  during imprisonment, 
continued to be the main sources of assstarace and backing for the participants. 
Post-Release Trauma and Stress 
Iron 
Trauma did not end once the torture was ceased d the prisoners were released. 
All the participants reprted some level of stress &ex their release h m  prison. While 
still in Iran, k e  were a number of stressom, which affected the participants in major 
ways. Table 7 illustrates a number of reported stremrs both inside Iran and in exile. In 
Iran, the released prisoners hati to check-in with the authorities once a week during 
which time tEaey felt there were no gmrmtm that they would not be put tack in jaiL 
Every visit had with it the fear of being mated again Tiae authorities would 
engage the released prisoners ia ideologid discussbns or ask fheu opinions abut the 
current issues. Homz,  for example, described bis circumstances inside Iran, after his 
release h i n  prison: 
I came out at that time, thinking that I was being imprisoraed again., I mean the 
issue of loneliness in society. In there you were living with the hope of the 
outside; you come out and see that life was in there not out here because of 
loneliness, unemployment, there're no jobs, everyone empes from you, 
everybody's afraid ... 04 I didn't tell you this, my wife lost her baby when she 
was arrested ... Then, in 1989, the children were born ... but I was feeling 
extremly lonely. Nothing would satisfy me, not money, not work, not life. I was 
feeling depressed h u t  having lost my friends, feeling that I was alone in society 
and I couldn't do anything. There were no organizational comwtions anymore.. . 
they wouldn't hire me. Every week we M to go and report where we were living, 
who are we, what are we, did we go to a wedding, didn't we; did we go to 
funerals armd so forth ... after a while we said we aren't coming m y  mre; 
gradually the Mists especially, my=& I didn't go anymore. They called and said 
why aren't you coming; we said we aren't corning: we're busy. After a while I 
went into construction work.. . but these woukh't give any results k m m e  I was 
feeling that they could wme after me at any time. Every ring would worry me; I 
would get anxio us... dying wasn't the problem; it was that, for example, the 
phone would ring, I hated their voices; I Med their bhaviors. I hated that I had to 
see them on the street... the town was small; the fact that I couldn't visit anyone 
for the fear of being fbllowed ... I was living, but I wasn't satisfied. I would say I 
had to do more important thmgs. I suggested to my wife abut going overseas a 
few times.. . The first time I tried to leave, I was mested at the airport, I in 
the house; I had my suitcase in my hand. I was tied up for two months.., 'Why 
did you want to lave? Where were you going? ... After three months, I chose 
another way, and this time I was able to d . . . 
Homz's reference to the anxiety and the hatred he felt "eveq time the phone 
rang" spoke of the pewasive nature of political trauma brought about by an oppressive 
system. It further illustrated that life in the I s h i c  Republic's prisons, where 
unpredictability arid the uncontrollability were e x p r i e d  every second, was a mirror 
image of life in society. Not Imowing when the regime would strike again was an 
arduous experience. The option to leave the country, thefore, was reference to a 
survival strategy, as remaining in the country had pe consqueraces. 
Exile arad Post-Migration T r a m  
Ttae exile elrperieme was presented in terms of two dimensions of positive and 
negative experiems. T k  positive aspects of life in exile were seen in the safety and the 
in exile: 
Besides the educational aspects and use of media, meaning it's t h ~  wrld of 
opportunities, you only listen to the radio, television, and the d i i i o n s  ... 
meaning, h m  this point it's been extremely positive for me; meaning, getting to 
Emow another world, a more extensive worlb.. . 
The negative aspects of living in exile were explained in t m m  of post-migration 
stressors, which were mentioned by all participants although the intensity and type of 
distt.ess v d .  Baker (1992) suggested, "the most signif~cant enmtional effect of kii 
forcibly uprooted is the intense feeling of loss that is experid- (p. 87). The 
participants spoke abut ways by which post-migration eqmknce involved loss of or 
limitation in social support systems, loss of statcls, identity of the individual, and other 
importaut socia-cultml facets of life that om may enjoy in his or her country of origin, 
Asylum seeking was dm r e M  to as a SMUtifljZitlg atad harsh experience. Table 7 
provides a list of such aspects as reported by the patticipants Bijan's example is used 
here to demonstrate how an exiled individual may feel restricted in the host country: 
An individual in exile is like someone who has - h n  bm again. Meanin& all the 
life one has behind him, the past he has behind him doesn't count h e  mymore. 
Life has to be started from the beginning faere. I entered exile just like an 
individual who exrtas the worfrfbm right from school ... I didn't know the 
language, I didn't lolow any work that could be usefd here, sad I didn't have any 
living environment on which I c o d  @nd or ttust. I had to learn the 
language.. . then by to be Bccepted h a w e  1 would go though training  pro^^ 
with individuals who had been torn and who had lived here... But h r  me who 
was d to being successful in my edwaiion in Iran, had gone to university, then 
. . . I had been employed for Meen years in directorship positions, but here I had 
to start h m  zero a d  had to adjust myself to a sitdin, which m ' t  to my 
liking in many q t s ,  but I had no chok atad I had to Eve here.  fore, the 
person becorns somewhat d i e d  h m  self in such circumstances; meaning, 
every time I want to go Wk to myselg to my past, I see I have no place f i r  it 
here; mmnhg, here, I have to look at waything with the perspective of 
here ... This society completely looks at me as a second-class person, who has 
come h e  to work. They don't know anythins abut  my circumstances in the 
past. .. . The miety fiere generally hk st me as an individual who has been 
unsuccessful or has minimal success, d I don't have the energy that I used to 
have to leave my s o c ~ n o m i c  ircle. Individuals are within fixed circles here; 
meanin& here, the person can't go beyond his sphere even with a bt of success.. . 
the p n ' s  b d e s  are specified bere. This delinikly puts presswe on me 
because I'm used to being another way.. . essentially, I was rakd to, hr example. 
be an educated person, be a known person, for instance, but it's not like this 
hem. .. when I wodd say something wrong, would talk wrong, t k y  would kmk at 
me as an idiot, a pemn who can't even taIk while that sarnre person might have 
much less information abut many things than I do, but he wodd dehhely allow 
himself to see me as beneath him.. meaning the issue of language is an essential 
issue in society, and this situation happens to us here now. 
Conxquences of Political Pmecutbn, Imprisonment and Torture 
Tbis category included the &mes depicting the destructive effects of experiences 
of torture arad imprisow.  It flustrated not only the lingering quality of such 
conseqms,  but it also e x p l a i d  the pervasive nature of t h e  traumatic experiences, 
which effected individuals, families and communities as a whole. Effects on the familks, 
physical ilw~lems psychobglcal consequences, and psychosocial consequences 
were the subcategories, which facilitated the construction of this category. 
This was a subcategory that emerged ers the participants explained how not only 
their individual fives were d i t d  by their rlrrests and imprisonment, but also how their 
a r m t s  implicated the lives of their M e .  Addittonally, this sukaiegory e n c o b  
Table 7 
Post-release S ~ s s o r s  as Ikntfled by the Pmticipnts 
Weekly check-ins with authorities 
Fear of Arrest 
Forced Ideological discussions 
Lack of financial support 





Inability to £it in 
Identity ism 
Dkimination 
the e e t s  of socio-pkical and cuItural values that influenced the way in which 
communEties reacted toward the prisoners and their famiIies. Amir sated: 
The devastation caused by imprisonment did not really involve the pri~ners; 
&g, a great part of it was related to the families; hn, it would constantly 
come back. Meaning, the upshot of tho= family troubles, which had resulted 
.hm' the hprknment og %r instance, the child or the husband or the daughter, 
mother, ... when this daughter, mk, brother, male or female would become 
imprisoned, . . . whatever effects it would have on him or her, it would be doubld, 
= b e  
Mehdi gave an example of how the arrest ;of ,his niece, a young m e m k  of the 
MojWin, had a br ing on his family: 
In 1981, I had a ni a,.. she was 15-16 years old, a very studious girl ... she was 
my oldest brother's second daughter.. . she was arrested for distrihthg ld& 
and, for instance;, being a part of the Mojahedin's student W y .  Her t u r d  was 
the beginding of the break down of our family unit.. . w h  she was amsted, wd, 
with th neighrhood relations, which existed in the South of the City, my sister- 
in-law ... hadahearta ttslck... my hotha, wholivestothisday,youlCflOwatfhat 
time there were a lot of conflicting news abut t k  executions of MojMh,  
which were being executed in groups; q e c i d y ,  in relation to the girls, it was 
such that, for example, .., for exampie fix this much gold or silver, such a girl 
was married to a Pasdar, so that she wouldn't die a virgin2' Well, this in our 
family, with its traditional' structure, in the South of Tehran, among the family 
relations, acquaintances, neighborhood.. . its pressure I can say was from msny 
angles. A part of it was on the family, on my mother ... then, on my sister-in-law, 
and especially on my brother. Meaning, it was easier hr him if they would kill 
her daughter those first nights than for this story to keep on going, hearing these 
news. Meaning, we were waiting that at any moment they would bryabagto  
the door and say here it's your daughter's stuff and tb is her mehrieh. Anyway, 
they give this girl an execution sentence.. .then it was changed into life in prison. 
WelI, during this period, my brother somhow became paralyzed. Meaning those 
relationships in the neighborhood, those patriarchal relatianships, he lost his 
credibility and reputation in the neighborhood; this was very hard. For example, 
he smed smoking cigarettes at that age.., then he k a m e  an opium addict ... to 
forget themselves somehow; and it wasn't a s m l l  thing, the relationships I'm 
taking abut.. .it wasn't only in relation to our family that this happened. There 
were a lot of parallel families, . . a lot of mothers who couldn't stand tall again, 
they didn't get up, in the midst of these news. 
The political crackdown on the opposition had grave social and familial 
implications. The I s h i c  Republic not only imprisoned, tortured, and executed 
individual. activist% but it also hgan ''psycbbgicsl warfare, as a part of a sociopobtical 
war," in society (Martin- Baro, f 996, p. 138). Many fhilies were economically 
eff~cted, many children k c m e  orphans, and many parents lost their health and 
livelihood as a result of imprisonme$ of heir beloved children. 
According to Min-Bm (1996), psychological warfare entails "propaganda 
campaigns, the open or chndestbre transmission of news, rumors, and interpretive 
wkmata These strategies are accompanied by threats and systematic acts of harassment 
Thc Islamic Republic believed that virgin Muslim girls would autuinatidly go to heaven despite other 
wrongdoing. In order to pment the yaung female members of Mojahedin from "going to heaven," the 
government began to force arbitrary marrisgcs to Pasdars on these i n d i v i d d  while in prison, in order to 
" p r m t W  the Mojahdin to go to heawn af&r execution. Therefwe, under this rcligibus fapde, many 
young female Mojahcds were raped khre being executed. Some who escaped execution have since cume 
fwth to tell their stories. 
and torture that demonstrate the futiriy d daageroumes of supprting the resistance" 
@. 139). One example of the Islamic Republic's use of psycbbgid warfare in the 
communities in Iran was its spread of rumors abut the fate of female Mojahedin, which 
effected the fhilies within a society which upheld ideas of chastity and bmr, and h r  
which any talk of sex was t a b .  
To reiterate, the experieme of trauma as depicted in the abve narratives 
suggested that the tmmatic experiences of the individual prisoners were not only 
individual but ztlm ~~ and communal. Tltese experiences took place in the mntext of 
Iranian society and effected the whole population. 
Physical Comequences 
This t y p  of comquence was explained in terms of b t h  hstmtarwus anid long- 
term effects an the body. The immediate consequences such as pain, fainting, swelling of 
* 
the feet, and h k e n  bnes were talked about as the rnost hquent results of the physical 
torture. Table 8 demonstrates various physical consequences of torture. In the hhwing 
passage, Mojdeh explained the physical coquences she e x p r i e d  bnmdiately 
following being tortured: 
. . . I tried to place my feet in a certain way so that tk whipping strokes would hit 
my heel nore... they also knew that the heel would feel less pain; he kept telling 
me: ' s h i g h h  you feet' ... when I was dmghteuing my feet, he went with force, 
the guy wb I'd said was like a giant, he went wit .  force with his army b t s  on 
my back, and stood over my ribs d h d  them down, so that my k k  would 
b m e  stmight, my feet would become straight.. . then, I saw I wuldn't breath at 
all there. I kept thinking it was my h&. 'Ilae next day, when he d e d  me for 
interrogation, I couldn't walk; 1 ooddn't lift up my errm . . . anyway 1 lad this pain 
all the time, until I raked my rib had brokw the scars from it healii 
incorrectly are still there.. . my ribcage had broken under his k i d . .  . I was always 
22 Mehr i l  is a marriago &on payable to the wife, by the husband, at h e  time of divorce or separation; 
Dowry- 
in pain in prison, and still now, when it gets mld or when 1 pick up something 
heavy, I feel pin 
Mioa described the long-term cff& of torture on her body 
I had an opedon on my legs two years ago. AN of its veins had popped out. .. 
then when 1 was twenty-one, in the Evin prison, the doctor said 'you've gotten 
arthritis;' . . . at age twenty-one, I hd gotten arthritis because of how he had beat 
me with the handle of the rifle; I have pain. For yews in prison, I would get sick 
for two or the days every month. M d g  I had to constantly take painkillers. It 
has a terrr'ble pain.. . when I'm not careful, all my veins would kcom contmted, 
comes to my tsead, then it automatically activates the gastric illness I had, when I 
got that blood infection stnd I wasn't able to eat anything anymore in ttse solitary 
confinement m Gobardasht, it gets to the point that b m  my back, pressure gets 
put on my stomach, then 1 throw up. T throw up, throw up, and throw up. Then, X 
become b... but it's a very black and bad period E can say it's somehow like 
one dying a d  becoming alive again; it feels like that. 
Despite reporting long-term physical consequences of torture, the participants 
stated that the psychological consequences had been the m s t  persistent and djfficult 
consequences of torture and imprisonment to deal with. These consequences were 
numerous, and the fobwing were some of the wnsqueflces that were reported: Having 
daculty relating to the outside world, feeling that the general population did not 
understand snd could not relate to them, even those w h  shared a similar background of 
political activism but were able to escape imprisonment a d  torture, lowered xlf-esteem, 
difficulty, and in some cases, inabiliiy to initiate new .tasks, and loss of courage. While 
three of the participants reported an increased intolerance for larger groups, all of them 
reported a w i l h g m s  to bypass casual. emuntets ad instead a desire to associate with 
those who share commonalities with &em. Extreme emotiod need as well as 
hypersensitivity, and hyper-vigilance was also reported 
Other short-term psychological consequences of torhue, as reported by the 
participants, included i n d y  although the participants reported of individuals who have 
not been able to gain their emotional stability and become functbnal to this day. 
Withdrawal, depression, feeling psychologically Kdra ined in respanse to the cycle of hope 
and fear in anticipation of torture, and kar were some of the other reported long- and 
short-term effects of torture. In the following passage, Bijern described some of the short- 
term consequences of isolation in solitary confinement: 
. . . the person would essentially h n ~  melancholic after being alone for a while. 
Meaning, he will talk to himself constantly without realizing; I found out about 
this later. I didn't know I was Ealking to myself, but om time when I was st31 in 
solitary confinement in prison and there were others in the other solitary cells, 
they would let us go out in the yard for half an hour each day; then, we would 
walk in the yard; I saw they are all talking to themsdves out loud: 'kla, bela, 
bela, bela'... loudly. I said to myself, why are they doing this? Then, I realized 
my own lips were moving tea, d I hadn't been aware... 
E a t  talked abut the bng-term psychological effect of torture, which she 
I 
experienced during the mas sac^ of 1988, as she was lashed for days, each time 
proceeding the souad of Amn She explained how traumatic memories were triggered 
and trauma was relived with more than ten years aRer the actual torment tmk place; 
When 3's t h e  for Azon, I go through tbat same fixling because it has become 
conditioned for me. The feeling that I essentially shrink, the conkaction, for I now 
have to go on the table, the lash must come on me; meaning I go into an 
atmosphere that I don't like; an atmosphere that's painful.. . 
These consequences r e f e d  to the functioning of the individual within the 
systems of family, work, school and in genemi, the larger society. Changes in 
relationship with spouses, difficulty in expressing emotions when necessary, unrealistic 
expectation within interpersonal ~htionships, impairment in personal li, and fear of 
rejection vs. need for mrmectedness were  SO^ of the p~ycbmcial ~~flsequences 
p r t e d  by the participants. This was Bijan's account of how his lifk was effected by his 
experiences of imprisonment and to-: 
. .. The reality is that I gradually, after release, felt a feeling of withdrawal and 
feering of  vague depression; meaning a depression tbat doesn't seemingly show 
itself as depression directly, but it completely influems the person's feelings. 
Ueanin& I feel tbat daybyday, my tendency for p u p  interaction has decreased 
a d  my life has h m e  more of an individual lii. I mean, I can't tolerate a lot of 
p p l e ;  meaning in the group, I always try to 6nd an individual so that 1 could 
move away from the group ... and =re d more every day I feel that people 
don't understand me... I can say that the harms I experied directly and 
indirectly in prison played a mle in damaging my n o d  life.. . 
In regard to consequences that influence one's progress in society, Amir stated 
. . . I saw the consequences of it in my normal life later, here overseers. I saw, when 
I was out &me, before my secant3 imprisonment, I w more active and more 
innovative. My reactions wet.e fast in respoILSe to the events, and even at times my 
planning. My innovation is less. It's Wrtant to lx innovative. I used to have 
creativity and phing .  Now I see these have weakened.. . only my reactions are 
good Meaniug if sodhhg would happen, X dm't b m e  confused; I can 
quickly understand... what to do. But, weU now nothing's hyped, do 
something yourself; there I don't do anything, pst as if you're still in prkm I 
have to wait fbr something to hclppen to me, whether bad or good, for me to do 
mmetblg. 
I hem from the former prisoners, w h  live in Iran, that after ail tho% y m  in 
p r i s o n d d e s p i t e t h e f a c t ~ t ~ t t h e r e a n d ~ d s t r o a & ~ w h e n b y  
live out there, they haw less murage than the ordinary people, Although they 
wed even death during imprisonment, but in their every day lives, their 
bravery has lessened. May be that's because h r  every small step, t h y  have to 
think of the heaviest punishments; mmhg, think that it can be l i e  that; the most 
severe p u d m m b m a y  be waiting for them..." 
In ttK fist section, the themes, categories, and subcategoties depicting the pre- 
arrest conditions including the childhood expienoes of the participants were discussed. 
experiences, including torture and imprisonment. The main categories discwd were 
devebpment of resiliency, which depicted the m l y  expriences of the participants 
hfllteLlfiaI in the formation of worfdview. Ned, the pervasive nature af politid trauma 
in Iran illustrated various practIoes by the oppressive regime aimed at physical and 
psychological destruction of the activist. Keeping sane in the midst of insanity, explained 
the coping strategies and internal aad e x k m d  resources u W  by the pticiprurts to 
remain resistant. P o s t - r e h  stress and t r a m  was mastructed to show the continuity 
of trruuna after release from prison, and consequeflces of political persecution 
imprisonment and tortwe piqminted specific sequelae of politidly b e d  trauma as 
m t e d  by the phipants .  The following section illustrates how the participants made 
sense of th& trauma, how they remined hopeful and strong in the midst of political 
violem and how their ideas were t r a n s f b d  as a result of their experiences. 
< 
Making Sense of Personal T r a m  
Resbtme in Prism 
All participants in this study were individuals who went through a great deal. of 
hardship in order to hold on to their identity and humanity, b t h  in terms of not taking on 
the identity of their cagturers and in terms of not h a y i n g  their comrades by giving the 
interrogators infomation about them. The participants, therefore, dehed resistance in 
prisun as not giving into the conditions set by the prison authorities. When asked what 
helped them remain hopeful and resistant, the most common respoms included believing 
m y  in om's convictions, and fulfilling the expectations of self and o m .  llese 
themes are presented Mow. 
Appraisal of crisis: Firm belief in om's convictions. This theme described the 
way participants thought about and evaluated their experiences of political activities, the 
legitimacy of tk ruling authority mi its violent acts, a d  their own beliefs and values. 
This was a p o d  factor b t h r o u g h  which the participants were able to remain strong, for 
the most part, despite the atrocities committed against them Bijan's explanation was a 
clear-cut repmmiatbn of this W e :  
Factors that Mped me in prison were my belief in science and my disklief in 
metaphysics, which really were a part of me, as well as all those convictions that 
existed in me abut opposition to injustice.. . 
The fobwing qments how Mina spoke in this regard: 
The struggle, the struggk I believed in would give me a certain mental I 
knew the E s W  Republic is refuted a d  has no legitimacy; it's the representative 
of executions, repemtathe of tortwe, and representative of a power that has 
mated M p  for people; has started tbe war ... and it wouldn't bz an 
alternative for me to move toward. M ' s  why I always &It that I was legitimate, 
my thinking was right, and I had made the right chiision for saying no to this 
time. 
In regards to copins with bth the inunediate and the long-term psychological 
e e t s  of torture, h g l u  and Mineka (1 992) emphasi i  the h p r t a n t  role of cognitive 
styles d attri'butional processes, suggesting '"individuals, who have greater awareness of 
the socio-poliical cont~ oftorture otnd its objectives, seem to be better protected against 
the tmumtic eficts of torturett (p. 213). Summerfield (1995) also stated that he saw in 
his private practice on a regular basis what Bettelheirn concluded in 1960 about the 
ability of those h d  in Auschwitz as communists rather than as Jews to draw on 
their politid ideals to Mer w&hstad what was happening to them. 
According to Walsh (1998), "belief systems are powehl force in resilience." 
She further asserted, %e cope with crisis and adversity by making meaning of our 
experie~lce: linking it to our social world, to our culture and religious behefs, to our 
m u 1 t i g ~ i o n a . l  past, and to our hops and dreams for the firture'' (p. 45). The above 
accounts by Bijan and Mina illustrated two main kliefi, which facilitated the positive 
appraisal of these individuals' adversity. These beliefi were a m o d  view on what is 
right, a d  a blief in justice from a humanistic perspective and rejection of fatalism. 
Bijan's disbelief in metaphysics and rejection of fatalism had roots in his 
childhod, at which time he had come to believe that there was m order in the world and 
there was no higher power that would prevent bad things from happening. According to 
Martin-Baro (1 994), "htalism is a way of understanding human existence as a mdition 
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in which everyone's fiLte is a h d y  predetermined and everything happens inescapably" 
@. 200). Fate did not have any meaning fbr Bijan. This allowed him to not only take an 
active stance in his fight against the regime, but it dm blpd him reject the ideology of 
the regime, which was b a d  on both fatalism and metaphysics. 
Mina's stance on what is right was also rooted in her family and community 
expiences such as her personal e x p i e m  of gender inequality within her family. 
Expading these ideas, she had arrived at viewing the actions of the regime as 
illegitimate and wrong. Both of these participants' "transoendent &lief$" (Wals4 1998, 
pp. 68-70) provided meaning and purpose beyond self, offering them clarity about their 
lives and camlatian and support in their dealings with their torment. 
Exptations, the theme that is presented below, was another emergent theme, 
which was indicated to have an influence on resistance in prison 
~ c t u t i o n s .  Tbis theme represented the parkipants' expectations of themselves 
as well as what they perceived others to expect from them. Bijan explained how these self 
and other expectations help him overcome the ordeal of torture and prison life. 
. . . another thing was indeed the expectations of others of me, and I knew this 
expectation existed. M&g I knew that outside on the streets there are so many 
who count on me and.. . I didn't want them to lose hop. I especially knew that 
my spouse has this expectation h m  me zud the fact that I didn't want her to 
b m e  disgraced b u s e  of me influenced me a lot. And of murse one's 
experiences and the expectations one g e d l y  has of oneself are also very 
important. Meaning, I was expecting this from myself that if I become defeated 
here and in this matter, I would never be able to hoid my head up in my life. I 
mean I knew I could never be a normal person a d  I didn't want to tx like that. 
Bijan spoke about self-expectation as well as tk expectations of other activists', 
including his wife, who were not arrested and were hopeful that the struggle wouH 
continue, of him. To fUlfil1 these expctatbns in 'rtbe age of public ~ o m n  in Iran 
meant to remain resistant by refusing to give information to the interrogators about others 
and cause their arrest, refuse to repent and accept the ideology of the reghe, or to give 
interviews denouncing your principles. Mojdeh also talked about this expctathn h,the 
following passage: 
. . . In 1983, they stormed into our Imuse.. . ,they had come to me.. . I was 
saying goodbye. My sister hugged me and sahk don't tW, and these words of 
hers were always in my ears.. . 
The above excerpts were examples of the participants' accouats in regard to 
fulfillment of famiy and community e m t i o m  influencing resistance. Walsh (1998) 
proposed that frzmilies develop collective behe$ about the world and their own place in it 
based on their position and experiences in the mial world over time. She further asserted 
that m y  norms me s b p i  by these sbared kliefs, 4 are spoken through expctd 
rules g0v;ernifig f a d y  Iife. Other,functhns served by these shared beliefs, as pointed out 
by WaIsh, are to provide coherence and o r g m b  experience to mble  family members to 
make sense of tbeir adversity. 
In the 1980s, use of public man#bns, during which the q m t a n t  demuraced 
their past actions, their orgmhtions, confessed to their sins, and a n m d  th& 
faiilness to the Islamic R.epublic was a common practice by the regime. Repenting 
would create a sense of personal defeat in many. k '%ictims," having to live with the 
image of themselves as accomplices of the perptmbrs, would be preoccupied with 
h e ,  seN-hthing, and a sense of failure (Herman, 1997, p. 94). It would also alienate 
them h m  the rest of the prisoners, and bring sham to the family, as many considered 
the q m h n t  to k traitors. Wdsh (1998) stated, relationship rules b t h  explicit and 
implicit provide expectations about roles, actions, a d  consequences h t  guide family 
life. Core beliefs are fUradamentd to family identity and coping strategies, expressed in 
such &s as 'we never give up when the going gets rough' (p. 47). 
The participants' considemtion of the e-n of the fiYnilies hghhghted the 
notion of resisiance as e m W e d  in ~~ d mmmunal expectations, perhaps 
indicating that the family and c o d y  elEpectations, kt this context, were we do not 
betray our comrades, we do not bow before the Islamic Republic, rind we do not bring 
sham to our hmifies. 
Trurtsfodun 
Transformation was subtegory speci f idy r e W  to changes in the views of 
the participants after their imprisonment. Hence, while the participants may have gone 
through various points of changes their lives, this particular category took into 
consideration, qtxifimlly, the eects  of their prison experiem. The following themes 
served in the construction of this subcategory: Growth in the face of adversity, 
rec0~1~idemtion of view and approaches to human rights issues, and historical memory. 
Permroal growth in the face of h r s i r y .  This theme elucidated the personal gains 
While the gains were difkent fbr each of the participants, the similarity m s e  in their 
abiiiiy to interpret their expaieflces in positive terms. Mitra, for example, talked abut  a 
snse of ability to overcome any hardship af€er what she had e n d d  in prison. This was 
how she talked abut this new feeling: 
In regards to life, my general view in the past, right now my slogan in g e d  is 
that nothing's impossible.. . I'm really grateful to the authorities, who k t  me up 
[laughs], I'm joking, but d y  that was a very good experience; see . . . a simple 
example, imagine in this field [law] the person has to constantly write p a p ;  
some nights, the work t W s  hard for even the German students themselves, t h  
you had just began this study at age 37 ... well it's hard, you see? Tbat's why 
some nights when you haven't slept in a few nights ... M i  then you're 
his- that work, I keep telling myself, I say: 'Mitra, it's t& last nights, it's tk 
last days; think as if you're. there9... I try to transfer this in regard to di&xent 
issues... marital problems, children ... I keep trying to say, it will be dl right, one 
hundred percent... I don't siy it can be done today; 1 say the base can be set up, 
but it's possible d rmthing is impossible in my view; really it's not. 
Mehdi a h  t&ed h u t  the gains he made h r n  his experience in prison bth in 
terms of knowledge and in terms of insp'u'ation and creativity. In telling his story, Mehdi 
talked abut two specific creative surges d i n g  h m  the depth of his trauma in the 
days fobwing the massacre of the political prisoners in ihe Summer of 1988. This is how 
MeMi referred to that expieme: 
The fmt night they returned the television to our ward.. . no one was paying any 
a t t d o n  to the television. They had hit and executed our friends; there was a 
k l h g  of shock, sorrow, rrnd utlcerfainty..  all the guys would cry for no reason; 
it was d l y  a bad situation. We had become like the p p l e  who suddenly lose 
t k i r  homes in a flood Two things happened that night ... one was that they 
showled Khomeini on TV. .. one wanted to curse at him ten tens.. . well, this 
courage was taken away . . . I went into the cell; I had broken into tears.. . I m t e  
a poem ... it was more due to th fact that the p p l e  standing bebw him on [on 
TV] were saying 'Khomeini you're my so d...' I was thinking he [curses] has 
killed our &ndq now this people are crying fbr him It was very hard for m to 
tolerate that. The poem was the product of that moment... Tk m n d  thing 
happened Iate at night. The TV was showing the picture of a flower; it would end 
it's programs like that. Then, it b r o a d d  the sound of a solo sitar.. . everyone 
was g l d  to the TV. This sound really penetrated me so much that it went though 
my veins. In that m m t ,  that sound was very pleasant fbr me. I told rnyselc if 
we went o a  of here in om piece, I'll go to see if I can make that sound. I was 
enchanted by that sound. One of the things, now that I'm out,.. . I went after that 
sound; I took classes for a few months., . I bought a sitar.. . Now, incidentally, 
anywhere there is an anniversary gathering, for example the two y a m  I went to 
Frarace, while I gave speeches, I a h  played the sitar for them Of course, I tell 
them the whole story. I tell them I don't play professionally, and that you haven't 
come here to hear me play, but it is about reminisces of a memory. 
Mehdi's accounts exemplified this assertion by Walsh (1998) that the imagination 
can carry individuals beyond their crisis situations, and enable t k m  to envision new 
possibilities arad %ake the bst of a aagjc situation" (p. 73). In addition to becoming 
inspired to engage in the arts, M&i.articulated m o t h  way in which he learned h m  his 
prison experience. In the following passage, he explained the overall first-hand 
knowledge he had gained as a result of his experiences in prison: 
If I want to give a brief summary of my imprisonment, it's like this; It was a very 
useful period in relation to gaining information, essentially, a general knowledge 
about sociology; k c a w e  each [political] group in t h  was the representative of 
a mion of our society. From this p o ~  ofview, I don't think I could have gained 
this knowledge from any books or by going to school. It was very positive from 
this point of view, 
Walsh (1998) stated 'ksilierace is promoted when hardship, tragedy, failure, or 
disappointment can also be seen as instructive a d  can serve as an hprtmt impetus for 
change a d  growth" (pp. 75-76). In the above quotes, Mitra atxi MeMi made refereaces 
to the gains they made as a result of their prison experiences despite the hardship they 
e n d u d  Such allusions brought attention to the concept of4'new reso- and options 
emerging in respom to the 'limit situation"' (Martin-Baro, 1996, p. f 19). It illustrated 
the possibility of learning h m  one's adversity and emphasized the potential for using 
this first-hand knowledge in concurring future challenges, a d  in helping other 
individuals and communities cope with their hardship. 
Reconsi&ration of views and approaches to struggle for justice. Two mjor 
points evolved when the participants tallced about theii current views regding political 
activism. One was the skepticism abut organizational activity and following 
organhtional guidelines, a d  the other was the development of a sense of personal 
responsibility in ending plitical violence. Mehdi stated: 
After my release, . . . well, many of the principles that were values for rn before 
tunmi into anti-dues; they had essentially became reversed A number of 
meanings had exchanged plr#.Rs, Eost their place so to speak, and a number of 
other thiags had taken their place.. . at this moment, I don't have the privilege of 
being a merober of any orgmhthns [laughs].. . Whik J believe W the issues 
related to revolution and important issues could be mlvd through p u p  work, I 
am not a part of any group or mvement that is affdiated with organhatiom. 
In the following passage, Mi descrikd how she had altered her tlWq in 
regards to plitical activity: 
I have closed the door on orgaaizational activity completely fbr myself since 
1982; even when I c a m  here 1 told them that we were partly Weed because of 
your plicies.. . My motivations haven't c n g e d  in relation to Marxism, in 
relation to the Islamic Republic. I believe in the equal rights for all human beings. 
I've changed in the sense that I don't perceive the organhtiom in the way I d 
to. The orpkathns have a lot of hl tq  aad until they take a look at themsejves, 
like we did, I mean the stmchm of tbe oqanhtions have to change 
completely.. . 
This theme was consistent with the participant's accounts abut tlx shortcomings 
of the organizations, which previously was discussed under the subategory of 
opposition's lack of sophistidon a d  resources. Most of the participants believed that 
the organizations had behaved ingenuously in not preparing their members hr the 
struggle they &ad undertaken. While the participants continued to klieve in justice and 
m a s i n g  struggle fbr human rights, their stance was more informed, Tbey rethought the 
notwn of self-sacrifice, no longer considering it as a necessary principle in fighting fbr 
justioe. They also altered their t h b h g  about oq-bnal activities and confbrmity to 
the group. This struggle was a perscld choice, a mre conscious step in the s e ~ c e  of 
upholding the hasic rights of human beings, by ending the sociopolitical violence. In this 
regard, Hormoz f d m  explained: 
Now that I've remained alive arad I 'm here, I think I have a responsibility to the 
human beings who're gone.. . I think I have a responsibility to their cause, not 
only in political ways, but in terms of the d s  of those lives, what happened to 
us and what was OUT ... they're dl in my mind now... and all of my attempt is so 
that no one would be executed like t k y  were, or no one would k tortured like I 
was.. . we have a responsibility to them, d this responsibility in turn becomes a 
bigger one, which is to the people. 
Historicd memory. The partkipants talked abut the imp- of remembering 
what has happened in the p t  and why. This, they explained, was crucial in the attempt 
to prevent violent history from being repeated. They talkred abut their activities in terms 
of hlfilling the responsibility of keeping alive the memories of t h e  who died, for the 
protection of future gamibns. Incidentally, prlrticipating in this research was r e M  
to as a way to carry out this responsibility. In the fbllowing passage, MeM talked abut  
the importance of remembering history for prevention of fbtme political violem: 
... I think at least two generations, if not saying of the greatest people in our 
society, of the divergent thinkers, are gone; its most important height is the mass 
killing in the year 1988. Well, I'm one of the living eyewitnesses of this event. I, 
with regard to this issue, I thought mywhere my obsemtbns could be said, 
loudly said, openly said, and fblly said You know, b u s e  the -1 of silence that 
has k e n  on the lips of the prisoners, it's wt mare than a few years that they've 
broken this seal.. . I believe there are as many testimonies as there are prisoners.. . 
this is my testimony ... now after all those years after the big massacre, the two 
factions in the government haven't said a word about that m s m e .  They still 
haven't said why they made that decision at the enti of the war.. . even w m  of 
the today's refbrmists; in the best sce& it could be said that they're changed. I 
also believe that people change; didn't we chmge too? But we have to ask tbem 
that when they were think& like that then, why were they thinking like hat, and 
now that they think like this, what guarantees are there that this will not be 
m t e d  tommow, Not for ourselves, for tonorrow's generation at least; 
meanin& tomorrow's children wouldn't be victimkd like this ... because they 
say our people are fbrgetful; we forget too fast. I'm responsible, as much as I can, 
not to let this be forgotten. I still have the last will and testament of many of the 
guys in my heart... this is not just my responsibility; it's your responsibility too. 
It's our responsibility to not let this be forgotten.. . with the repeat of this story 
and researches like this the historical amnesia of our people would lessen ... I 
think it's becoming like this now, little by little, this new generation that is 
entering the sociopuliticd life of the society is creating this hope abod wt 
forgetting, or at least not forgetting toc, fast abut  what has happened.. . 
Walsh (1998) stated, WE development of an inforind conscience often extends 
ethical concerns, a commitment to action, d even a l& course on behalf of others" (p. 
70). This, she called transcendence. Referring to hiilies of homicide victims, Walsh 
suggested that in grouping together to supprt other families or prevent similar tragedies, 
their lives take on a new purpose. Mehdi's accounts as presented in the above passage 
were his respow to my question of "how do you make sense of your survival in the 
midst of political violence in Iran where so many lives have been lost?' 
In amwing this question, Mehdi talked about a sense of individual and 
collective responsibility to keep the memories of the victims alive. He further elahrated 
and emphasized that it is only through unveilig the truth that the process of 
acoountability can be hcilitated and a sense of justice can be mtoted. His responsibility, 
therefore, was to do his part to make sure the tnrth was told. 
Historid memory both individual and shared, to which Mehdi referred, forms the 
h i s  of a coilectiw identity, which remembers and safeguards the memory of the 
victims. This remembrance and preservation albws the recclvery of the validity of the 
victims' struggle fbr human dignity and jwtice. Historical memory further facilitates the 
restoration of the victims' good names a d  that of their families to reaffirm their dignity 
and to bring about healing to the comunities. Lastly, historid memory holds 
responsible individuals and systems that viuIate the human rights and commit c r k s  
agamst humanity in the service of protecting the future generations. 
This section presented the participants' views on resistance, tbe sense they made 
of their survival, and what thy thought their proactive work for tk rights of others 
meant to them It illuminated the notion that while the participants endured great 
torment, tb&y found resources such as relationships with inmates and family members, 
persod appraisal of their predicaments, armd personal a d  afiWive expectations in 
order to remain resilient. En the next section, the process of becoming is presented, 
through the d y s i s  af turning points in the lives of the participants. 
On the Process of Becoming: The Turning Points 
This section of the r e d s  encompasses the adysis of the turning points, which 
shed light on the course of the develvpment, clarifying what events, p p l e  or influences 
have directly affected or iradirectky played a part in the process of change in the nanaton' 
lives. Here, tbe d y s i s  co~ntrated on how the participants came to be who they are as 
an 8ccumulation of past events and choices mong possibiliiies in their lives. Sartre 
(1 %3, as cited in Bloom, f 998) proposed that emmining &we points make it possible to 
understand how individuals surpass their conditioning, thereby manifesting "positive 
praxis" (p. 65). These landmarks were identified &mu& anajysis of the language used by 
the parbcipmts as they directly talked about change or as they alluded to its implications. 
Particular phrases, singular words or indirect refemax to change were deemed as 
detemrinants of turning points. Tables 9 to 9H illustrate the turning points in the life of 
each of the parhipants. 
The analysis revealed seven common major turning poinb in the lives of the 
partrcipourts. These included childhood, adolescence, adulthood, revdutian of 1978, m t  
and imprisonment, massscre of political prisoners in 1988, and post-prison, While these 
major turning points are common among the participants, there are also salient events 
specific to each hdividual story, which have be& illus& in tables 9 through 9H. 
C m o n  Turning Points 
Childhood 
Childhood was described as the first stage of life, during which ~ar ly  turning 
poina effected the participants' lives. Most of the participants r e f e d  to this period, 
which lasted until age 13, as sn eventful time, with the exception of Amir and Mdm, who 
described their childhoods as calm and without significant incidents. Childhood began as 
a period of familiarity with hardship, specifically due to circumstances outfide of the 
h l y .  This period included tuming points through which the participants became aware 
of inequality, and in some cases, injustice. The participants oommody stated that they 
Kelt loved within tbe atmosphs aftheir families. Mojdeh for example stated: 
... an atmosphere of great kindness; meanin& wbat I remember h m  my 
cMclbd inside the family is only kindness. But because of the mmmic status 
we had, the humiliation one feels in society due to b e i  h m  a lower class, every 
child feels, those are always in my mind I mean I e e d  that too, but I only 
have good mmories of king in my family. 
Personal experiencing of economic hardship, witnessing the misfbrtune of others, 
or awmness of inequalities in society during cMdhood had an impact on the early 
development of views regarding justice and equality. This is how Em talked about ha 
early awareness of inequalities: 
I understood, in my childhood, the difference between rich families and less well 
off families, I can't say poor, in the kind of £lowers they had, and 1 dways was 
envious of those trees, those who had large flower trees, which our house didn't 
have.. . 
Mojdeh also talked abut  awareness of inequalities as well as early influence in her life: 
I grew up in a firirly poor family, not d y  well off and not very poor. .. In 
childhood, I came to h o w  poverty and mnomic issues that i would see around 
me, and well, I was also dealing withit myseK f. were always political 
discussions at home, it was the topic of the house because my Edtber would 
always talk against the Shah's regime, and k a u s e  one of my s h  was a 
reporter and the other was a college student, political issues were always 
discwed. I was 9 y m  okl when for the fust time these issues becam serious 
for me. I asked my sister's fiend, at that time I would just h r  wmmdm, I 
didn't know at all what it meant, I asked, what does communism mean? 
Another example of such early awakening, which influend the development of a sense 
of justice in some of the activists, was w h s s i n g  and experiencing violence against 
women Mehdi, for example, was an eyewitness to the distress of his mother, who, in a 
patrhhal socb-cultural system, obediently camid the weight of the family on her 
shoulders without asking much for herself. Here is how Mehdi described his perception 
. . . If I wanted to portray a quick snapshot of the past, there was always injustice 
toward my wther in tbe family. Winters, during childhood, in h ~~ part 
of the c ~ ' ,  breaking the im on k hzen basin, taking water h m  it, pouring it 
into the large washtubs., then, the oil boilers, with which you had to fight for horn 
to get it to warm up some water, and then washing the c b k  of ten - twelve 
family members. This was my mother's every day job, having to cook at tk same 
time. For example, my father would never say that he was going to bring guests 
home. He would show up at noon for lunch with four of his fiends a d  lunch had 
to be ready. This, some how would require b mother's invulnerability..  I think 
this is more of a nightmare fbr me... a nightmare that had a lot of 
bitterness, but had its own sweetness, and this sweetness would mainly become 
warmer by my mother's presence. 
Mina also s p k e  h u t  her e~~ of gender inequality and violence against 
women inside b M y  during her childhood: 
. . .a lower middle-class flunily, which was financially growing at some point in 
time, but because of the oppression a h  the coup &ta't of 1953, at some point 
was put under social repression, I myself experienced poverty very vividly. 
Because my mother and father are both Turks, in terms of the rights of b y s  and 
girh they wouk3 give the b y s  more rights. Tky've changed a lot now, but it did 
its damage at that time. They had social and political awareness, but because of 
their extremely traditional views, until 1979, they always saw the boys as having 
the top role.. . I grew up too hst; meaning became M i a r  with many issues and 
empthi;rRd with pain of o h r q  I can say letween ages of eleven to hurteen.. . on 
atlother heuad, we would mmpletely witness the violence that my f u h r  would 
show in bis relationship with w k .  He had a short teinper and would get upset 
easily.. . my mother was very wak  in his reIatin%hip with my hhr; sh wasn't 
able to defend herself.. . you see what an individual full of mnldictions he was; 
on one band he muid mate an atmosphere at home to familiarize you with the 
Wber Revohtion, familiarize you with knin., then, on €he other hand, in f i l y  
relationships, for exampLe my mother wasn't able to defend h l f .  
In the abve passages, tbe participants talked about influences in their childhmd, 
which built the foundation for the way they came to understand themselves mil the world 
around than later in t b i i  lives. They alluded to obserwiion of wrong and right, about 
inequality within the family d in the larger social, and the influewes of farniiy 
members and intergenerational legacies. 
 be South d o n  of the city refers to awu usually hwsing poor or lower middle class families. Some 
houses in the south of Tehran were built of tin. People living there were extremely pm and deprived. 
Throughout the world, women suffer discrimination and oppression, for no reason 0th 
tban their gender, and I m a h  women have not ken exempt h r n  such treatments. The 
of women have bng hrced them into posit ion of passivity. Women within this society 
were seen as creatures, who cannot decide for themselves, and whose duty was to serve 
and satisfy their husbands. ' I t  is only in the realm of m o t k h d  that mmn 'evolve.' .. . 
It is as a mother that a woman is honoredn (Seif, 2003, p. 3). It is importmi to phi out 
that violence against women did nut haw any place in many Xtanian households, 
educational advancement of family members, a d  level of reliibus kliefi phyed parts 
in the degree of credence in women's rights within the family. 
While such belie& and practices existed in Iran fbr centuries, with the rise of the 
* 
Islamic Republic, violent treatment of women became legal Forcing women to observe 
the Islamic dress &, stoning, rape of plitical prisoners, depriving women from 
positbn~ ofjudiciary judgment and other oppressive practices showed the rampant nature 
of misogyny in Inan after 1979. 
Furth (1980) suggested children as young as 9 think seriously about the nature of 
society, but they still have little u n d d g  of political issues, indicated Adelson, 
Green, and O'Neil (I 969). Adehn (1 972) fUrtber m e d ,  "Children are unable to 
imagine social d i t y  in the a ~ "  and only roughly d m t a d  concepts such as 
liberty and rights, which are essential to political thought (p. 109). Adehn and 
mlleapes (1 969) suggested that reasoning abut politics changes during tb come of 
adolescence. The next t m h g  point, adolescence, will illuminate this development in 
reasoning an8 change in wkstanding basic mracepts abui self and society. 
Adolescence, ages 13 through 17, was mmmonly experienced as a turning point. 
Dtrring this period of "search f i r  identity," as declared by Bijan, inspiration by teachs, 
b k s ,  political circles and fiends were influential in the growth of the participants. For 
most of the interviewers, this was a p i o d  of asent toward h h p i n g  a political 
awareness. The fbbwing are examples of such movement: 
Efut. In sixth grade I said I was a Communist. At that poiat, I had read Maxim 
Gorky's Mother ... there isn't anything against God in that k m k ,  but it was like 
now I'm a CommuIlist, and at that point for me this meant that there is no God. 
Mm. In junior high, I feel hkpendence and I'm co~dent  hat I can do many 
things because they would k t  me fbr example shopping for the house, be in social 
mlations, a d  this would give me self-confidence.. . then, I'm thiaem, there is the 
trial of G O I S O ~ ~  on TV and his throwing w e o n  the Shah's picme, which 
mtd such turbulerace, such commotion inside, I can say it with this emtion, 
created inside m. This is one of the most beautiful periods in which I feel I can 
grow and gain kmwledge h m  things that are outside of the cbsed enuiromnt 
of eat- and- sii and the s c h L  
H o m x  uI went to high school, and well it's a period during which the person 
begins to kmw some other issues... in tenth grade I began political activism" 
W i n g  (1980) suggested five basic characttsktics of adolesamt Wi: (a) 
thinking h u t  possibilities, (b) thinking ahead, (c) thinking through hypotheses, (d) 
U~ leftist poet, who was cxeeuted by the Shah's regime. His trial was the &st to be bmadcasted by the 
media, sbcdding light on the f m h e n t  of pditical opposition, and stirring public discourse regarding the 
regime of Pahlavi. 


W h g  abut thought, and (e) thinking kyond conventional l ids .  These 
characteristics, which distinguish adob- h m  middle childhood, indicate a pattan 
of cognition that considers alternatives not immediately present, engages in developing 
*second order thinking, developing rules abut rule," and uses newly sophistiad 
cognitive abilities to rethiak f w b e d  issues of social relations, morality, politics, and 
refigion. The parkipants' engagement with leftist ideas reflected their developmental 
changes during tbis period 
Cole and Cole (1989) also stated adokscence is a time in which the way young 
people thiak abut themselves and the world changes; the relationship to pamnts is 
modified, and autonomy, work, and responsibility of caring for others replaces 
dependem on total parental support (p. 519). E r b n  (1968) suggested that the 
formation of identity kmmes crucial during &lesmtlce kcause this is the time when 
child's kliefs, abilities, and desires must be reconciled with dult mrms. That is, the 
individual identity and mid identity must be Mdc c o ~ b l c .  For this rwsun, E r i n  
cbaderized tk central crisis of adolescence as om of "identity versus identity 
crsnfUsion" Identity signifies ptttems of kliefs abut the self built by dulescents, 
wbich reconcile the many ways they us like otbcr people with the ways in which they 
differ h m  them (p. 94). 
Erikson (1968) fUaher- held that identity defined a 'sense of personal sameness 
and historical continuityn (p. 17). Adoptiug the views strtted above, it could be indicated 
that the comrete tbink'q abut society in childhood and the fortllative e@ences 
during that pied devefopd h more analytical reawning abut miety arad politics in 
dobscence. Tire need for kbtlging to d identi- with a group aud distinguishing 
oneself from others, however, was a more salient task during this pa id ;  tbrus, declaring 
omself a communist during this stage was more likely a sign of the need for klonghg 
and identity as opposed to an autonomous and weU-info& decision about adhering to a 
doctrine. Addthud, the mxt turning point, was the period in which the participants 
arrived at clearer convictions. 
The period of young adulthood began at age 18. Four major hlrning points, the 
Revolution of 1979, arrest and imprisomnt, massacre ofpoliticat prhoa~t~ in 198& and 
post-prison were located in this period. The exception to this was in the case of H o m z ,  
who placed bis post-prison turning point in his old age. 
For Mitra, Bijan, Amir, E a t ,  and Mo~l~ereh, the tramition to a d d h a d  was 
s i t n u l ~ u s  with more serious and extensive political activism within the student 
movement as they entered university. For Mina and ~oj&h, thjs period correspoaded 
with greater o q m h i i n a l  responsLbllities and political activism in the post-revolution 
atmosphere. Mehdi described this period as the ''most eventfulH p r h d  of his Uey 
. . involving intense politid actrvlsm anb his prison experience. 
Mcmemk 'University not only makes the role of activism more Mmt in my 
Ifi, but I a h  enter a period in which X have to think about who I am ... now, I 
have to make a choice myself? 
Amir. ".. . But it began h m  university. Little by little I reaIizad what we wanted 
to do a d  wht  parts of it I liked It was here &at tbe concept of socialism was 
discussed, I followed thew books." 
MeMi. "... My wasted youth, which was ... the best years of my life, 1 went to 
prbn; it could be said that the mnts  armd incidents, the important events and the 
happings that influenced my Me were during this period." 
Revohion of 1979. All the participants regarded this event as a major tuning 
pint in their lives. This event not only changed the individual's life but also had a 
significant effect on ih make up of the society at large. This turning pint represented a 
period of ascent in the stories of the participants. It is during this period of regime 
change h t  political activism in Iran enters a new em Many groups & into the 
political life of the country, recruiting individuals, mahdy tbe youth, invigorated by 
revolutionary passion, as their members. The following iNustrates what M M i  stated in 
this regard: The revolution changed the m y  atmosphere, its make up and 9s issues." 
This period of revolution also presented an ascend in Bijan's political life: "After the 
revolution, I naturally entered the Fadayi (hganhtion and a new phase in political 
activism beg=" Moneereh regarded this event as a fbrmative turning point in her life as 
well. This was some of what she uttered in this regard: "Revolutbn fits in the period of 
my adu Wood... well fbr all those my age this has been a very big event, a d  it's clear 
< 
that we all took anactive part in it." 
This turning point p e  an ascent in Miua's lie as it does in the lives of the 
other participants. Sb stated: 
It was a very mfd, very Mful period for me. I can say in the four years before 
my arrest, I feel like I grew much more mture.. . it's an exqtional, important 
period in my iifk, during which I f-11 was swallowing dl those events and t h e  
circumstrlnces with thkst. 
A d ,  who was h x l  h m  Shah's prison with the Revolution stated: The  era of 
revolution bgan.. during this period, b s e  of my previous imprisonment, my 
activities became more extensive, and I don't know, ate at a higher level." 
point in the participants' lives. This period, b u a  of its t m w d c  events and prolonged 
existem was considered a time with major implications atad impacts, b t h  negative and 
positive. The rnah thematic interests for this period were tmurm, resistam and coping. 
Mehdi asserted: "The mst important chapter of my life could be prison-" 
Mitra ". . . I remember when I was arrested, I was armted in May of 1983, but 
well that wasn't a pretty day." 
Moneereh "Amtber period, I can say, staas with my arrest,.. I think my arrest 
Wms the beginning of so- new in my Ue." 
Massacre of political prisoners in 1988. For all the participants Masacre of 
Political Prisoners in 1988 was another major hYning point, which was experienced as a 
period o f h n t .  For example Mehdi stated: 
The first &w nights after h massacre o f  1988, they had taken away the TV d 
every thing else.. . tbey'd killed and executed d of our fiends and 90 on; it was a 
state of shock, spite, unpredictability, a d  the guys wuld cry without any reason 
It was a bad sitlloltion like, you see p p k  who bse their houses ia the flood; we'd 
become like that. 
Minds example, which is presented in th following exoerpt, also explained how 
I was there for a year and a haif after that, in different cellbbclcs. We weren't 
laughing mymore like before; we weren't joyful mymow. The sadnm, in fact 
the wuntains of Evin prison were very paidid for us, It mowed a lot that year, 
4 we were thinking that it's snowing on the guys who aren't with us mymore. 
For y m I  hadakindofhling ... I ulwayscarry itwithme. 
For many of the pqrticipants, this event became the motivation for activism. 
Amir for example stated: "I said we have to correctly talk talkhut what happened.. . in 
details...." 
The rmwcre of 1988 was another mjor turning point with significant 
implications. It was a d e n t  event as it fobwed a perid of "relative calm," during 
which the prisoners were v d  about their needs and wants, and punishment was 
minimal as compared to the preceding years. For example, by mid-1986, tk prisows 
were openly defying the wardens and a number of strike3 such as one to remove 
repentant prisoners from among them had ended in suocess, The other vital aspect of this 
event was its prtntyd of political trauma as pervasive, qrwiictable, tind chronic 
events, devastating individuals, families and entire c o ~ i e s .  Lastly, this historical 
tragedy was important in regards to the legracy it left behind. By the end of the 
catastrophe, many %ere determined to survive to bear witness and to remember 
everything and to forget nothing abut the martyred" (Abrahamina, 1 999, p. 173). 
Post-Prison 
I 
Post-prison period was another major turning pint, coming back into saciety 
posed new challenges. This twmhg point represented both a d a a t  and an ascent in the 
stories. For Mojdeh, the time inside Iran and in exik were not separated while fbr others 
these two were looked at as two separate periods. Mojdeh for example stated: Y would 
make my post-prison one of the periods, meaning, inside and outside of the cow, since 
in my view there hasn't been such a significant 4iEmnce." The other participants 
delineated the exile experience from post-prison life in Iran. In speaking abut life in 
exile, both descent ad ascent were observed in the stories. MeMi for example stated: 
If I can only be sure that they aren't going to do anything to me, I won't stay 
overseas for one second. I mean, my every moment of staying here is essentially 
my decline. I'm tallring abut myself; I don't h o w  a b u t  others. Because this 
place doesn't have any attractions for me, and the only thing is that I'm sure I 
don't die; I don't die a bad death here. 
Another examples sbwed bfh a decline and an axeat in the life after prison, as 
in tbe case of Moneereh fot instance: 
After I'm relead h m  prison, I stayed in Iran for a short time, six months. Then, 
I come to Turkey, and tben to Europe.. .- 'Chis period is different in that I think, I 
mean, 1 feel that the person who comes out of ptison at age 36, this person is 
different h m  tbe prwn sh had been niae yem prior to this. Somehow I feel 
she's become old., , This new life.. . 1 begin a phase in which I start doing the 
things that were always like wishes that were vague d out of reach for me, like 
writing. 
Not d participants viewed their postmigration experiences in exile similarly. 
While all saw laving Iran as a step toward security and self-preservation, some found 
more positive attributes in living in a host country than did others. MeMi, for example, 
focused on the loss of social support and uttered a persistent desire to return to Iran. On 
the other hand, M o m h  boked as her experience as an opportunity fbr taking steps 
toward new kghhgs  Etnd learniag experiences wbile also mentioning the lack of social 
support. Facton, which m q  hsve contributed to such difkemxs in views h u t  life in 
exile could have included length of stay in the country of host, level of social 
inwlvenment, aad previous experience of migration, as in tk case of Moneereh. 
To rehaate, embedded in this section was the analysis of turning points, 
illustrating what events, inspiiational expehces, and ideas, which inEluenoed the 
promss of growth in the lives of activists participating in this study. Salient occuxrences 
in each individual life were presented, d shared signibnt and formative events were 
illustrated. It was suggested that mmmte patferns of t bkhg  about social issues were 
formed in childhod. This th&q became more &&act during adolescenoe, and action 
was taken at this stage. While adolescence was an important period of identity hamution, 
it was not the end pint of devebpment; m ,  it set the stage for later pmgtession in 
political thought in adulthood 
The expiewing or witnessing of social injustice and inequalities in chil- 
allowed the participants to develop a concrete awareness about the existence of prejudice 
and diiarity. During adolescence, these observations and ht-hand knowledge were 
further reinterpreted in terms of what side they wished to be identified with and who they 
wished to be seen against. The participant's beliefs and actions during this time, 
therefore, were mre the representative of bir identity formation During aduhhood, the 
belief In justice a d  equality became more dktiect. With the ability to imagine 
dtanatives and a clarw understanding of systems, which maintainsd oppression, the 
participants kgan to take pat m extensive politid activities. Sociopolitical, historical, 
cultural, hnilial, and individual circumstatlces efkcted the process of becoming. The 
participants interpretation and re-inteqmtation of their parts in the present, helped them 
make &g of their expiences of trauma befbre, during, and after imprisonment, and 
played a part in determining what heir roles would k h r  the W e .  
Furthemore, it k a m e  apparent that imprisonment was the most important 
turning pint  in the lives of some of the participants. The period of imprisonment 
enhiled traumatic and painful but deciding elrperiences out of which tremendous strength 
to tackle future challenges was born. This tikvelopntent of resiZimce was possible 
through relying on ones core beliefs while assimilating the painful experiemes arad 
coming to see them as events that opened a new phase of life and new opportunities. 
Transcendent beliefs, which provided &g and purpose k p n d  self grew out of these 
cqerietktr;es. 
Lastly, misogyny rtnpacted the lives of the women activists in several ways. 
Awareness andlor W--hantS lrnowledge of gender inequalities and vkdence against 
women put the women activists in a position to take a s t a d  ag& these practices. In 
order to do so, these women W to oyercome and stand up against the violence, which 
was aimed at silencing Iranioln women as a whole. This, in w m  cases, meant wing the 
obstacles put bfore tbem by the patrhchal stmdmes within their own families, from 
which the male activists were exempt. 
Mortazi-Langroodi (2003) held, 'tcircurnstances" are much worse fbr women 
activists because politidly active men want their wives to comfort them at home but 
women activists cafinot such comfort and become lonelier day by day. She further 
asserted, "even male activists a n  not q t  the presence of a woman activist h i d e  
. 
them because t h y  prefer to have a wife at home, who would run the household in their 
absencen (p. 1). For political involvement of women, Mortazi-Langroodi stated, there 
must M te equality in the W y .  . Addiiionally, due to the cult& and religious 
beliefs abut chastity d honor, &men activists were further oppressed by the virtue of 
thir  gender. M*, use of rape, for example, as a mean of torture against womn 
activists, put the seal of silence on the lips of many who were victims of such treatment. 
Women activists, therehe, had to p y  a price for being an activist as well as being a 
woman. 
Tabk 9 
Turning Points in Mehdi's Life 
Childhood 
Events 
S@al treatment by family; witnessing mother's pain and anguish; familiarity with gender inequality 
within family. 
Father's death; Friend's arrest; begianing to become aware of political issues. 
Revolution; joining political organization. Intergenerational legacy of political activities. 
Brother's death. 
Niece's arrest; brother's addiction; sister-in-law's heart attack; family losing face in neighborhood 
Life in hiding kg&; arrest an imprisonment. 
Massacre of political prisoners; release. 
-- 
Life in exile begins. 

PeriocZAgdYem Events 
Childhood Discowring SES differences by observing differences in flowers of the rich vs. the kss wealthy. 
Age 7 
Age 8 
Age 1 l /  1969 
Age 12 
Age 14 ' 
I 
Age 17 I Univmaitr, active in student movement. 
Getting the attentian she didn't get at home in school by achieving and showing leadership ability. 
Questioning God's existence in response to younger brother's untreatable dehess. 
Reading the books of S d  Behmgi and being influenced by them; considering oneself polit icaL 
Considering one& a Communist. 
Brother's politically motivated arrest. 
Age 15 
I 
1981 ( Husband's anrsted and released; decision to have a child. Brother executed. 
First arrest by SAVAK. Receiving attention fbr being one of the rebel. New relationship with 
I 
1984 I Zrn arrest of self and husband; miscarries in prison 
I 
1988 I Seeing grn monthold baby in prison; Massam of political prisoners; execution of husband 
1 9 3  Life in exile begins. 
Table 9C 
Turning Points in Amir 's Life 
I 
Age 6 I Get attention h m  family because of intellectual abilities. 
1 




1 t ' 1 1 2m Grade 
Age 18 
I 
1985-86 I Change in prison system. 
Questioning I s W a m a z ,  and putting them aside. Beginning to think about philosophy/sociopolitical 
issues; attwding the meetings of the intellectuals 1 5- 16. Intergenerational legacy of political activity. 
. . 
Familiartiy with Marxism. 





activities; leadership in student movement. 
First amst by . SAVAK. 
Revolution; re kase h m  prison after 2 % yaws; begins organizational activity. 
Crackdown on organizations; change in living conditions; 2m arrest & imprisonment. 
1989 Life in exile begins. 
Table 9D 
Turning Points in Hormoz 's fife 
1 
Childhood / Brother's death: Intergenerational legacy of po lit ical activity. 
1 
Age 7 1 Feeling d*iLtlination in school b a d  on SES. 
I 
1967-68 Age 16 
Age 17 
1 
1971 I Ftst arrest by SAVAK 
Failed 9fh gradelchange of school. Influenced by politically minded teach. First sparks of political 
attraction; kgins to read books. 
Begins political activities.-Arrest of two friends in relation to p l i t  ics. Familiar with cultural groups. 
1970 
I 
1977 I T~~ to prison in Tabrh; Carter's push for human rights issues in Irm 
Familiarity with struggle in Latin America. Fadayian attack Siahkal Gendarmerie. Starts political group. 
I Cm.ckdowx1 on organizations: limiting organhtional activities. 
1979 
I 
1982 I 2d arrest along with wife. 
Revolution; release fiom prison; kgins more extensive o r p h t  ional activities. 
I 
1988 I Msssacte of pdlitid prisoners; release fkom prism 
1997 Life in exile begins. 
Table 9E 





Intergenerational legacy of political activity: relationship with parents and siblings. 
Junior High: influenced by teacher; book readings; takes part in strike in school. 
Revolution; expelled ikon; high school; begins orgmhtional activity. 
Crackdown on Political orgtmhtinns; change in living situation 
hmt & imprisonment. 
Massacre of political prisoners. 
Release. 











Father' s death; migration; loss of economic security; sociopolitical issues entering the family; 
Intergmmtioml legacy of political activity: relationship with siblings. 
Brother's politically motivated arrest; politically motivated arrest of cousins. Issues turning h m  
... ' 
intellectual to more acute issues like imprisoment. 
Entering university: Political autonomy. Taking part in student movement. Change of wortdview: 
believing that atheism, mi the Left novemnt. 
Arrest of sister and cousins. Thinking clearer about the consequences of political activism. 
First arrest by SAVAK: meeting thc Fadolyian in prison; Revolution; release h m  prison; kegins 
organhtiod activity 
Crackdown on Political organizations; 2M mest. 
Maswre of political prisoners. 
Life in exile begins, new level of activism: writing of h t  memoir. 
The last part of this chapter oEem a summary of my experience tbrough the 
completion of this study. 
In chapter 111, I have written: reflexivity is r e f e d  to being conscious of oneself 
as one sees omself. Jt is a socially constructed process o f  self bending back on one's 
different as a result of its sev-pointing (Skier, 1991). I began this project with the 
acknowledgement and the recognition that I had a genuine interest in the outcome of this 
study, and though it was not abut which direction tk outcorn would k, it was an 
interest, wbich had resulted from my own values, e x p i e m s  of political activism and 
persecution in Iran, f o r d  migratioq exile, and loss. 
Though I was only vaguely aware of this fact at tb beginn'mg, for IN, completing 
< 
this project was the journey of reclaiming parts of my self, which bad been dismntinued 
und repressed in the tiice of political trauma and forced migration While I had begun the 
study with the aim of giving voice to the people who had exp ier id  political t r a m  ia 
the mst horrifying and tormenting fashion, in the process of completing this work, I 
realized that, in truth, the participants had unwittingly helped me 6ind my voice, rao t only 
as a researcher but as an individual whose identity had long ago k e n  intertwined with 
that of theirs. As 1 asked them to put the pieces of their lives together, fhm childhood to 
pmmt, to form a meaningful whole, through a padel process, I remernkd who I 
was. This, a powerful retrieval of identity, has hmver changed how I see and understand 
myseE. Stronger in my convicthns, I have come to embrace the two main cubes that 
have shaped and influenced my life. 
In reMin to the participants, I was bornred aud humbled as- they trusted and 
accepted me to be a witness to their lives. For some, their interview with me was the ht 
time they bad ever told their stories. This privilege, made me aware of two realities: It put 
me in the position of great responsibility for trans- their infbtmation as bst as I 
muld in this limited work; it also confirmed tbe scarcity oc and tberefbre, the wed for 
both research and clinical practice related to this field, and especially with this particular 
ppulation 
I believe that cumpletion of this project does not end my work, and even after this 
research is h k d ,  my efforts will not cease, as the work of these activists will 
continue. I will mathue to write and p m n t  the jwrb of this research that I was not able 
to inch& in the final results due to Witions p o d  by participant selection criteria or 
other limitatbas in the metlwdology. Lady, but mst importantly, I will continue to 
cherish and IaoM with great respect the kiendships I d e  through the composition of this 
project. 
S- ' 
This cbapter offered the results of this study. Mutual tkms, which were used to 
construct the categoria and the s u ~ g o r i e s  as well as the d s  of the. analysis of 
turning points were presented. The following chapter will comprise of the discussion of 
the results, including the hitations of the study such as issues ~~ language and 
translation, implications, future directions, rsnd conclusions. 
Discussion atad ComIusions 
This research examined the impact of political violence on the lives of the 
survivors of torture h m  Iran, giving voice to this forgotten, but deserving group of 
citizens of the world. In this chapter, a discussion regarding the findings of this 
qualitative inyesfigation is offered. The theoretical implic~twns in conceptualizing 
tmum and resilience as well as the s o d  utility of this study are discussed. 
Additionally, an argument is made to address the imperative implications for the field of 
of tb current study, and W m n s  for future research are confefied. In closing, some 
find remarks are offered. 
B d  on the premise of narrative approach, which asserts that human activity and 
experience are filled with meaning, a d  that stories mtber than logical arguments or 
lawful fi,rmuWns are the vehick by which that meaning is mmmunic~ted, I set out to 
gemrate knowledge abut how a p u p  of Iranian survivors of political torture mde 
sense of their traumatic experiences, and how they e x p W  h i r  proactive work for tbe 
protection of rights of others. This investigation, therehre, was to concentrate 
on how these individuals constructed kir stories, how they talked abut their lives as 
related to the torture and imprisonment experiences, how they articulated the personal, 
and psychosacial effects of their trauma, and what t k y  pemived as hving helped them 
cope in the midst of dehumanizing ,torment. 
In constructing the questions, I was mindful of the importarme of re-creating the 
flow of the participants' lives ad remrting a sense of continuity with the past. Hence, the 
interview questions were designed to assist the participants in ~storatlon of their life 
stories through the m t i o n  of life before their trauma and porbyd of the circumstances 
that led up to the trautn&ic events related to the po&bal oppression in Iran The 
participants were encouraged to talk abut their important relationships, their convictions 
and desires, and their struggles, t h e b y  providing a context within which the particular 
meaning of the tmmm a d  resilience could k understood. Through the analysis, the 
importance of formation of worldview rrnd development of identity within social domain 
became evident. 
In narrating their experiences of childhood, youth, and adulthood, the participants 
referred to historical and sociopolitical context of the country, which influend the 
progression of air thoughts and convictions at each stage of life. Furthmmre, important 
. * 
events, which were d e t ~ ~  mg turning points in the lives of the participants merged. 
In exploring their lifk stor@ the larger stem of the historical, social, and 
political coditions of the corntry emerged. Thus, indicating that thek stories and 
reflections on torture, imprisoament and political activism were entangled with the hger 
level of social arad political descriptions. In accordance with this, I provided a history of 
Iraa, to enclose the experiences of the participants and to give a contextual h e w o r k  for 
udemtding their stories. 
Implicaths for the Study of Trauma and Resilience 
The conm'butio~ls of this stydy to the M y  of literature, which already exists on 
trauma and resilience is though the devebpment of theory. This investigation 
contributed to the study of culturs-specific approaches to trauma a d  resilience. By 
conducting the interviews in the hguage of survivors, this study uncovered the personal 
accounts that have been developed within the available language in the Iranian context. 
My analysis of the ways in which tbe participants made meanifig out af the "sequences" 
of their traumatic encounters tmk into m u n t  the collective and personal dimensions of 
the coping processes. I approached the question of how people remain hopeful and 
resistant as they experience dehumanizin$ conditions, which attempt to break down all of 
their defenses a d  change their identities, h m  b t h  dimensions of individual and 
I also approached the participants' narratives with the underlying assumption in 
* 
narrative research that ''there is isither a single, absolute truth in human reality nor one 
correct readtng or interpretation of a text" (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zibler, 1998). I 
fW on how tk participants constructed the self as they narrated their life stories 
using the langurmge that was available to them in fbrming of the self and identity. In 
looking at thew stories of trauma and milience, "the systematic orgmhtion of their 
-was maintainedn as they told thew individual stories in relation to, and within the 
Iranian cultural, historid, and sociopolitical context. 
The analysis of mmtives illutmted the pstrian:M nature of Iranian society, 
gender inequality within the family system, and the progression of chauvin'iic views in 
regard to women under the rule of the lslarnic Republic. It kcme evident that while 
harim women in g e d  suffered from W inequalities, the women activists were 
subjugated by the unfair mial system as well as the violent treatment of politid 
oppitbn. 
Through analysis, the pervasive nature of trauma in Lreur emerged, &wing that 
political repression in Im poses continued traumatic experiences, and indicating that the 
meaning of political t r am in this context wdd not be q t d  by the notion of 
poshmatic stress disorder (PTSD). Traumatic expiences occurred in a sequence, 
making the conoept of post trauma an inadequate d e l  when conceptualizing the 
experiences of these partkipants. This idea was congruent with that of Becker's (2001), 
who stated that the PTSD concept. is deficient in that it suggests the traumatic event is 
limited to a specific incident that bas taken p k  in the past. 
Fwtlmmre,  the analysis highlighted that trauma did nut end once the 
hdivicfds itnprisof~ment was finalized. With a persistent nature, -tic experiences 
continued to occur after release, for example, in the form of meillance by the 
authorities, unemployment, and so forth. Following tk departure b m  the counlry, 
which was a sumiual strategy, st% the participants experienced life in exile, a d  the 
post-migration stresow such as loss of identity, relatiomhips, and support systems. This 
emphasized the premise that for displaced survivors of oppression, the recovery not only 
involves understanding the context of tbe tmwm, but & the appreciation for the bs of 
not only seLf but every thing that defines self and life in gemd, the connections, the 
familiar places, d the Wi language Wugh which one muld define oneself 
The analysis a h  illustrated mquences of torture arad imprisonment, which 
effected the psycblogkd, physical, and psycbwcial aspects of the individuals' lives. It 
further showed that the tomnt, which was aimed at destroying the individual, also 
effected families and mrnmunities: Confusii the public during arrest olnd at the time of 
the release of the activists, the secret use of torture, public recantations, mass killing of 
the prisuners, and splitting the families all illustrated the use ofpsyclaological warfire by 
the regime. Due to the socb-cultur4 religious, mmmic, ad other devastating 
consequences of thew atrmiths, W i e s  lost h, parents became paralyzed, children 
became orphans, ad the political repression, which was mirrored in prisons, silenced 
entire communities. 
What emerged furher h m  the d y s i s  was indicative of the complexity of the 
individual experience of trauma, pointing to its relation to an array of social aad political 
factors, for instance, h political oqauhtions' hiiathns. This in turn illuminated the 
importance of the role of ~ o ~ l  aspects of political life in the development, or lack of, 
LeR Movement in Iran and its dialectical relation to the traumatic experiences of the 
, 
individuals. 
Tak'mg the aforementioned analysis into consideration, in the context of political 
repression in Iran, application of the fblbwing concepts, includiag the notion of extreme 
kc~tlmutiiatiott is more mmhgh1: ' 
Extreme traumatization is an individual and collective process that refers to and is 
dependent on a given social context; a process that is marked by its intensity, its 
extremely bng duration, and the interdependency ktween the mid and the 
psychological dimensions. Its aim is the destruction of the individual, of his sense 
of blonging to miety a d  of his social activitks" (Becker & Castillo, 1990, as 
cited in Bwker, 2001. p. 6). 
In addition, memt work in Latin h e r i c a  bas ea~lblishd that traumatidon 4 not only 
an individual process but also a social process that rdm to the society as a whole, These 
studies have also shown that trauma can only be rmdmtood within a spe~ific ulturd and 
political context (Becker, 2001 ). 
These id= are similar to the con- of social tmumu. Social trauma is the term 
used by Martin-Baro (19%) to refer to the bng lasting and extreme &cts of political 
petsecmon. Marfin-Baro asserted, although trauma is manifested in individual peuple, it 
is more appropriate to speak of it as a product of inhumane relationships. I propose that 
white the individual traumatic experiences of the participants cannot be ignored, these 
experiences should be looked at within the specific cultural and political Iranian context. 
Thuse findings once more challenged the notion of PTSD. As Becker (2001) 
suggested, family diagnosis is impossible within PTSD categories. "A torture victim, for 
example, a n  have PTSD, but his wife and children m't, even if their symptoms can 
only be understood in the cantext of the destruction of the victim" (p. 3). He firther 
stated that there is considerable data to confirm that trauma can be transmitted 
transgenerationally from parents to their children; however, PTSD diagnosis does not 
deal with this phenomenon. 
1 addrased the development of resilienm by looking at the participants' lives 
behre their experiences of ama~ torture, and imprisonment, and looked at their 
relationships, and their patterns of coping in the face of adversity when growing up. The 
analysis illusimted that the individual's traumatic experiences and their dealings with 
adversity did not occur in a vacuum; in addition, it showed that the participants' 
perception about themselves and the d d  was snfluenced by the &ects of 
intergmmtional legacies, wmm&ity, individuals, culture, and political atmosphere. 
This supported Walsh's (1 998) assdon that "a11 incep t s  of the self and constructions 
of the world are fundamen;tally products of relationships, and it is through our 
interdependence that meaningful lives are best sustained" (p. 51). 
Through the analysis of the narratives, individual and collective coping strategies 
emerged. This showed the power of community, including tU of prison inmates, family, 
and the larger society, in healing the individual and the effect of individual actions in 
creating hope within communities. The concept of calIective h u m  emerged, 
illuminating that f a r  md hopelessness w diffused when the community shared the 
same predicament, even in the face of possibility of dath. Hernandez (2002) talked 
about collective resilience, defining it as the coping processes &at arise in rehence to 
and dependent on a given social context, including counteracting process that leads to 
social trauma. She asserted, "These processes aim to rebuild and sustain social 
relationships to heal the wounds of trauma, the losses of war and the reconstruction of a 
sense of belonging and personal identity." 
The resilience of the particip'auts against severe conditions during imprisonment 
pointed to the protective role of belief systems and political. ideology. The m t i v e  
d y s i s  showed that even under e m m e  conditions, the individuals were able to mist  by 
relying on their convictions and beliefs. Through her concept of belief systems, Wdsh 
(1998) emphasized the role of aiEliative belih and the imprimice of facilitative 
appraisal of crisis in helping individuals and communities in dealing with adversity. 
Analysis of the participants' m t i v e s  illustrated the role of afl%liative belief in 
resistance. This was highlighted in the m t i v e s  about se1fmectations and the 
expchtions of others from the individual. 
In further d y z i n g  the participants' narratives I focused on how they re 
evaluated their belief systems, which played roles in their decision making process about 
their aEdiations, activitia, and course of action befbre their imprisonment I focused on 
how they transformed their pain into personal statement and positive action. Wiesel 
(1 995, as cited in Walsh, 1 998) stated, to member, "is to live h more than one world, to 
prevent the past fiom &ding, and to call upon the future to illuminate it" (p. 49). The 
participants asserted the need to member the lives that were lost, knowing in order to do 
this, they needed to live with memories that were unphsant and painful. This theme, 
which I &led "historical memory," illustrated their convictions about and adw~iacy for 
justice, truth, and prevention of future violation of human rights. This theme highlighted 
the meaning the participants made of their adversity and survival, and the actions they are 
t a b g  today. 
Social Contributions 
The social implications of this study are embdded in its contribution to the 
defense of hutnan rights in Iran and elsewhere in the world, and its potential role in 
redirecting social debate and governmental programs. In the face of indifference and 
passivity of national and international bystanders to the plight of suwivors of torture in 
Iran and in other n o n d e r n d c  countries, this study provided an opportunity for 
survivors of politial trauma h m  Iran to tell their stories. The knowledge genemted 
h m  this study can assist in the collabwrative effort between communities and 
governmental and gm.ssfoot3 or&nizations to develop models and policia towards 
defense of human rights, early warning, prevention, recanciliation, and mnstructicm. 
Through providing the m e w  for the participants to tell their accounts, and by 
identifying with the plight of these survivors, the human rights situation in Iran, md the 
commitment to change the cycle of oppression in that country, I was able to hilitate the 
process of story telling, which for some was the first experiences of disclosure since their 
release. This study therefore provided a first step, a forum, fbr amplification of the voicts 
of these orctivists, further facilitating open social discourse about the plight of these 
individuals. 
The images of the tortures and dehumanimtion, and the memory of the massacre 
of political prisoners is vivid in the minds of these survivors, but it is given little attention 
by the world community and is entirely denied by the Theocratic regime of Iran. One of 
the tasks of this resach was to spark social debate regarding the atmitie committed in 
Iran, in addition to bringing a m t i  on to factors, which enable individuals collectively and 
individually, to resist oppression. With a greatur understanding of the psychological, 
cultural, palitid, and societal roots of human cruelty, war, and other forms of mass 
violence we can develop policies, strategies, and program designed to counteract these 
atrocities and build strategies for reconciliation and reconstruction of communities. 
Furthermore, by understanding the mechanisms involved in resilience, we can foster this 
key process in overcoming the d h t s  of trauma in individuals, h i l i e s  md larger 
communities. 
h p l i d o n s  for Practice of Psychology 
Psychology has often contributed to obscuring the relationship betwemn persod 
&m.ngement and social oppression, presenting the pathology of persons as if it 
were something removed from history and society, and behavioral disorders as if 
they played themselves out entirely in the individual plane. (Marhn- Baro, 19%, 
P 27) 
The findings of this study, as depicted in the narratives of the participants, axe the 
declarations and the testimonies to the need for integration of politid analysis and 
clinical practice when worktng with populations e&cted by repressive systems and 
sociopolitical violence. Politid psychology, Martin-Baro stated, examines a broader 
range of behaviors by taking into consideration the social order as well ss the manner in 
which each behavior responds to particular class interests represented within the social 
I 
structure (Martin-Baro, 1988, as cited in W n -  Baro, 1996). Thus, political psychology 
attempts to clarify the m&g of internal psychologid processes while paying special 
attention to their deep roots in the larger social context, and '70 take account of these 
mnneotions whether they am direct and immediate or indirect and mediated by other 
hctors'' (Marbn- Bmo, 1996, p. 96). 
While political psychology does not propose disregarding the gains of traditional 
psychology, it challenges the deficiencies of the dominant &eories, which most often 
than not isolate psychological processes h m  the sociopolitical context that produce 
these processes and continue to shape them. Political psychology balds tfiat people who 
have experienced political repression under cmel conditions are likely to suffer from 
being stigmatized as ill and thus deprive from their human dignity, and traditional 
approach= in psychology may play n role in the chain of events and interpretations 
leading to a loss of basic sense of worth in survivors. 
Trauma of political persecution is systematic and prolonged, affecting individuals 
md communities at multiple levels. It is important for the mental health professionals, 
who work with survivors of political oppression to intefpret their symptoms as an 
understandable response to pathogenic systems of tyranny. This wlls hr the recognition 
of the devastating &ects of trauma and the right to humane treatment, in addition to the 
recognition that the eEects of political persecution surpasses the individual and is felt at 
the social level. 
Political oppression s i lmca individuals, and sends fear across communities, 
suggesting that recovery for survivors of politidly b a d  tmuma not only begins with 
personal revival but dso involves healing at the level of community. Responding to the 
< 
plight of victims of political repression requires understanding of the primary 
experiences, the trauma of torture, political psychology, and the cross-cultural paradigms 
treatment. When worlang with survivors of pohtid oppression, it is essential to 
understand the historical and the social dynamics that have injured people and exist in a 
mediated interaction between individual and society (Martin-Barn, 1986). 
Becker (2001) also suggested that in each different social context people should 
create their own definitions of trauma within a h e w &  in which the basic focus is not 
so much on the symptoms of a person but on the sequential development of the trilwnatic 
situation. Hu further asserted that while it is important to take inventory of tbe specific 
symptoms of a patient, for the metaphoric =sage the symptoms convey about the 
illnes, the main approach must focus on the oppressive encounters. 
Part of what mental h d t h  professionals can do to assist both distressed 
individuals and distressed societies is to endorse the link between psychological recovery 
and societal repadon and justice. Thus, it is important that the trauma debate be 
conducted within a human rights h e w o r k  and not as if it is just a new specialty 
(Summefield, 1995, p. 28). 
According to Baker (2001), the treament of extreme muma neither begins nor 
ends in a therapist's room; however, therapy may become the first social space in which 
the victims might begin to overcome their difficulties. Therapists cannot present not to be 
involved in the conflicts with moral and pd i t id  implications: to a -in extent, their 
choice in these conflicts determines their beatmat strakpes. Summefield (1 995) 
suggested that some torture victims seek psychological help, but all of them seek justice 
(p. 25). To this end, the therapists and the researchen who work with people victimized 
by war, violence, repression, disaster, and loss are efktd by the stories of the survivors. 
The therapist is no longer neutral, independent expert but gets involved in questions and 
perplexities that touch her or him pasonally. 
h r d i n g  to Herman (1997), working with the survivors of trauma requires a 
committed moral stance. The therapist is called upon to b w  witness to a crime. 
Neutrality of the therapist, Heman stated, is not auspicious for the process of healing in 
this context The therapist must assert position of solidarity with the s k v o r .  Therapy 
invokes the understanding of the fundamental injustice of the traumatic experience and 
the need for a resolution that restores some sense of justice. In further explaining this 
notion, Heaman demd to Dadi ' s  approach to tmtment of Holocaust survivors stating 
she assumes this moral stancu even in routine process of taking family history. 
%en survivors speak of their relatives who 'died,' he afIirms that hey were, 
rather, ' m u r d d . '  The we of the word death to describe the fate of the survivors' 
relatives, friends, and communities appears to be a deknse against acknowledging 
murder as possibly the most crucial d i t y  of the Holocaust. (p. 1 3 5 )  
Clinicians must keep in mind that torture and imprisonment are only parts of what 
survivors have experienced. Therapy should help these individuals reconnect the 
disconnected pieces of their fives and to reconstruct the parts of self that is crushed by the 
trauma So, the healing process should focus on strengths, instilling hope and helping the 
survivors find ways best suited to their needs. Empowerment must be central in the 
therapy process if it is to succeed. 
Walsh (1998) talked about a resilimce-based approach to practice. She stated, 
such methodologid stance involves individuals collaboptively while ffirming their 
strengths and upholding their dignity. She stated that this approach M e r  enmurages 
their optimal functioning, md builds social network, providing a balances fbr the 
traditional clinical focus on patient ddcits, which too o h  l d s  professionals to 
u n h t i m a t e  the resr>urcefulness of the survivors. 
According to Hernandez (2002), therapy should entail a collaborative mission for 
understandmg the life stories of suwivors, helping them in the procas of rwmposing 
new stories after suffering the damaging e f h t s  of upheaval and disruption. She further 
asserted, through description of their experiences, some of the most taboo aspects, such 
as shame, guilt, self-blame, can be acknowledged, worked through, and re- 
cuneeptualized. 
Beristain and %era (1 992, as cited in Hernandez, 2002) emphasize the importance 
of the role of wrnmunity support and webs of solidarity in societia in which 
relationships and togetherness are more vital than a strong sense of individuality. This 
brings atlention to the concept of dad+ defl within the Iranian cultureture Darde dell, 
lrterally meaning pain of heart, r e f i  to the ritual of confiding in a trustworthy individual 
or individuals about issues that are distressing and painful. Survivors of extreme muma 
often find dremselves done and unable to talk about their hornfylng experiences. 
Similarly, it is not m y  for the survivors of torture h m  Iran to d a n k  del to others. In 
the context of therapy, therefore, a group approach to recovery becomes indispensable for 
these individuals. "Mirrored in the -on of others, the swivor recognizes and r e c b  
a Iost part of herself" (Herman, 1 997, p. 2 1 5). 
To reitmate, therapy must take place and the pmbleqs should be examined in the 
social, political, and family of origin context. Edudon regarding the ~ ~ ~ t i n g  effects 
of oppmsiun, including oppression of women, classism, and power abuses should be 
provided for community groups to p t  m i o n  for the discourse about the 
unspeakable to take place. Healing can only take place when a sense of justice is 
accomplished. In joining the survivors, treatment must also involve advocacy for the truth 
and human rights. Providing a forum in therapy for the testimonies of the survivors to be 
heard also involves supporting their efforts to make their voices public wllectively and to 
m f k n  their dignity. 
Implications for the Training of Psychologists 
Psychology is in a unique position to make a significant contribution to the 
understanding of the psychosocial roots of the trauma of torture, war, and other forms of 
oppressioq and to address the consequences of these conditions. While the psychology's 
role in assessment, intervention, and treatmmt of refugees and survivon of torture and 
extreme conflict is undoubtedly evident, topics related to human rights, war, 
ethnopolitical violence, and genocide are most often ignored in psychology education. 
This l a v e  mental health professionals unprepared b meet the psychosocial needs of 
those within the larger international community experiencing the trauma associated with 
these conflicts either in their homelands or as refuges; it further impedes their effort to 
contribute to preconflict prevention, or play a role in post-conflict resolution. 
This study points o u ~  on the level of &ation of psychology, the importance of 
integation of issues such as the fundamental human rights, extreme trauma and 
&placement and its impact on child developmen< refu8ee mental health, torture, mass 
violence, ethnopolitical conflict, war and the concepts of resilience and peace psychology 
into the programs for psychologisb in training. It also declares that these topics must be 
taught within the sc~cial and political contexts in which they occur and not as mere 
theoreticaf concept.. This knowledge m y  lead future psychologists to greater 
understanding of the cognitive, affective, social, cultural, and societal roob of human 
cruelty and trauma. Furthermore, with this knowledge psychologists ape more hkeiy to 
accept the mantle of sacral responsibility, become actively involved as citizens within the 
global community, and foster healing in the individual and at the level of community. 
Limitations and f u t w  Directions 
The limitations of this study are looked at from the point of view of qualitative 
research; hence, it is understood that this study does not have application of 
generalimbility. Within the h e w o r k  of qualitative research, this study's limitations 
entail the fbllowing: 
One of the limitations of this study involved the issue of language and translation, 
which included translating from Persian to English and vice-versa. For example, there 
was no exact word for resilience in Persian, which was the language of the survivors. The 
word burgasht-Pazirr' or enetuf-puzirl, which were ~ M o n s  of resilience in Persian in 
the dictionary (Bateni, 1997) did not encompass the meaning of this word in its entirety. 
Therefbre, resilience was also explained to the participants as "the ability to bounce back 
and to reconstruct," and "'the abiiity to stand on one's feet , again in the aftermath of 
trauma and advesity." In addition, due to Iimitations posed by time and resources, I 
mnducted d l  the translations of the interviews myself, and the transcripts were not 
translated back into their original language and back into English again. 
Sample selection posed limitations in that the participants were only selected h m  
a group of former political prisoners nominated by another activist, based on the opinion 
of this person, their current participation in advocacy for the human rights, and the 
investigator's literature-based explanations of ways of wping. Therefore, no fixed cribria 
for resilience, except for participation in human rights activities, were set to detmnine 
who was resilient and who was not. 
The study fwthw posed limitations in tmns of exclusions of certain political and 
religious groups; specfically, the study only included former political prisoners who at 
l a s t  at the time of their imprisom'mt, adhered to a non-religious, leftist ideology, Io tho 
process of participant selection, one of the participants was mistakenly thought to have 
been imprisoned for his affiliation with a letiit organization, and it was not until the time 
of his interview that I realized he had in fht, at ihe time of his arrest, had b dliliated 
with the Mojahedin. Therefow, while I conducted an intewiew with him, I did not 
include his nmtive  in the analysis. This brings up an important issue in the study of 
effects of political oppression in Iran, illuminating the pamfui reality that the groups, who 
suffered torture and imprisonment, were manifold, all requiring and deserving 
investigative and rehabilitative attention. Future studia should attempt at conducting 
research with this as well as other groups of survivors of political oppression from Eran. 
T ' s  examination of life stories generated enormous tunourit of data. Multitudes of 
themes merged fiom the participants' narratives, and while all were of great value, the 
inclusion of all themes in the final analysis was outside of the scope of this study. For 
examplq the participants talked about diffmnt levels and types ofrepentance. The study 
of this theme requires scrutinizing the nature of the perpetrators and the dynamics 
between them and the victims, taking into m u n t  the personal, politial, and socio- 
cultural dimensions, which contributed to this phenomenon. Later analysis should pay 
attention to this theme. 
In addition to the phenomenon of repentance, some of the participants refemed to 
mother ~ c c m c e ,  which they called "prison in prison." The eximinatjon of this theme, 
which r&md to the resentments and antipathy mong the prisoners from different 
opposition group inside prison, was also outrib of the swpe of this study. This 
important aspect of prison life should be looked at closely in future investigations. 
Scrutinizing the nature of ibe individuals who took part in the daily torment of 
political prisoners, the executions of 1981 and the massacre of 1988 was outside of the 
domain of ths investigation. Gaining knowledge about the nature of people who became 
active putkipants in oppressive systems and take part in mass killings and genocides, 
such as those in Iran, Rwanda, Germany, Bosnia, and other parts of the world, may aid in 
pinpointing identifiable factors that determine whether a given corn bination of historid, 
sociologiml, ewnomic, political, and cultural conditions will or wiH not lead to mass 
killing and persecution. Understanding such muses of persecution could help in 
facilitatmg the reconstruction of damaged psyches, indignant social relations, and 
wounded communities. 
This study only looked at the stories of survival from the point of view of those 
who had escaped the continuous state of political repmion in Iran and were residing in a 
host country. It is foreseeable that e&m of tmtm and imprisonment and the kind of 
meaning survivors make of these experiences may manifest themselves variably in those 
who continue to live under a state of siege. Investigating the plight of those individuals is 
of grave essentiality if psychology is to facilitate transfbdon and healing at the level 
of community. 
Lastly, the literorture on the consequences of torture documents various types of 
head trauma as reported by the victims. Even as tortwe rehttbilitoltion is recognized as an 
area of sub-speciatlprtion within health care (Jaranson, 1998), the neuropsychologid 
aspects of assessment and rehabilitation are nowhere to be found. Clinical 
neuropsychology has the potential to make contributions to the assessment and 
documentation of wnsequences of torture. The epidemic proportions of torture and the 
high incidence of traumatic brain ihjV among swivon should be seen as an appeal to 
neuropsychologists to lend their ex* fbr h e  bent& and the welhe  of these most 
deserving individuals, and to strengthen &rb toward prevention, 
Concluding Remarks 
The recent history of the world has been marked by unparalleled human rights 
viohtiqns, sociopolitical violence, wars and mass killings, making the extermination, 
torture, and mistreatment of whole groups of people a central issue of our times. This 
study examined the consequences of human rights violations in Iran through narrative 
analysis of life stories of a group of leftist activists from that country. It also set to find 
how these people made sense of their trauma, coped with md transformed their 
experiences. 
Despite its limitations, this march clearly showed that trauma cern only be 
understood and addressed with reference to the specific context in which it mum, and 
that 
m m a t i o  experience needs to be amwptualhed in terms of a dynamic, two-way 
interaction between the victimized individual and the sumunding society, 
evolving aver time, and not only as a relatively static, circumscribabb entity to be 
loc~ted and addressed within transforming individual traumatic experience. 
(Summerfield, 1995, p. 22) 
This study offered a perspective for the study of political trauma. It pointed out 
that in the context of pditical repression, where families and entire communities 
experience humatic events and their consequmw, the concept of PTSD is a deficient 
notion. Labeling individuals for societal problems or organized political violence, and 
pathologizing the survivors as opposed to Imkhg at the eircumstanee that brought them 
to this point may further alienate individuals and communities who are aware of the 
debilitating effects of the oppressive systems within which they live. 
The study further revealed that the participants went beyond their given situations 
even &en their life experiences sought to silence them. It demonstrated that individuals 
have the capcity to overcome the limthtions imposed upon them by oppression. For this 
group, this meant to overcome the daily torments of an oppressive system that aimed to 
destroy their humanity. 
Trauma work has the potential to be an important factor in helping people deal 
with the consequences of organized violence throughout the world if it is conducted in a 
responsible way and deveioped with reference to the specific cultural context. Trauma 
work n& to be part of an integrated appwch, almys addressing both the individual 
ornd the collective aspects. To be done dktiveiy, support structures are needed on s 
national and i n t d o m l  level. "In that sense, we should try to avoid turning trauma 
work into an international business, but rather defend the possibility of international 
solidarity" (Becker, 2001, pp, 18-1 9). 
We are not the tired prisoners of this land; 
the tired prisoners of this land are others; 
the tired prisoners of this land are in the chains of Wor and factories of the 
oppressor; 
today, the "red sorrows" of the oppressed are tfie tired prisoners of '%he prism- 
country;" 
we M not the tired prison&s of this land. 
A poem by Saiid Soltanpour, an Iranian poet and activist, who was among the first gmup 
of political prisoners executed in 1981 by the Islamic Republic. 
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Appendix A 
Participant Consent Form (English) 
participant Informed Consent 
Dear Pohntial R e s m h  Participant: 
Your time and willingness to consider participating in this research is greatly appreciated. 
I an a 3" year student in the Counseling Psychology Dootonl Rognm at Seton Hall 
University, who is condu~ting the present research for cornpleaion of her doctoral 
dissertation. The purpose of this study i s  to examine how a group of b i a n  survivors of 
political torture make sense of their trauma, survival and proactive work for the rights of 
others. This research may contribute to the greater understanding of consequences of 
trauma and process of resilience. You will be asked to participate in an interview with the 
principal investigator, which may take appmximately 2 to 4 hours of your time. 
You will be asked to talk about you life story including your experiences of 
imprisonment and life in exile. All interviews wiil be audiotaped and then transcribed for 
raearch purposes. These tapes will be transcribed only by the principal investigator with 
the assistance of two mearch assistants, Dr. Keyvandokht Nil& and Ms. Madeiran 
Namin. Upon transcription of the tape, you will have the option to review the transcript 
of your interview for your feedback and comments to your inhrmw. All idmtifvinq 
~ n f ~ m t i o n  will be removed from the translation a d  all names will be changed for 
mddentidity purposes. Results of this study may be presented at m&rences or 
published at the discretion of the researcher. 
The questions which you will be asked are intended to helpagain more information about 
the processes involved in ttauma and recovery. It is hoped that this infirmation will 
better inform all professionals involved in the field of tmma to more effectively d i z e  
the needs of survivors of politically based trauma, torture, and other forms of organized 
violence. Should you feel undue stress during completion of any of the interview 
mav discontinue at anv time without anv form ofnwldty and the investigator will provide 
debriefing for you at that time. Debriefing will also be provided far you after the 
inteniew is completed. Following the completion of the interview and debriefing, should 
you experience any grief, stress, or distress, you are encouraged to contact the 
i n m t i p t m  or other mental health professionals for assistance. The principal 
investigator will contact you one day, one week, ~ W O  weeks, and three weeks &r the 
interview to ensure that you are not experiencing grief and distress. 
Should you have any questions or wdd like a copy of the results, please feel free to 
contact Nourimafl Ghahary, MA, Principle Investigator (001 -201 -81 8-6771 ; 
d&hu.edu ) or her doctow1 superYiSor/m811tor, Laura Paher, PhD. (00 1-973 
275-2740. palrnd&hu.edu ). If you should have any questions regarding your rights 
as r research participant, you may contact, Seton Hall University, Institutional Review 
Board for Human Subjects Research at (001 -973- 275-2974). 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Seton Hall University Institutional 
Review Board for Humm Subjects Research. The IRB believes that the research 
procedures adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, welfare, civil liberties, and rights. 
The Chairpan  on the lRB m y  be reached through the Office of Grants and Research 
Services. The telephone number of the Clf6c.e is COO1 -973- 275-2974). 
Your participation in this re surd^ is - t i d y  voluntrry. I sincerely hope that you 
will take same time out of your busy schedule to assist with this project. Your infunned 
consent implied i f p u  decide to cornpie& the intemyylew ith the pmcipai hve~tiguior. 
Thank you far your tune, attention, and emperation. 
Nouriman Ghahy, Doctoral Student 
Appendix B 
Researcher's Background (English) 
Dear Participant, 
Allow me to introduce myself to you. I am an Iranian woman who is a psychology 
doctoral candidate. Born and raised in hn, I came to the United States in 1983. Previous 
to my abrupt, involuntary departure from Iran, I was a politid activist in the Left 
Movement, and experienced oppression on multiple levels. I have been living in exile fbr 
the past 19 years, trying to turn my adversity into a social commitment to take action in 
regards to the rights of those whose voices cannot be h a d ,  and a professional 
commitment for advocacy, education and treatment of victims of s o d  and p d i t i d  
violence. More specifically, in the period during which I have lived in exile, I have 
familiarized mysdf intimately with the issues of h u m  rights abuses such as use of 
torture with politid prisoners in Iran. While my interests were initially embedded within 
a nationalistic boundary, they have gradually developed, moving into a broader 
international context. Equipped with psychologid training in research and practice, I 
hope to use my acquired knowledge in the service of abolishing the abuses of human 
rights worldwide through contributions to upholding, r e s m h ,  and treatment of survivors 
of "crimes" against humanity. ~ondbcting this study therefore becomes a first major step 
for me in fulfilling this commitment to bring knowledge abut the "unspoken" and the 
"unknown" to surface and to mobilize s k a l  discourse. 
I thank you for your time and attention to this important research project, and I am 




Original Set of Interview Questions (@nglish) 
Every person's life story corn be Wntten in a book. If you were to think that your life 
was a book, how many chapters would it have, what would you name e4lch one, and 
what would be an overview of each chapter'? What is your reason for ending each 
chapter? 
Tell me about your family (parents, siblings, class, ethnicity, education, extended 
family). How would you describe your parents' style of child rearing and their 
treatment of you specifically? If your family had a motto, what would it be? What 
messages did you hear within your family when growing up? 
When and how did you become aware of sociopolitical problems in Iran? (What 
specific event(sYpwrp1e were influential in this process)? 
What were your values, political convictions and your sdcial views at that time? 
What are your values, political convictions and your social views at h s  time? 
How are these aEected by your experimce of torture? 
Tell me about your lifb at the threshold of 1979 Revolution (age, occupation. ftc.) 
Tell me about your life from 1979 to the year of your arrest. 
Talk about your prison experience. (Arrest [how & when], torture, 6 1 ,  years in 
prison, relationships (positivdnegative), mlmie, ather information may want to 
share). 
How would you describe the dik& of torture on your o v d l  lifk? (Emotional, 
socd, relational, and physical) 
What kind of support systems 'magined or real) did you have during your 
imprisonment? What type of support system have you had since your release from 
prison? 
Tell me about your life in exile: Opportunities, W p s ,  friendships, work, school, 
language, e l y ,  prejudice, etc.. . . What kind of support system do you have now 
while in exile? 
Looking back at your life, what do you think has helped you have maintain hope 
while imprisoned, and in the aftermath of your experience of torture? 
What do you think your survival in the midst of politid violence in Iran means? 
Given your experience of torture and imprisorimmt, what do your c m n t  state of 
activities, as related to creating change in the human rights condition in Iran, mean to 
you? 
What is you outlook for the future? 
Is there anything else you would like to share about being a survivor of torture, who 
canthues the fight for the rightg of others? Do you have m y  questions for me? 
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P d c i p t  Infarmed Consent (Persian) 
csM t N ~ 3  
001 -201 -8 1 8-67'71 & m m  
Laura Pdmer, Ph.D. 
001 -973-275-2740 & pd~n@&Gkh~.ed~ 
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Appendix G 
List of Mental Health S e r v i ~  in Gwmolny 
Psyuho-soci J-center for politid refugees 
Norbert Sb. 27 
50670 K ~ l n  
Tel.: 0221 -160740 
Christa Thiesies 
Z~lpicher Sb. 184 
5093 7 K6ln 
Tel: 022 1 -41 9994 
Brigitte Brand 
Ziilpicher Str. 1 84 
50937 Ki3ln 
Tel: 0221 -4200923 
Frankfurter Arbeibheis Trauma Und h i 1  
Meiianstr. 39 HH 
D- 60326 F r a n l G u W  
Tel: M9-69-499174 
Behandlungszentnun Fur F o ~ ~ e r  
Klinikurn Westend 
Spandauer D~amm 130 
D- r soso B C X I ~ ~  
Tel: 030-303-9064 
